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THE LEDGER & TIMES

SECTION ONE
Six Pages

4

COMPLETE COVERAGE OF ALL CALLOWAY
COUNTY NEWS EVERY WEEK

New Series No. 645

Fair to Its Readers-Fair to Its Advertisers
Murray, Kentucky, Thursday Afternoon September 7, 1939

a year in Calloway
Marshall. GraveL Hen'
ry and Stewart Counties.
$1.
4n a year elsewhere la
the State of Kentucky.
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Volume CVII; No. 36

SECOND WORLD WAR BEGINS, WITH FRANCE AND
*GREAT BRITAIN, GERMANY WARRING PRINCIPALS
COLLEGE TO OPEN Triplets, All Alive and Healthy, Born Mighty French Army and
SEPTEMBER 18 FOR Here Tuesday to Mrs.
Sam Thompson Great British Fleet Begin
FALL ENROLLMENT
Swift Campaigns on Nazis
Johnnie Karr, Printer in Murray for
Many Scholarship Fratern-i
ities Are Recognized on
College Campus

DEBATING, MUSIC
TO BE FEATURED

Dewey Ragsdale
To Lead Johnson
Campaign Again

Only Other Set of
Many Years, Lies Critically Ill Here Triplets in. County Hitler Will Not Negotiate for Peace But WithAre Shekell Bros. out Declaring War Bombs Polish Military
Johnnie Karr, whose history in Murray as a printer has become
traditional, lies at the point of death this morning in the Clinic-Hospital
Cities Including Warsaw and
Murray, famed for long as the
with double pneumonia.
birthplace of radio, received recogSeaports
Friends of his in Murray have made up contributions to insure nition Tuesday night as the birth-

!CITY SCHOOLS TO
OPEN FOR CLASSES
MONDAY MORNING
Supt: W. J.

Caplinger For.
sees Highly Successful
Year in City System

CHANGES ARE MADE
IN HOME EC STUDY

With an increased enrollment, him the best of medical care.
place of TVA triplets.
Murray's -city high schools will
improved
curriculum,
enlarged
WARSAW-Sept.'7-A battle for Warsaw raged 30 miles north of
open Monday morning with what
Three children, two girls and a
Johnnie Karr has been a valuable printer to both The Ledger &
campus, and augmented facilities,
is expected to be a. substantial inboy, were born that- night to Mrs here today, couriers reported, with the "Poles fighting like lions" and
Murray State College is expecting Times and the West Kentuckian, and to other newspapers. Never Sam Thompson, wife of a TVA
crease over the 1938 enrollment,
holding back the invaders despite repeated tank-led thrusts.
to inaugurate one of the best phenomenal, his work has been valuable.
Superintendent W. J. Caplinger
engineer here. All are healthy and
Germany's mobilized troops rolled forward over Polish roads last
years in its history September 18
said today. Opening exercises at
Johnnie Karr, may you be victorious over your illness as you have well.
when it .opens its doors for the
night at such speed that German observers said Lublin, present seat
each school will begin at 8:30.
The
children,
already
named,
are
fall term of 1939. President James been victorious over many troublesome jobs. Time is not yet' ready Virginia, 4 pounds, 6 ounces; Fred- of the Polish government might be under German artillery fire by
City schools are Murray high
to write ':30" to your career.
H. Richmond said today.
school, the Training School, and
erick Hampton, 4 pounds, 9 ounces; tedisy.
Douglas
High (colored).
and Nadine, 3 pounds 6 ounces.
A total of 205 courses are offered
The defenders of Warsaw prepared last night to resist desperately
According 'to
Superintendent
for the fall. including: 7 in the agThere were no other children in
gates
of
the
reach
the
might
feared
which
.
many
columns
German
Caplinger.
the
the.-,majority of the
riculture department, .1.0 iii art, 6
the Thompson family. The father
faculty members are the same as
In biology, 9 in chemistry, 19 in
has been a TVA employe for six capital within a •few hours."
last year. At the Training School
commerce. 5 in dramatics, 3 in
years. moving, with his wife to
A report from Paris this morning said that British troops have
however, theree new teachers have
economics, 16 in education, 14 in
Murray in 1938 from Scottsboro,
French army which is now in Germany
the
France
to
aid
in
landed
been
employed- Miss
Thelma
English, 6 in French, 7 in geograAla. His home is iasChattanooga.
line.
Siegfried
German
Glasscock_
the
deeper
critic teacher in the
phy, 2 in geology, 2 in German, 5 Directors From Different Areas Schools in District Making Best His wife was the former Reba fighting to crack
DEWEY
RAGSDALE
fifth
grade:
Miss
Ruby
foray
of
Eudora
In history. 13 in home economics,
first--major
Womack, McMinnville. Tenn.
Yesterday German warships attempted their
Showing on November 7
Are Named: Executive 'ComSmith, sixth grade critic teacher;
in hygiene. 4 in Latin, 9 in LiThere is ,only one other set of the war on the British Isles, but were driven off by pursuit planes
mittee is Chosen
to Receive Money
Dewey, Ragsdale, who led Keen end
Hampton
Brooks.
Smithbrary science, 7 in mathematics,
triplets in . Callow-ay county. They
Johnson's campaign in Callowayi Hughes instructor in
and anti-aircraft fire.
agriculture.
25 in music, 2 in philosophy, 22 in
Democratic county chairmen and are John A., James B., and Joseph
The Western Dark Fired Tobacco
county during the recent Demo- In the city high school, the
only
physical education, 9 in physics, 3 Growers Association here Friday party leaders throughout Kentucky C. Shekel!, 13-year-old sons of Mr.
In the meantime, France's mighty army, pushing on into Germany, cratic
gubernatorial primary be- new teacher will be Mrs. Ruth
in political science, 2 in public reelected Boone Hill, Sharpe, as are turning their attention this and Mrs. Harry Shekell, of Pine seized the first line strongholds of Germany's formidable Siegfried
tween Johnson and John Young Wilson, who will. have charge
of
speaking, and 1 In sociology. From president for the seventh successive week toward registering every Bluff. They were born November
Brown, has received notification home economics.
Maginot line made the seizure.
taste to 10 sections will be sched- year. E. E. Shanklin, Dresden, available Democrat prior ta,- the 26, 1924, in Paris, Tenn. They have line. Veteran troops from the French
from
Jo.
Lyter
Donaldson,
JohnProfessor Caplinger said
A relilible dispatch from Dsaudg this morning said the Polish garrithe
uled for each course.
Tenn., and J. D. Wade, Louisville, dead-line Friday night, September three brothers and g sister.
son State campaign manager, that
Registration will begin Monday. Ky., were reelected first and sec- 8.
son there, under heavy machine gun fire for four days, surrendered he is the choice to lead Johnson's ci,ty board is contemplating the
establishment of home economics
September 18. The last day to ond vice-presidents, respectively.
Hoping to get out a record vote
to German soldiers early today.
forces in Calloway-ter the gen- in the colored 'school and has
emregister for credit is Monday, OcJoe E. ace, Hardin, was named in the November election, the
eral contest between the Demo- ployed an instructor for the purMusPremier
said
last
night
Italian
sources
Rome,
private
From
tober 2. The Thanksgiving recess secretary-treasurer, s ur ceeding Democratic committee here has
cratic nominee and King Swope, pose. Home economics studiea in
powers
conference
of
for
a
his
proposal
about
to
renew
November
30-Desolini
was
for
is scheduled
himself. The group, composed of announced it will offer cash prizes
Republican.
The election takes both the city schools will hencecember I.' The semester closes
with a suggestion for an armistice in the German-Polish-British-French place November 7.
board members, eleeted J. A. Max- to county fichools in the magisterial
forth be conducted on a 10Friday. January 26.
Although Brown had a margin months' basis, with the activity
ey, Dresden, Tenn., as director-at, district- which gets out the largest
war until 4 conference could be arranged.
Murray State College is a memof 60 votes in Calloway in the devoted to project work in
vote in proportion to its population Was One of Oldest Persons in
large.
the
ber of the following associations:
primary, experts had predicted his home during June.
Members of the board, recently or registered voters November 7.
County And Leaves Many RelThrough such
American Association of Teachers
France *Shed Great Britain in war against Germany Sunday.
lead would be much more. Much administration, he aid,
The plan is similar to that ope
reelected by vote of members in
atives
And
Friends
fecta
rllt
Association
of
College!, Southern
They kept the pledges they made to Poland to see her through.
of the credit for narrowing the funds compensate for about
each representative territory„._ are erated before in this county. Each
Colleges and Secondary Schools,
again.
must
roar
guns
magin
Europe
the
was
given
to
Ragsdale.
Lowes,
-Graves
the
magisterial
district
in
most
of
Wilson,
school
in
over
again;
James
E.
1914
ail
It is
Mrs. Louise Payne Fergerson
the total
expense to the local
National Association of Schools of
The Johnson campaign chief- board.
county; J. D. Wade, Linville, Graves which shows the largest gain or Housden.' known to her many
The colored home eco-Britain waited just fifteen minutes beyond the deadline of her last
Music, American Council on
tain here is the junior member of nomics teacher will spend part of
Murray,
Finney.
smallest
loss
based
H.
on
the
total
county;
W.
died
friends
simply
as
"Aunt
Lue"
'Cation, Teachers College Extension
altiratum to Germany, that said in effect: Take your troops out of the
Lassiter-Ragsdale
Furniture her time as librarian.
FI, Lax, Hazel, votes clot iu the wesielential elec- Thursday evening of last week at
county;
Association. and Nationai AssoeiaPatina or we fight.
Composts, hers. Prior to his corn-' a Freshmen and sophomores
H.
Dention
of
1936
will
participate
in
the
Boone
Hill;
W.
Calloway;
the
home
of
relatives
in
the
east
will
TeacherCommercial
of
tion
ing
to
address
Murray
to
take
fateful
up
the furn- report Friday morning at 9 o'clock
away. Paducah, McCracken county; prize money. Each graded school part of the county near MaceAnd then Prime Minister Chamberlain in the most
Training Institutions.
iture
business,
he
was
deputy
cirCunningham,
Ballard
in
the
winning
district
will
redonia. She was 93 years old, one of his long career told the Empire:
to Principal Ed Filbeck, who will
Degrees conferred include: A.B. W. C. Jones,
cuit court clerk in Bartow, Polk aid them in selecting
their courses
with or without certification, B.S. and Carlisle counties; E. A. Hilliard, ceive $10 in cash and each 4-year of the "oldest women in the county.
"We are at war with Germany!' I am certain right will prevail."
county.
Fla.,
for
12
years.
He
is
county;
E.
A.
high
school
$50.'
Hickman
Clinton,
Highly respected, "Aunt Lue"
for the year:
with or without certification, B.S.
the son of Mr. and Mrs. Joseph
France,
her
mighty
legions
ready,
followed
suit
automatically.
county
Murray
Fulton.
Fulton
independent
schools
are
Thompson.
wielded
a
high
moral
influence
to
"It
is
a
matter
of
considerable
in Home Economics. B. Mus. EduHis satisfaction to me," the Murray
in Kentucky and Obion in Ten- not included in the contest. Four- every community in which she ever
Neutrality became a quick and urgent concern of the United Newton Ragscinle, deceased.
cation. and B. Mus.
mother's maiden name was Futrell. -school 'chief said. "to
Dresden,
year
schools
in
Shanklin.
the
magisterial
disE.
E.
nessee;
lived.
She
was
niarried
to
J.
W.
is
announce
program
school
the
Not all
States and of a large group of smaller nations, including Norway.
that we have been able to retain
confined to work. The college Tenn.. Weakley county; and S. Ca trict running second will win $25 Housden on March 24. 1871, and Sweden, Denmark, Belgium, the Netherlands, Switzerland, Lithuania. c
nearly all of our last year's facsupports intercollegiate and intra- Huddleston, Whitlock, Tenn., Henry and $5 for all other schools. Num- became the mother of nine chilber of Democratic or Republican dren, three sons and six daughters. Latvia, Estonia, Hungary, Yugoslavia, Bulgaria and Rumania.
ulty. We pre particularly asking
The record of county.
mural athletics.
executive
comvotes
Will
have
no
influence
of
the
on
Members
that
parents be present at the
Her husband and three of the chilIn Washington, the Administration -moved at once to invoke the
Murray in intercollegiate football
opening exercises sinc.o there are
for the past 14 years follows mittee as chosen Friday by the the decision. The total of all is dren preceded her in death by a neutrality Act. The Army, Navy, find Coast Guard were advised at
a number of things of a specific
number of years.
Played 123 games.• Won 84 games. board are Hill, Shanklin,awade. what counts.
the official state of war. and instructed to govern themselves accordnature that we wish to discuss in
She is survived by- one son, Anor 68 3 per cent. Lost 29 games Jones, and Lax.
Fiscal Court Empowers County
their presence."
drew Housden, and five daughters: ingly-as one of the means of keeping out.
or 23.7 per cent. Tied 10 games
Attorney to Negotiate With *
Melissa Stubblefield, Mrs. Malenda
Thus, the two greet allies of the first World War take the field yet
or 8 1 per cent. Score:- Murray
TVA for Extra Space
Simmons, Mrs. Thela Burton. dnd again against Germany. It will mean more than a dozen million men
2614: opponents 861. Champions:
Mrs. Novella Lax, all of this county,
1929. 1933, 1937.
The
fiscal court here this week,
under arms. It may mean the most widespread death and destruction
and Mrs. Bertha Allbritten, ScottsThe varsity basketball record:
following an open discussion, emin
history;
it
will
mean
billions
of
dollars
to
feed
the
guns:
just
preparWon
years.
dale,
in
14
Ariz.;
and
one
games
sister,
Mrs
Played 237
powered County Attorney Wells
Same Burton, also of this county. ation for war has cost the world a billion and a half dollars a month. Overbey to negotiate with TVA
178 games or 75.1 per cent. Lost
A large funeral concourse did
59 games, or 24.9 per cent. Score:
With an enrollment of 143. the
Not all the diplomacy of the fevered months was gbod enough to officials for rental space for ofopponests 7,131.
10.086:
Murray
Funeral services for Isda. Delila
Gilbertsville
elementary honor to Mrs. Housden at the bur- avert
Gun Accidentally Discharges and n e w
the catastrophe. It began in Germany's demands for 'Danzig, the fices in the county court house
ial
services
Champions: 1930, 1936; Runner-up
which
were
conducted
school
opened
Tuesday,
having
as
in the event he deems such ren- Shirley, wife of John Shirley.
Strikes Lynn Grove StoreCorridor.
oysil,
of
the
Polish
old
"Free
City,"
and
part,
guests a large crowd of parents Friday.
1929. 4937, 1938. Only Kentucky
tals to be "profitable and to the were held in Hazel after death
keeper in Heart
team to enter National Tourney
and patrons according to Holland
It dragged on during Britain's insistence that there should be nego- best interests of Calloway coun- came to the 74-year-old woman
Won,
1939.
in
1938.
Tuesday.
Kansas
City
Rose,
Marshall county schdol supat
tiations, but that they could not be while the German legions lay in vast, ty".
Story. 58, a general store- • -I baus
Mrs. Hart Receives
The Rev, K. G. Dunn conducted
third Place in 1938.
The court, designated the Bank
keeper for more than 30 years in erintendent.
of
Poland.
gray
menace
at
thegates
Scholiirship fraternities recog- Lynn Grove near the western
of Murray -'as depository for all the funeral rites. She is survived
The new school, which includes
Courser-Journal Prize
The last acerfatal phase began near the end of last week. On Fri- county funds collected by Sheriff by her husband; a daughter, Mrs.
nized ofr the campus include: Beta boundary of the county, died 'ac- the first eight grades, is a modern,
Pi Theta, honorary French fratern- cidentally
day.. secure" in the full co-operation of France, Chamberlain sent to J. I Fox, and required the bank Elma Reavis, of California, and a
morning well-constructed red brick buildWednesday
Mrs
George
Hart
of
Murray
was
ity; Alpha Psi Omega, national from gunshot wounds, a _coroner's ing located in the new TVA vilto place with, the Calloway coun- son, Ocie Moss, Martin, Tenn.; and
the winner last week of first prize Berlin a "last warning."
dramatic fraternity., Phi Mu Alpha. jury decided immediately
ty court $90,000 worth of "good a sister, Mrs. Notia Maddox, Murafter lage at Gilbertsville. The faculty of five., dollars in the CourieraThen
one
more
hope
erase:.
Premier
Mussolini
of
Italy,
Adolf
Hitfraternity;
music
men's
honorary
and valuable collateral before the ray,
includes Homer Lassiter, principal. Journal recipe contest for sweet
relatives found the body.
r's old axis partner, suggested a five-power conference to try to settle said J. I. Fox makes any deposits
Mrs. Shirley was cared for in
Sigma Alpha Iota, honorary
Coroner Max Churchill conduct- and the following teachers: Miss_ pickles. The recipe submitted is
women's fraternity; Kappa Delta ed the inquest..
the Polish-German crisis-a suggestion that came even as the Germans' of county -.funds". The collateral the home of her niece. Mrs. Floyd
Charlene sLittlejohn, Miss Earlene "follows:
M. Fudge during the entice -Wm:
Pi. honorary scholastic and educaMiss Hettie
Watkins,
Story went rabbit hunting Wed- Franklin,
advanced into Poland on three fronts while Nazi bombers roared over is tothe approved by Judge J. W.
Favorite SWeet Pickles"'
tional fraternity.
Clopton
before it is
deposited of her illness. She united with
nesday morning just before break- Miss Lola Belle Beale, Miss ElizaOne
gallon
cucumbers
(unPolish
cities.
the Methodist church whea she
A partial list of the college clubs fast. He sighted game, and the beth Williams, and Mrs. "Jewel
with the court.
sliced), 8 small white onions, 2
was quite young, and remained
Britain and France were willing, but repeated that before any conAgriculture, Chemistry. animal ran across his back yard. Holshouser.
follows:
green peppers, 1-2, Ciap 'salt.
loyal
to her belief throughout her
Classical. Pep, Kipa Pi, Interna- He returned and asked his wife if
The school bus began its schedference Hitler must agree to withdraw his soldiers from unhappy Poland.
Slice cucumbers and onions paper
life.
tional Relations, Euclidan Mathe- she had seen anything of it. She. ule Tuesday and brought pupils
They
repeated
that
unless
troops
came
out
they
must
thin.
Add
in
any
gteted peppers and salt.
case rematics, Household Arts. Varsity said she hadn't.
from West Gilbertsville, Bailey,
"M". Nathan B. Stubblefield Phy- -Presently, she heard a gun shot, and Locust Grove districts. Reg- Paelc in lee (in refrigerator trays deem their pledge to Poland.
youddive
plenty
of
room)
and
•
The last hour for an answer was 11 a. M. Sunday (4 a. m. Murray
sics, Porttfolio, Pre-Med. Sock and but thought nothing of it. That ular school work began Wedneileestand three hours or over night.
Buskin, Vivace. English, Les Cam: was about 6 o'clock. Thirty min- day.
time). The hour came and passed, and Chamberlain took his decision
Drain
thoroughly
and
cook
to
boilEduPhysical
Swimming,
arades,
utes later, growing uneasy, she
ing' point in the following syrup:
cation, Twentieth Century Com- had relatives to investigate. Story
He went first to the empire, by
Five cups sugar, 1-2 tablespoon
merce. Geography, Union Cbunty, was lying near an old woodpile
to accomplish their sacred duty.
Miss Naomi Turk, representing
radii?, and then to Parliament.
ground cloves, 1 tablespoon celery
Hickman County, Trigg County, back of Bun Crawford's henhouse,
WAR TIME MULE TRADE
"On_ this sacred ground of France Calloway county in the beauty
"Everything I „had worked for,
seed... Pa tablespoons tumeric, 2
Pine Bluff's ball club lost to the
and Future Teachers of America. about 200 feet from his own house.
contest
at the Tobacco Festival in
GETS JOHN
REP'-SEW
tablespoons white mustard seed, hoped for, and believed in during .liberty finds one of its last refuges." Princeton last
Other l'activities include debat- The charge of heavy shot had
week, was second strong Gilbertsville team Saturday
HAT, BUT NO MUSIC
my peblic life has trashed into • The . old French Republic ap5as
cups
vinegar
(not
too
strong)
News,
Shield,
music,
College
ing,
only to Miss Barnes of Hopkins- on the Marshall county diamond
ranged upward through his left
peared to take it all philosophic- ville, who was
Use all the syrup-proportion it ruins," he said.
etc.
breast, and into his heart. Physideclared winner by by a score of 10-3, but came back
The current War situation in
out-and, do not pack pickles too
"There is but one thing left for ally. There were no bells; no red the judges.
Among the musical organizations cians said he probably died at
Sunday and Monday to defeat
Europe is reminiscent of the last
closely, in jars. Seal while hot.
me and that is to devote what fire as the sons of the men of the
are: band. orchestra, A Cappella once.
The Young Business Men's Club Benton 13-3 and Hardin. 7-3. reWorld Wer when prices were
strength and powers I have to for- Marne prepared to take up again sponsored Calloway county's en- spectively.
choir, chorus, glee clubs, quartets,
Mr. Story is survived by his
soaring, and a team of mules
warding victory of the cause for an old battle cry. A French army try in the contest and members
ensembles, etc.
In the Harbin game. Pine Bluff
widow,
Mrs.
Gertie
Crawford
cost a small fortune.
which we have to sacrifice our- of 8,000,000 men was ready.
celebrated
at
Among the "days"
were greatly pleased at the -credit- found a surprise pitcher in B.
Story. He had no children. His
During that period, so the
selves.
Murray are: "Citizenship Day,' widow is the sister of Wade, CharGermany's official answer to able showing made by, their rep- Curry who had been holding
story goes, Burnett Lassiter,
"High School Day." and "Scholar- lie, Bon. and Joel Crawford.
down third sack for the River"I cannot tell what part I may Britain's declaration of war spoke resentative.
who is still a hale and hearty
of
ship Day."
"Polish terror," asserted the
Among those from Murray who men. He pitched like a veteran
be
allowed
to
play,
but
I
trust
I
The Rev. E. H. Lax will conduct
citizen of this county,. sold two
funeral services this afternoon at
may live to see ,the day when British Government had "encour- aftended the festival in Princeton and showed perfect control. Lyons
teams of mules to John Key3730 at the Goshed cemetery.
Hitlerism has been destroyed and aged" Poland" to continue in the were - Mr. and Mrs. Ileischel Cm-a" WAS the -receiver.
known better now as - a voice
Pine Bluff will 'journey over to
a restored and liberated Europe criminal attitude which was en- Mr. and Mrslaiqqat Ryan Mathes.
expert .than a mule skinnerFuneral services for Mrs. Lelia has been re-established.
dangering the peoples of Europe," Dr. and Mrs. Woodfin Hutson and Standing Rock, Tenn., Saturday
who paid him $600 each for
Bell
Rogers,
55,
of
1016
Wilford
to
Mr.
and
Mrs.
meet the hard-hitting Rockers.
Carmon Graham.
them.
"Up to the very last it would and put the blame for the war on
St.. Mayfield. fbrmerly of MurSunday will find the Bluffmen
Britain for trying to "use all EuSo elated was Lassiter over
have
been
possible
to
arrange
a
ray, wrie died Tuesday morning,
at Crossland where they will atropean states and peoples" to enthe sale that he told Key to go
were condected at the Beech Grove peaceful and honorable settlement circle Germany.
tempt to down the Hazel Indeto Walter Stubblefield's store
between Germany and Poland but
Presbyterian
church
Wednesday
pendents in a double-header.
and pick out the best hat in
Hitler would not have it."
One of the most moving of 'all
The Calloway county Sportsthe house, and he, Lassited, afternoon at 3 o'clock with Dr.
the day's unforgettable developannounced
today
Premier
Edouard
Daladier
of
Club
A.
M.
Ausinus.
and
Rev.
Sam
Ruman's
would pay for it.
J. Baxter Napier, commissioner
president,
Hafford
France told the people of France ments was an appeal by King
A heat wave that pushed in
dolph in charge.
through .
Key chose a $5 hat, and
Walter for Lions Clubs International. is
secretary,
that "The responsibility for the George ,VI to his vast Empire to with September raised the temSurviving
are
two
Parker, and
children.
Mrs.
Lassiter
forthwith
remarked
stand
fast.
conducting
a
survey
of
all
Lions
a
dog
sponsor
perature
to its highest level since
Dewey Jones and Mies Kate Rog- present crisis rests_eptirely on the
Boone. that it will
that it was a better hat, than
Former Foreign Secretary An- July when the Mercury reached"
ers; two grandchildreh, Betty Jane shoulders of the Hitler 'Governshow at the county fair to be held Club members in Murray. He will
he'd
ever
worn
in
his
life.
Stubthony Eden was taken into' the 98 degrees on July- 14.
be at the National Hotel for sevand Peggy Jo Jones of Mayfield; ment.
-here September 28, 29 ,ahd 30.
blefield said well, if that was
Cabinet as Chamberlain formed a
two sisters, Mrs. R. E. King. MayYesterday, the official rea,ding
The infant Son Of. Mr. and Mrs.
According to officials, competent eral days, and would be pleased
"Germany refused every one of
the case he'd knock off -a dolnew wartime Government which on the thermometer of U. S. Kermit Phillips
field and Mrs. C. C. Moore, Paris. our entreaties.
Paducah was
out-of-town judges will placethe if all Lions Club members, or
lar of the purchisc price. He
former
also
members,
included
Winston
would
get
in
Churchill
as
Weather Recorder Ralph
Ciah premTenn.; two“brothers, Clifton Gupcontesting canines.
Wear buried in the family cemetery at
did, and all Lassiter paid Was
"We
have
appealed
ta
every
man
touch
with
First
Lord
him
while
he
of
the
Admiralty.
is
here.
Eden
was
,96
winners.
ton
of-Murray
degrees,
well above the av- Lovelaceville on Sunday. August
iums will be 'awarded
Route 1, and Luther
of heart in favor of peace,
'was made Dominions Secretary.
erage for September.
Gupton of near Lynn Grove.
77. Mrs. Phillips. who is a patient
Lassiter•and Key are both still
William Abell Daviess county,
"We have (worked without cease
July
was
were,4Howard
King,
the
Pallbea4rs
only month in at Riverside Hospital in Paducah,
good
friends,
and
each
would
county
farmers
have
Magoffin
has used his five-foot combine
H u g-ti
McKinney, Livingston which the temperature climbed is critically ill of pneumonia.
Dennis Boyd. Ralph Gupton, Yan- in favor of peace. and now it is
do most anything for the other.
spread six car loads of phosphate, to thresh several crops of Italian
cey Burnous, Carl Boyd and Pres- -With a kind of tenderness even that county, found a„ ready market as high as 96 degrees. 'On July • Phillips is the son of Dr. and
aleapst double last year's tonnage. rye grass.
for
highgrade
young rams. our soldiers are going to the front
13, the thermometer reached 95. I Mrs. J. R. Phillips of Ahno.
ton 'Jones..

Co-op Reelects
Democrats Offer
Hill as President Prizes for Votes

15c
17c
46`
39`
23'
45c

m 23c

10c
23:
99c
17c
39c
25c

3v2`
23c
39c
10c
11c

6v2c
25c

25c
15c
15c
5c
:2:
5

Mrs. Lue Housden
Dies at Age of 93

•

E.'

ourthouse May
Rent Extra Office

BAUS STORY IS
GUNSHOT VICTIM

TVA School at
Gilbertsville Has
Enrollment of 143

Mrs. Delila Shirley
Is Buried Wednesday
In Hazel Cemetery

Miss Naomi Turk
Is Second Choice
In Princeton Show

.10 SporWman's Club
- To Sponsor Show Lions Club Leader
Of Dogs at Fair Conducting Survey
In Calloway County

Pine Bluff Loses to
Gilbertsville; Tops
Benton and Hardin

Funeral, Services
For Mrs. L. Rogers
Held Wednesday

•

The Weather

Phillips Infant
Buried August 27
a
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'Mrs. J. B. Trevathen and several Harold Ray were united in wed- are snakes and more snakes. Mr.
Homer Cole, and family.
Others attended a picnic at Pine lock'recently. Mrs. Ray is the and Mrs. Jim Simmons killed a
Mr. and Mrs. 0. B. laumbow
daughter of Mr. and , Mrs. Dennis large chicken snake in their hen
Elluff. Monday,
and. aim., Thomas Perry, Miss EVa
groom -is the son of house last Week.
Tueaday morning, Kentucky Bell
Leaves turning brown and fallPerry. and adrs. H. I. Neely
Mr. and Mrs. da;an• Trevathan Lamb. The
will try to write a lea- lines.
Mr. and Mrs. Tommie Burton,
were we still are in the -smile old Ins front the trees, fields of yel- and children visited Mr and Mrs. Mrs. Fannie Ray Owens.
P-TA Bolds Meet This Afternoon spent Tuesday in Memphis.
Do you wish the world were bet'S place after schools have opened low flowers in ,bloom. Just walk Oscar Trevathan Sunday afterOliver left Sunday Mr. and Mrs. Lawton Burton
Nellie
Mrs.
OrJenkins.
Mrs.
Willie
school
Mrs.
High
Hazel
of
The P-TA
ter7
everywhere. Scarce as jobs are. out and gather arrn' loads of them. noon.
for 'Hazel. She will stay for visited Mr. and Mrs. Walls Taywill meet this afternoon at the viUe Jenkins. Mrs. 0. B Turnbow. Let me tell you what to do:
lor of near Bethlehem Sunday.
we decided there was no place like Tobacco In the barn, stnoke cirMeadow.
school auditorium. The program and Mrs. T. 0. Weatherford at- Set a watch upon your actions. - home when we considered leaving cling every way. Canning time Is 'Mr. and Mrs. Jeff Scarbrough, sometime with Mrs.
J. L. Lynn visited his wife
School is almost ready now to
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Neece were
tended the funeral of Ben Haley Keep .them always atraight and
Is as follows:
to titeept a position In Crittenden over and quilting time Is here. visitors of Mr. and Mrs. Errett begin and that means nine months Tuesday in Murray. Mrs Lynn is
Song. "My Old IttiptUcky Herne". at Old Salem Church, Monday .•true;
dry
and
dusty
Roads
and we sure Williams Sunday.
county, so a vacancy was left for
at the Mining School. I -guess stowing improving.-Sweet Pea.
Devotional. The Hey. A. M. afternoon.
Rid your mind of self motives.
This is how things
some one there and at Long Creek need a lain
T. A. Oliver and family were the children will be glad to go
Hawley
Mr. and Mrs. Claude Anderson, Let your thoughts be clean and which Linus refused.
took here at the present time.
visitors of Mr. and Mrs. Jim Sim- although it seems like a long time
Bushwas session.
Mr. and Mrs. Macon Erwin. Mr.
high.
Several folks fiom around here mons, and 'vie and Cub Bishop for the little onus.
Mr. and Mrs. Leo Lancaster left
Infermation Test-Primary pu- and Mrs. Cletus Ward spent Sun- You can make a -tittle Eden
funeral
for
attended
Sunday.
services
the
The Olivers also visited
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Williams
last Sunday for Crittenden county
pils. Miss Mina Jones.
day in Stewart county, Tenn.. Of the space you occupy.
where Mrs. Lancaster is to teach. Bun Haley at Old Salem Mon- Wayne Williams a short while. visited Mr. and Mrs. Jim Osbron
School Interview, Vernon James visiting Fort Donelson National
I'm always reminded or my own day afternoon. He was killed by Wayne has been on bed with T. B. of near Green Plains Sunday.
and Olga Freeman.
Park where they enjoyed a fish
Miss Mary Lucille Simmons was
lightning Saturday afternoon.
for two years. We just wish that
"Uncle Don" Wilson, we were
Paschall upper
address.
President's
a guest of Pillsa Dolly Mae May- school days when I see eager little
The Sunday school class from disease would leave him and his glad tO hear of you visiting in
rla fairly running by
Clanton.
'Miss Marelle Orr was; a Murray nard of Cedar Knob Wednesday boys and
Locust Grove went .on a picnic health would be restored again. town Saturday.
visitor Wednesday morning.
night and spent Friday night with on the first day of. school as if Sunday.
Folks, you all better Took for
He is striving so hard to get well.
Mrs. U. S. Lamb Honored
Mr. „a
. nd Mrs. Loren Gowins of Mini Juanita Vick of Buchanan sortie grand adventure awaited
Mr. and Mrs. Ease Trevathan,
Miss Myrtle Lee Lamb and Mr. shakes in your hen houses. There
WHIR Simmer
hem at the little school houses
St. Lotsk, Mo.. .were week-end Route 1.
The women of the Hazel Church guests. in the home of her parover the countrysides. It's a pity
Johnny Simmons and Hatten
of Christ honored Mrs. U. S. Lamb ents. Mr. and Mrs. Charlie. Cole.
that all teachers cannot greet each
Lewis
were
in
Murray
Tuesday.
with a miscellaneous shower on Other famili\gresent were. Mr.
little comer with that same exthe 'Lamb lawn Wednesday. Aug- and Mrs. C. O. ole and children. _Miss Maurelle Clendenon cele- pectancy and wonder, for it's 'often
brated ber twenty-fifth birthday
ust 30.
in the teasher's hands the key is
Mr and ...Mrs. A, R. Cole and September IN
Many nice and useful gifts were daughters of 'Hazel and Mr and
found which unlocks Unexpected
Bernice
Wasehart
celebrated
his
presented the honoree.
talents and reveals possibilities un:
Mrs. Wayne' Cole and family of
Those present were Mrs E. L. Crossland. Mr. and Mrs, Oat Cole. seventeenth birthday on Septem- dreamed of iii lives, often throught
ber
2,
Miller. Mrs. Jimmie Paschall, Mrs. Mr. and Mrs, Claud Vaugion. MurJames Wisehart celebrated his most commonplace.
Leta Lax Robertson, Mrs. Edgar ray, Mr. and Mrs. Hooter PasThere are_lwo absolute essentials
Outland. Mrs: Grace Wilcox. Mrs. dual and children of Oak. Hill. seventeenth birthday September
to progress I believe-religion and
Lester Dunn Mrs. Hobson. Shra- Term.. And a number of other rel- 3.
Miss Perrae Mae Simmons was education. Without one of them
der, Martha June and Myra Jo atives were present for dinner.`.
honored on her 'sixteenth birthday, a child hasn't much chance in this
Shrader. Mrs. Roberta Brandon.
Gaston Wilson is in Hazel t
world or the next, and the parent
tember 4..
Louise and Madelyn Lamb, Mrs. week visiting his parents. Mr. and
',Johnny Simmons celebrated his who has never made a sacrifiee
Mary Singleton. Mrs. J. W. Den- Mrs. Alison Wilson,
fifty-fourth birth anniversary Aug- that his child might have these
ham. Ms- H. C. Lamb. Mrs. FranMrs. Ruby Singleton, of Paris,
has only himself to blame when
ces Coleman. Mrs. Marie Branlett. spent a few days recently here ust 2a.
Misses, Nell and Velma McClure he- reaps thistles instead of grain_
Mrs. Lucy Patterson. Miss - Minnie with her sister. Mrs- Grace C. Wilspent
the past week with their
I know of a family who in some
Chritman. Mrs. Dortha Oliver. son. •
grandmother. "Aunt Fannie" Wise- respects is an incentive to some
Mrs. -Lean Hendricks,- Mrs. MilMiss Elizabeth Jones left last hart.
of us who think'we just could
dred Jones. Mrs. 'Bob Bray. Mrs. week for Decatur. Ala.. where she
War. tis•ar! \
seems to be all the not manage without -Selene necessiJesse Steely and Ann. Mrs. Maye will teach again this year.
talk
around
here,,,
ties. The father hires out for a
Owen. Mrs. G. II. James, Miss
Mrs. Grace Wilcox and Miss
"Aunt Sallie" Bagton who under- dollar or less a day. The mother
Sallie Roach. Mra. Lattie France. Verna White are leaving this week
went an operation a few days ago has taken In lvashings to help proand Mrs. J W Vaughn.
for' Memphis. Tenn., where they
Those sending gifts were Mrs. will spend a few days visiting for cancer of the faite, seems to vide for the family of four living
be
improving and able. to sit ,up in -an old two room log house with
'Tunzinie Wilson.
relatives..
.. , --- - . -- -._:- - - - some now.
cracks in wall and, floor wide,
Mrs. Opal Scruggs. Mrs. Bun Ntx.
Richard . Stubblefield of Mem-Aunt Mat" Housden and "Aunt enough for snakes to crawl through,
Juanita Paschall, Mrs. Ben White, Phis. Tenn.. spent Labor Day with
Nora"
Wilson
were
Virediray
but this year a little new corner
Mrs Bessie Paschall. Miss Verna his mother. Mrs. Calvin Stubbleguests of Mrs. Maggie $11-- claims her attention, a fine, healthy,
White. Mrs. J. E. Littleton. Mrs. field 'Who is still confihed to her dinner
ton. •
..
laughing baby who plays as conBettie Clanton. Mrs. J E Patter-' bed.
The angel of death
with its
son, Mrs
Nannie Lamb. Mrs
Miss Audrey Oliver • spent 'rues- mighty wings came into the home tentedly with his chubby toes on
. Horner
Marshall.
the knotty old straw bed as if he
Mrs. Walter day in Paris visiting her aunt. of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Cleave
Lax. were on eiderdown. The boys have
Underwood. Mrs. Sallie St. John. Mrs. Kate Rose.
Thursday
evening,
August
31,
Mrs. E. W. Miller. Mrs. C. W.
to have their shirts and overalls
Mr. and Mrs. Claude 'Anderson
Every Piece of Furniture in the Store Reduced
Curd. Miss Frances Curd. Mrs. 'were in Pans Monday visit1ng :ibout 1:30 o'clock, and tmilt from washed after they are in bed that
mother,
Mrs.
Lax
her
darling
"Aunt
Up to 50 Per Cent
Otho White. Mrs. Billie Miller. with Mrs. Anderson's sister. Mrs
they may go to school clean on the
Lou'' Houscien. age 93 years, '5
Mrs. J. R. Miller. Celia Miller. K. B. Osbron, and Mr.
Osbron. months and 16 days. "Aunt Lou". morrow. but they go to school and
Mrs. Osbron has - just reiurned as we all called her, was indeed a to chuach.'.. This year the oldest
.and Mrs.. 011ie Mayer
.•
. from a three weeks' visit with he?,,,,,,,j wohop and neighbor to boy goes to .,high school. A free
Mr. and Mrs. C. L Hoffman and daughter, Mrs. Ray' Harrison ra
bus is only promised for three
"everyone that knew her.
She months, but Fm "Out even doubting
daughter. Robbie Lee. of Mem- Chicago. Ill. .
Reg. $45, 3-Pc. Bedroom Suite, Dark Wal•
five
'leaves
daugliters_
and
one
son.
phis. Tenn., spent - part Of last
Tom Doherty and little grand- They are Mrs. cleave Lax. Mrs. that somehow that mother and dad
nut, Poster Bed, Vanity and Chest ...
week in Hazel visiting Mrs. -Grace son, A. W., spent a few days .rewill manage to send him on to
C. Wilson. and Mr..and Mrs. Guy cently in' Gleason. visiting his Dick. Simmons. Mrs. Alma ,Bui. school. - He may Gisatipoint them,
$49.50, 3-Pc. Bedroom Suite, Veneer! e FinReg.
Mrs.
Willie
Stubblefield. Mrs.
toll.
Caldierit
4
-WC
%- Wei Johnnie Lawrence Boss Allbritten and Andrea.- Hous- but anyway they are loins their
.
Poster Bed, three- piece Mirror
ish,
Sam Boyd Neely is in Nashville, and family.
bettis,
-chance
him
a
to
give
'don; and one ,sister. "Aunt Sallie" best
Tenn., this wek , visiting his sister.
Vanity, 4 drawer Chest
Mr. and Mrs. S. S. Herndon and Burton. Her children will miss in life than they had.
Mrs 0. L. Peeler andtgamily.
family•spent Sunday near Golden her and many eVenings will the
We have seen several Ctilloway
Mrs.-, Sallie St. John spent the Pond with relatives.
Reg. $57.50, 3 Pc. Bedroom •Suite, Massive Poster
. sha,lows gather over their sad folks on this side lately. "Vriele'
'week end with Mr and Mrs. Tom
J. E Hutson is confined ha his hearts because of her loss. But Freddie McClure and "Uncle' Wil.
0
Bed, Chest with Built-In Jewelry Box, $39.5
Gibbons and Mrs Matt* St. John, home. .suffering from a strained
thanks be to God who doeth all lie Lovins have Visited us and.
3-Piece Mirror Vanity
Miss Laurens. , Curd. who - is hip,
teaching in Dyer.. Tenn., spent 'C. C. Orr is quite sick at his things well. for 'the morning will Hoyt and Johnnie McClure and J.
soon dawn in which the anist will B. Lassiter have hauled several
Reg. $69.50, 3-Pc. Bedroom Suite, Solid Rock
the week end in Hazel yith her home west of Hazel.
all clear away and then they may loads of sawdust from over here.
parents. Mr. and Mrs. W. Curd,
Maple, Colonial Style. Bed,
$44.50
Mr. and *Mu: Aubrey Simmons join their dear mother in her
Eagle. I can't under= how
Gilbert Smith of Paris, Tenn.. spent sever4 days in Dawson
Chest and Vanity
celestial home. Children, hold her your letters always
so
- -spent Monday in Hazel visiting- Springs taking treatments.
in your memory for you may see promptly I often neglect my NY-ark
Beautiful Bench With Each Suite. Choice of • Covers
. relatives
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Jones. Mrs.
n met
-Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Craig and Maude Orr and Miss Marelle Orr. her again where life will be and write for'hours then
Reg.
$59.50 2-Pc. Overstuffed Suite, Bur- $37.50
sweeter.
She
has
crossed
the si- later and asked, "Why 4t
daughter are: Mending their vaea- Mr. and Mrs. Clifford
' you
Mr.
gandy color; Heavy Velour
tion in Hazel with their parents. and Mrs Henry Wear_and chil- lent river of death into .he sweet write last week?"
I went to Calloway last weekMr. and Mrs. John Craig and. Mr-,dren spent Sunday at Pine Bluff beyond. Home is not home for
s. Reg. $79.50 2-Pc. Overstuffed Suite,
Joe Wilson, and other t.elatives on the Tennessee River. and en- mother is not there He has taken end to see how that new garage
$57.50
her away out of our care. Well at Concord was progressing under
and •friends.
• joyed a - picnic lunCh.
Green Angora Mohair Freize
- did 'we love her. but God loved the mechanic brother's careful supMr. and Mrs. I. Smith and ,sOn.her more; He has taken her away ervision. and we've about decided
Bobby.' are in Huntingdon this
Reg. $69.50 2-Pc. Overstuffed Suite,
to suffer no more. "Aunt Lou- to build living quarters above it
we e k
visiting --relatives -, was laid to 'rest in Macedonia then we'll have a new Kip-ducky
Acetate Velour, Wine Color
friends.
Mr. and Mrs. T. S. Herron
As there. hasn't been any news cemetery Frida'y afternoon.
home.
"Aunt
Mollie"
Maynard. of
Reg. $97.50 2Pc. Overstuffed Suite, Swedish
motored over to Trezevant. Tenn.. from Gordon_ Ridge I will write ,a
Clarence Falwell-was the proud
Hazel. is spending a - few days owner
Modern Design, Loom Point 100
Sunday. to visit the Herron fam- few items,
of 17 new baby pigs last
with
her son,.Noah Maynard. and
ily
. Those- on the sick list are Carweek. Guy Lovins who sold him
$64."
Angora
Mohair Wine
Mts.
Maynard
and
children
of the mother hog thought perhaps he
Mr, ahd Mrs. Edd Parless. of mon GerriOn. Mrs. Theo. • Smith.
Cedar Knob.
St. Louis. were weekend 'guests and Mrs. Edison Harris.
should have kept her instead of
Many Others to Choose From
__Johnnie Simmons .and son. E.
in the home of Mrs. Farless' par,
crhin
H.. were callers at Polly Chris- team
tints. Mr. end Mrs. Bi.11-011Ver.
thirty-fourth birthday with a din-4
Mrs.
George
g
and
Bonner
•
Saturday afternoon.
Mr: and Mrs. Harmon James of 1 ner recently. Those .present wereman's
„
Miss Alma Freeland was a caller motored 'to Paducah Sunday to
St. Louis and Misses Eddie and. Mr: and Mrs. Jesse Culver. Hnwof
Miss
' Pernie Mae Simmons visit .their children.
Burlene. and Hoyt Lamb of Frank- ard. Harold. and Junior Culver. .
Miss Maurine Rogers spent last
Monday afternoon.
fort. were here last week to visit . r, auG mrs.
on uuncarr
Miss Mary Lucille Simmons won week with her brother. Fleetwood
relatives and friends.
Ann and' Shirley Jean Duncan. the maze
-Rogers.
and family but she was
at Macedonia school for
Mrs Cleave James. of Murray. Leon Duncan. • Afternoon callers.., selling
glad to see Calloway again Saturthe
most
candy.
visited in the home of Mr. and were Hugh Culver, Le.x. Jr.. LilEagle.- our peaches were no good. day.
Mrs. John Moore, near Crossland. lard. Howell Smith.
Well, the hubby still thinks he
the worms got them but my good
last week
-,
a
lot
is
suffering
Solon Duncan'
neighbors gave me peaches to fill may start to school next semester
Mrs. Nola Lawson of ROswelL with his - head.
12 cans. But Eagle.'I have put' so we may be somebody's neighN. M . is in Hazel as the' guest of I Mr., and Mrs. James
Doa.alte up lots
of other fruits. ,--What bor if he does.
her parents,- Mr. , and Mrs. Jim !visited 'Mr. and
Mrs. , Howell about you'
Since I may not get into print
White and farr,ily. •
.
-!Smith Sunday night.
again •(his week will reserve some
.
Bob
Alibritten.
Misses
Pernie
- -- -Mr. arid 'Mrs."'Bowden Cole and i Miss Lou .Alice Culver visited
Mae. and Mary Lecille Simmons energy.-Chatterladx.
little grandson. Billie Joe Den,' Mils Culver Sunday.
•
-ham, have' returned home. after a .. Roy Linn and J. spfMorris visit- and brother. E H. made a DIP
to Hazel Sunday afternoon to Dr.
Week's 'visit in the-homes of Torn '.eci their uncle
: Howell Smith. Miller's office
with Mary- Lucille
Douglas, Charlie Cole. Jessie- -Orr. *Friday and Seturday nights.
for;treatment for pinkie ivy,
Estill° Paschall and their son.
* ' -Pop-Eye .
Mr. and Mrs. Eunice Housden
and children of Buchanan Route
1. were Sunday guest'S of Mr. and
Homer G. Radford has about
-Allx.-,J.Ealigagn Ray of Hazel Route ecmvpieteti-44t.
Itome and it's
2.
a nice one. Mrs. Ocus Allbritten and daughThe Rev. Evans, pastor of the
ter.. Mr. and 'Mrs Clifton White Methodist church gave his audirand baby.. Mr. and, Mrs. Grady ence a real talk on the wal. situaBED SPRINGS
$1.95
Houaden and baby. Mr. and Mrs. tion Sunday at 11 o'clock
GRASS RUGS, (Only 6 at this price)
$2.95
Bill Simmons and son. Mrs. Linda
Madam Rumor has it that there
Simmons. John Burton. Mr. and is some pilfering going on in our
LAWN MOWERS, $4.69; DECK CHAIRS
65c '
s
Mr' Gardner Curd and "Aunt neighborhood that, would be stopLAUNDRY STOVES,
$2.954
Nora" Wilson were Sunday guests ped if we could find out who- is
of Mr. and Mrs. Warlict Hutson doing it. John Trease had 16 bushUTILITY CABINETS
$4.69 '
and children and Mrs. Jessie Sim- els of wheat taken a few nights .
COAL AND WOOD RANGES
'em s and -Aunt- Sallie" -Burton.
•$24.95 to $29.95
ago. Mac Boyd had 2 balei of barb
Mr and Mrs. T. A: Oliver and wire taken from his crib, Hugh
BOX STOVES
$8.75 up
riaughters. Ruby Fay and Gloria Gingles 1. or 4 hams taken foim his
CIRCULATING HEATERS ..-1-et-,:.
$24.50
Ann. were Sunday guests of Mr. basement. Roy Jones
also lost, some
9x12 RUGS, Axminister
$17.95
and Mrs. Jim Simmons. •
meat and stove wood. Lazy Ned
CEDAR CHESTS, Walnut VeneeredMr. and Mts. Jess Dick and can't tell which is the most
$9.75
despised I
son. Hubert. and Miss. Maurelle a thief or a liar.
CONGOLEUM RUGS, 9x12
$4.69 ,
They are twin
Clendenon Were Sunday afternoon brothers.
INNER SPRING MATTRESSES '
$7.88 ;
visitors of Mr. and Mrs. Rob DunGenie Broach is building a new
can,
residence.
the Shell 4S. ervice Station
Mr. and Mrs. Cleave , Lax and
Brother Evans will start his redaughter, Betty Jo. were Sunday
vival at Kirksey the fourth Sunvisi4tors of Mr. and Mrs. Noah
Reg. $10.95 5-pc. Breakfast Set
day m September.
These Tires Need No Introduction as The; Are
Her. $17.50 White, Red and Black
Maynard and children of Cedar
-Mrs. Emory Hook and two chil-'
Unfinished _
$7.95
$17.95 ;
Trim, 5-pc.
7
Kneb
_
•
Nationally Known And Advertised, And Fully
Reg.
$14.50
,Derrolt
Green
are -Cialling her
Ivory, 5-pc.
Reg. $29.50 white. red & black trim,
Hello to Mrs. Monnie Mitchell!
•
Cuaranteed. Come In, Let Us Make
and
mother.
father
Breakfast
Set
Mrs
Mr.
and
$9.95
5-pc. red Leath. Seat Chairs $19.95
Sorry to hear about your fall you
You An Estimate
got Monday afternoon but glad Charley Watson. this week. .
Reg. $39.50 White si ith Red Inlaid Linoleum Top, 5-pc,
Lawrence
and
Jim
wife
are
goto hear that your accident caused
ing back to Detroit for this•winter
See Our Famous Goodyear Lifeguard Tubes Now
a, sera:Ms injury.-Ky. Bell'.
to be with his children.
-00-On Display With Our
Arvil Edwards and'family spent
GOODYEAR TIRES
Sunday 'evening
with Carland
Betr, 617.50 Cabinets. Green
Riley and family.
kca". $25•00 Cabinet, White with
Reg. $22.50 Cabinet: Whits with
Black. and Red Decoration, $17.95
Most everybody seems to be on
Ivory
'
Mrs: Floyd M. Fridge of Hazel. nettles about the war, afraid it
Reg. $29.50 Cabinets. White with
We Specialize in Wheel Alignment, Greasing,
Black.and Red Decoration, $14.93
Ky.. and.Mrs. Notia A. Maddox of include the U.S A later on
$21.75
Red Trim
Brake Adjustments, Washing, Polishing,
Murray. .Ky,, wish to thank all
Read Matthew 24 anti then for
•
'he ;kind friends, undertaker, and comfOrt. John 14.-Lary. Ned.
And Minor Mechanical Work
!if-Miller of Hazel and Dr. Will
Mason' of Murray." Ky., for the
Elairspesenc: inc stsvenee that
a.7nd favors manifested in behalf
makes people well and
Mrs.' Delila Shirley's sickness
happy.
aid .death and funeral rite,.,
DR. W. C. OAKLEY
Main
East
103
'Phone 570
Chiropractor
A Kenton•entinly homemaker as•
M unit,
oted in tear-bine children at a 909 West Main
playground how to • mak • Murray:Men.. Wed., 1 Fri P. It
Benton: Tues., Thurs. & Sat.
aoked matf and:rugs.

Cedar Knob .News

HAZEL NEWS]

Across

the River

'Loetist Grove Nd.lvVis

Not Everybody in
Calloway county subscribes to the .Ledger
& Times but nearly.",
everybody reads it!

•

We Continue Our Greatest

urniture Clearance Sale
In 55 Years

OUR ENTIRE STOCK AT DEEP
CUT PRICES

E. S. DIUGUID & SON'S
Money Raising Furniture Sale

FREE GIFTS EVERY SAT. NIGHT

'
33."

1.
•

Gordon Ridge

Mattresses $3.25 to $6.95

Kirksey Kinklets

Announcement . .

•

LOOK AT THESE SPECIALS

1

I Wish to Announce to the Public That I Have Been Appointed the Distributor
for-,,

.5

Goodyear Tires
And Tubes For Calloway County
JOE W. HOUSTON
m.n.rer

BREAKFAST and DINETTE SETS

"a

1

Card of Thanks

Kitchen Cabinets ... Sellers, Hoosier and Others

S. Diuguid El Son

Joe W. Houston's Shell Station

Murray, Ky.

"Our Service Must- Please"
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kes. Mi
killed
their hen
Burton,
Burton
ails Tayunday.
his wife
; Lynn is
et Pea.

,dy in
y sub,edger
nearlyd,
S it!

Farley, Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Farris. and son Billy Joe, Mrs. E. E.
Thompson and son Joe Pat, Tobe
Ray, Bill Dunn and son J. C., and
daughter Mary.

bride, was honoree on Friday
afternoon when Mrs. Ivan Futrell
and Mrs. Rex Diuguid entertained
with a miscellaneous shower at
the home of the farmer. The
hostesses were assisted' in enterMary Frances Spear to Reopen
taming by Miss Margaret Futrell
Members of the Murray Woman's Club were pleased last
School of Dancing
and Mrs. Irve Brewer.
,
Mrs. Mary Frances Spear, recentweek to receive the following letter from Miss Julia Lee Wright
Ribbons leading to hidden spots
ly of Louisville, is returning to
revealed the gifts for the honoree.
of Oakland, Cal., director of the Homemaker's Bureau for SafeMurray to make her home and to
and after they were opened and
way Stores, Inv
reopen her school of dancing which
admired the hostesses served a
Copy for this page should be submitted not later than Tuesday
she conducted here for several
dainty party plate.
Woman's Club,
afternoon each week.
years. Registration will be held on
Those present. were Mrs. FreeMurray, Ky.
Thursday afternoon, September 14.
man, Mrs. Solon Darnell, Mrs. Al
from 2:30 until six o'clock in the
Robertson.
Mrs. Pearl Phillips,
Henry Byers Is Honored
Dear Friends:
Maurice Jones, Charley Cathey of banquet room at the National Hotel.
Mrs. Marvin Fulton, Mrs. Clyde
With Birthday Dinner
Paducah, Lee Bur keen, Charles . Mrs. Spear's daughter, Miss Gayle
During my recent stay in New York I visited the General
Robertson. Miss Frankie Williams,
Mathis, coda Spear, will enter the Murray
On Sunday, September 3, friends Mathis, Prentice
Mrs. Maynard Ragsdale, Mrs. OakFoods Company Library where I saw a copy of your cook book
Weatherfoul.
Obin
Burkeen,
James
Training
and
School
her
son,
and relatives gathered at the home
land Cunningham. Miss Clara Nell
entitled "Favorite Recipes." I am very anxious to obtain a copy
of Mr. and Mrs. Henry Byers in Doles Weatherfoul, Guy Watkins, Shelly Spear, will be a student at
Cunningham, Mrs. H. E. Farley,
John Hardy Burkeen, Rafe Brooks, the college.
of this book for my own library, if it is still available, and would
Mrs. Arthur Bourland. Mrs. Irve
honor of Mr. Byers' 54th birthday
,. Euel Cope, Marlin Faircloth, Cool.
appreciate knowing the price and how the book may be obtained.
Brewer, Miss Mary Margaret FuAt the noon hour a bountiful bas- ege Cope, Misses Ruby Nelle Math- Home Coming Takes Place
trell, Miss Joella Jones. Miss JuaA self-addressed postal card is enclosed for your convenienc,2
ket dinner was spread on the lawn is, Mary Helen Fields, Audaene
At Brown's Grove
nita Jones, Miss Wanda Sue Diuand enjoyed by: Mr. and Mrs. Warren, Juanita Jones, Pauline Byin replying. I will appreciate it if you will be kind enough to fill
Friends and relatives gathered
guid, Miss Betty Silt Robertson,
Charley Shepherd, Mr. and Mrs. ers, Mildred Travis, Ellene Warren, at the home of Mr. and Mrs. John
in the answers and return the card to me.
Miss _Patricia Ann Futrell, Miss
Euell Jones and son, Bobby Joe. Roselle Walpew, Paducah, _Anne Younge who live near Brown's
Joanne Fulton, Pat Darnell, Jahn
Cordially yours,
Mr. and Mrs. Taylor Henderson, Warren, Sammy Lone Jones, Ru- Grove Sunday for a home coming.
Morris Futrell, Ivan Futrell. Edolr. and Mrs. Hardin Byers, Ms dell Mathis. Jessie Crass, Paducah, At the dinner hour a bountiful
JULIA LEE WRIGHT.
ward Freeman. Mrs. G.
Jones,
and Mrs. Edd Fields of Evansville, Kittie
Crass, Paducah, Blonde dinner was spread on the lawn.
and Mrs. John Neal.
Ind ; Mr. -and Mrs. G. 0. Beale, Yates: Bobby
Copies
of
the cook book, published last December, have been
Jones, Madalfine Each guest reported a wonderful
Those' sending gifts were Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Luther Gordon, Mr. Jackson, Anne Cope, Mrs. Charley time.
Reginald Butterworth, Mrs. R. R.
sold in approximately half the states in the union and it L;
and Mrs. Leon Byers. Mr. and Mrs X. Jones of Benton, Mrs. Tennie
Those present were Mr. and Mrs.
Melcan,
Mrs. Trixie Coleman, Miss
gratifYing to the club members to receive recognition from
Fayette Jones, Mr. and Mrs. Reg Mathis and children, Rufus Duncan, Robert Johnson, Mrs. Mae JohnJenny- Siren Coleman. Mrs. Rafe
authorities who have made a special study of good cooking.
Byers, and daughter, Wanda, Mr. Lee Nanney, Alfred Jones, H. A. son and children, Rubena, Clara
Jones, Miss
Edith Jones,
Mrs.
and Mrs. Weaver Brown, Mr. and Byers, Mrs. George Watkins, Joedy Nell and Maudena Johnson; Mr.
Richard Cullom, Mrs. R. L. WillCopies of the cook book may be obtained !Ally by calling
Mrs. Elzie Brown, Mr. and Mrs. Jones of St. Louis, Delcie Watkins, and Mrs. Claude Mannings and
isms. Mrs. Bun Outland, Mrs.
Mrs. C. C. Farmer, telephone 405, or any member of the Warnan's
Kelzie Warren, Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. Eva Henderson, Miss Roberta children.
Mr. and
Mrs.
Ernest Jones, Mrs. H. E. Wall.
Ado
Club.
Johny Ramsey. Mrs. and Mrs. Torn Jones, Miss Inez Lovett, Miss Nell- Waters and children, Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Truman Smith, Mrs. W. P.
Cathey. Mr. anf Mrs. Elroy Warren, ene Lovett. Miss Imogene Lovett, Delmus Morris and son, Mr. and
Roberts,
Mrs. Mary. Allbritten.
Mr. and Mrs. Bernie Jones, Mr Mrs. LaDonne Byers, Loman Jones, Mrs. Buster Cochran and son, Mr.
Mrs. Clint Ward, Mrs. Riley Craw,
and Mrs. Reed Jones. Mr. and Mrs. Miss Jolette and Nancy .Jeffery, and Mrs. Jim Waters and son, Mr.
ford, Mrs. 011ie Wilson, Mrs. LuEura Jones, Mr. and Mrs. Tilman Miss Kathleen Holt, Mrs. Beckie and Mrs. Brown Howard and chitthen Dunn, Mrs. Carroll Farmer,
Thornton-Wynn' Vows
Jeffrey, Mr. and -.Mrs. Java Greg- Gregory, Mr. and Mrs. Nunley Gor- dren. Mr. and Mrs. Willie Enoch,
Mrs. Roy Chappell, Mrs. Hiram
Are Read
ory, Mr. and Mrs. Clendon Byers, don, Joe Harold Jones, Dennie Mrs. Clola Waters, Noah Enoch.
Hubbard,
Announcement has been received Finney. Mrs. Carroll
Mr. and Mrs. Butler Cope, Mrs. Harris. Tommy Harris, Mr. and Mrs. Homer Suratt. Mrs. Eddie
Miss
Virginia McDougal and Miss
of the marriage of Miss Dorothy
_ lertie Nelson and children,• Mr. Mrs. Henry Byers. Keith, Carnael, Spence
and
Saturday, September 9
Mildred
•
daughter,
Glenda
Williams.
_
Jane Thornton- and James Wynn
Mrs. Homer Morgan and son, Audrey and Clara Louise Byers, Joan; Mr. and Mrs. Robert Kelso
• •. • •
The Mac Eiowell Music Club will which was an event. of Septemharks, Mr. and Mrs. Lax Byers. Jack McCuistion and Harold Hall and son, Mr. and Mrs. Noble Wil- hold the first meeting of the year ber 2 in
Mrs. Valentine Entertains Club
Paris, Tenn.
Mr. and Mrs. Dug Jones, Mr. and of Paducah.
kerson and children. Mr. and Mrs. at two-thirty o'clock with Miss
Miss Marjorie' Wall and Lynn ._Mrs. Ottis Valentine was at home
Mrs. Comas Alexander and son,
Alpha Cude and children, Mr. and Lillian Watters at the home of Lassiter were the only attendants. 1ruesday morning to members of
James Roy, Mr. and Mrs. Fred Mrs. John B. Watson is Honored Mrs. Jesse Lee Younge, Mr. and Mrs. B. F. Scherfflus.
Mrs: Wynn is the daughter of her bridge club.
Jones,' Mr. and Mrs. Rex Ander- • With Miscelfaneous
Mrs. John Younge;• Miss Gloria B.
Mr. and Mrs. Petry Thornton and
Mrs. Lynnville Yates received
Shower
Monday. September 11
son, Mr. and Mrs. Carlos Brooks,
and
Dathan
Workman,
Miss
Kaththe prize for high score and reMrs. John B. Watson, who before
The Euzelian S. S. class of the a graduate of Murray Training
rifle Sue Hill, Miss Robbie Enoch,
Mr. and Mrs. Boyce Jones of Chi- her marriage
School.
freshments were scerved by -the
was Miss AgnA.
First Baptist Church will meet at
cago, Ill.;
Kemp, was honored Friday after- Miss Ruth Younge and Cody and 7:30 p. m. at the home of Mrs.
Mn. Wynn, the son of George hostess.
Only members were present.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Crass, Mr. and noon with a miscellaneous shower .in Yuunge and Orville Lee WillWynn, is a graduate of Murray
Jack Kennedy.
ia
s.
.,
• • • .•
Mrs. Alvie Jones, Mr. and ' Mrs. given by her cousin, Mrs. Otto
High School.. He and his bride
Chit-of-town
guests
were Dale
Doris Hill, Mr. and Mrs. Charley Swann.
The Mattie Bell Hayes Circle of will make their home har the pres- College Set Enjoys Sunrise
Jackl-on
of
Marion,
Ill.,
Mr.
and
Lee, Mr. and Mrs. Oliver Goheen
Bouquets of summer flowers and
Breakfast
the Alice Waters Missionary So- ent with his uncle. G. D. Williams
.and children, Jimmy and Delores. colors of white and baby pink were Mrs. Clarence Tolley and daugh- ciety will
.. Several members of the college
have a picnic supper at on Fifteenth Street.
of Dover, Tenn.; Ray Henderson, tastefully arranged throughout the ter of carterville, Ill., Mr. and 5:30 p.
'
• •• • •
set enjoyed a sunrise breakfast
m. at the Baptist picnie
Mrs. Clavnce Schuchardt and
Mr. and Mrs.. Fayette Henderson house.
Saturday
morning
near
Paris
Dinner Compliments
baby of Glendale, Ill., Mr. and grounds.
and children, Ray Clinton and
bridge.
After games and contests had
Miss Waldrop
Glendell, Mr. and Mrs. Curtis been enjoyed by the 43 guests Mrs. Arlan oak of Ozark, Ill., and
Included in the hospitality were
Tuesday. September 12
Miss Clara Waldrop. who leaves
C•.avenaugh and children of Padu- present, little Misses Marilyn Walk-- Mr. and Mrs. \.Leo Robinson and
Mrs. W. M. Reader will open her this week
Misses Dot Shultz, Jane Shultz.
to enter University of
Rana, Ill. '
cah, Mr. and Mrs. Leman Futrell er and Sarah Dell Story presented children of •
home
meeting
for
the
of
the
Mis• 4\• •
Missouri at Columbia, was com- Rebecca_ Farmer. Martha Sue Key.
and. children of Paducah, Mrs. at the feet of the honoree a beautisionary Society of the First Chris- plimented
Rebecca Robertson, and RachaeL
Wednesday evening with
Moneca Lovett. Mr. and Mrs. ful white and baby pink basket Home Coming Is held At Mr.
tian Church at. 2:30 p. m.
a dinner party which was, given Linn, and Joe Torn Parker and
And Mrs. William \,1. Rhankle's
Stopley *Mathis and children, Mr. filled with many nice and useful
Vosc of Los Angeles, Louis
Tom
by Misses Mayme Ryan and MarAt Sedalia Sunday
Wednesday, September 13
•and Mrs. Eulas Mathis, Mrs. L H. gifts.
CaHes Ryan, George Albert Wiljorie
Shroat
at
the
National
Hotel.
The
seven children di Mr. and r - The Arts and Crafts Club will
Crass, Mr. and Mrs. Lax Warren,
son. TOrn Moore Williams, Billie
A pretty party plate was served
their meet at the home of Mrs. Wheeler Ile table held a beautifully an- Boone, A. B. Waters and .11aron
A. L. Vaden. Ter. and Mrs. Java In the late afternoon by the hostess Mrs. W. J. Shankle met
ringed -centerpiece of late sumhome
Sunday
-Denham
in
at
Hazel
Sedalia
for
day
with
an
all
most'
Crass. Mr. and Mrs. Euclid Cathey assisted by Misses Frances Cochmer flowers and 'a delicious menu West.
of Paducah. Mr. and Mrs. Frank ran. Hallie Mae Farley, and Mrs. of the grandchildren and two\great meeting.
was served.
grandchildren
and
fyttends
preaent.
Shepherd and children Of Padu- Conn Moore.
Picnic Supper Honors
Covers
It was a grand home coming Tor
were laid for
The P-TA 'will meet at three
Misses
cah, Niles Brown; Cletus „tones, Joe
Mrs. Gardner
Jones. Elton Nanney, Boone Thmp- hfr. Hebert Dunn And Mrs. Bond all and it was the birthday of Mrs, o'clock in the High School audi- Waldrop, Virginia Veal, Frances
Mrs. Errett Gardner was" comHerbert Williams, a daughter of torium.
A full attendance is Sledd, Mayme Ryan and Marjorie
son, Glenn Warren, Paul , Mathis,
plimented
evening
Lax Are Honored With Birthday Mn. and
on Friday
Shroat, and Dan Hutson, Hal KingMrs. W. J. Shankle's.
Thomas Lovett, Russell Zane Jones.
several employees of the
Dinner
when
Iris, Hugh Grey Elwin, Rob Hine,
A
bountiful
out-door
dinner
was
Dual -Mathis, Edward Ray Mathis, • Relatives Met at the home of
Bank ..of -Murray entertained with
and James Dale Cdepton_
6
Dthald Mathis, Charles Lovett. Bill Dunn Sunday to honor Hebert spread for Mr and Mrs. W. J.
p picnic supper at George Hart4
•••••
Shankle of Sedalia. Mr. and Mrs. int 'September 4, at Lynn Grove
Clever Watkins. Charley Jeffery. Dunn and Mrs, Bond Lax with a
farm on the Hazel Road. Mrs.
Harvey Shankle of Lynn Grove. with 044 following program being Mrs.
Freeman Is Complimen....7
• Thomas Lee, Max Crass of Padu- birthday dinner.
Gardner, with her husband and
At ljar' noon Mr. and Mrs. Guthrie Smith
of present :
Mrs. Edward Freeman, a recent daughter, left Sunday for Jackson..cah, Loman Hehderson, Thomas hour everyone brought-food and
Coldwater, Mn. and, Mrs. Herbert
Cathey of Paduesh, Joe Warren. spread it on the beautiful lawn
Preludel`\
Williams of Symsonia, Mr. and
J. C. Russ. Harold Ross. Garr
witgre_it was „en:toyed by all.
Hymn, "tbrad On 0 King E`terMrs. Lewis Shankle of Fulton,
All_.,
\
The afternattn was spent in con- Mr. and
Mrs. Alton Barnett of
versation,---and kodaking.
Before Murray. Mr. and
Prayer, The 'Rev. J. Mack JenkMrs. Ruble
the guests left, they were served Shankle
of Nashviffe, Miss Ethel ins.
icie`cream and cake. •
Lou Shankle, Chicago. Ill., Joe
Scripture reading,: Matt. 25:14Those present were Mr. and Mrs.
Marino of Chicago. Mr. and Mrs. 30. Bogard Dunn.
Lou Dunn and daughter Rebecca. William
Smith, Coldwater, Mr. and
Hymn. "More Like\llie Master."
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Dunn. Mr. Mrs. Frank
Canter and two chiland Mrs. Hebert Dunn, Mr. and dren
Vocal solo. "Now in the Days of
of Mayfield. Monette and
Mrs. Perry Culpepper, Mr. and Herbert
Williams, Jr., of Sym- Youth," Miss Odine-Swimn,
Mrs. J. L. Culpepper. Mr. and sonia,
Josephine James and Damon
Poem. "Just As I Am,' Reba
Mrs. Charlie Waters. Mr. and Mrs. Shankle
of Fulton, Mr. and Mrs. Dunn.
Lax
Bond
and
daughter
Regina.
AcClgotely and Carefully
Clay Lyles, Symsonia, Mr. and
Talk-The Rev. J. Mack Je
Mr. and Mrs. Edd Ray, Mrs. Neuma Mrs.
C. L. Kingins, Colcheater, and
Co6pounded of Purest
Installation of officers.
Vance, Mr. and
Mrs. R. M. Mrs. W. A. Taylor, Sedalia.
Hymn, "0 Jesus I Have Pro
Drugs
Vance. Jr., Mr. and Mrs. Bob
• • • •- •
ised."
Mrs. Norman Bogard is
Young People's Benediction.
Honored With Miscellaneous
Officers who were installed were
Shower
Reba Dunn, Hazel, Union presiFriends and relatives of Mrs. dent; Rachel Sammons, Murray,
Yes,
has happened to HOSIERY!
Mamie Bogard gathered at her secrtary; Virginia Cable, Murray.
home on Friday afternoon. August treasurer; Tennie Rogers, Lynn
18. and honored her with a mis- Grove, publicity superintendent".
cellaneous shower.
The department preAr6 inMrs. Esther Williams and Mrs. stalled were, Louise C
e, acting
Lynn Key won the prizes in the president, Murray'league; Carmen
contests which were greatly en- Parks, president,./Hazel league;
Cuntaingham,
joyed. Lovely and appreciated gifts Hubert
president
South Pleaaaht Grove league; and
were presented the honoree.
Rubena,--"Ford,
president
Lynn
Delicious
refreshments
were
Grove league.
served to the following guests:
The vice-president of the Union
Mrs. Adolphus Wilson, Mrs. Everett Norsworthy, Mrs. Fate Fulton, Anita Siprian. was not installed
Mrs. Paul Cunningham, Mrs. Virgel because he has recently moved.
Representatives
were
present
Underwood. Mrs. Lynn Key, Mrs.
T. Brandon; Mrs. Hubert Hooper, from Hazel, Lynn Grove, Murray,
Newest and Best Gordon
South
Pleasant
Grove,
and
Goshen.
Mts. J. L. Ellison, Mrs. Lomax Lee
and Humming Bird Hose
Housden, Mrs. Ogden glugarcl,Mrs Goshen is - a new league and has
J. D. Wilson,. Mrs. L. H. Pogue. just become a member- of the
.
Mrs. Aubrey Meadows, Mrs. Char- Union.
The place and date of the next
lie Cole. Mrs. Tennie Underwood,
meeting
have
not
beep. announced
Mrs. Everett Housden. Mrs. Elmus
as yet.
Wilson.
• • • •• •
Those sending gifts were Mrs.
Ernest Underwood, Mrs. L. Wind- Annual Bogard Reunion
Is Held Labor Day
sor, Mrs. George Windsor, Mrs.
The annual Bogard reunion and'
Floyd Taylor, Mri. Will Guthrie,
Mrs. Chester Chambers, Mrs. Roy fish fry was held at the home of
Edwards, Mrs. Robert Ellison, Mrs. Mr. and Mrs. Minor Colson at CalW. C. Dunn, Miss Maynell McCleod. loway Ferry on Labor Day.
A large crowd attended, seventyMrs. Gaylon James, Mrs. Bomar
Jones, Mrs. Hallet Stewart, Mrs. three in all. A good diruaer was
Lucian Hart, Mrs. Leon Wilkerson, enjoyed by all and the young
Mrs. Willis Uad,erwood. Mrs. Jessie folks enjoyed swimming and boatRay Caraway. Mrs. Charlie Perry. ing.
put-of-county guests were Mr.
• • • • •
and Mrs. T. M. Colson, Mr. and.
Mrs. Randolph is Hostess to
Mrs. S. J. Colson and Nellie Jo,
Wear-Helm Class
and Graves (Doe) Colson of PaduThe Newest Bags and
Mrs. Mayme Randolph opened cah, Mr. and Mrs.
Novie 13ogard
• Your hosiery budget will welcome this news.
her home Friday night to the Wear- and daughters. Mr.
Gloves in Brilliant Fall
and Mrs. HarHelm class of the First Christian old Ferns and baby, and Master
Our lovely Phoenix Hosiery is now treated
Colors. Also Black.
church. Assisting hostesses were Bobby Hicklin of
Iowa.
by a DooMe Vita-Bloom Process (exclusive
Mrs. L. D. Williams, Mrs. Florence
• •• ••
with Phoenix) that gives strength and stretch
Moore, Mrs. Fannie Williams, Mrs.
To Have Picnic Monday
Mary Churchill and Miss Lula
and toughness to the silk. Women tell us
*le Mattie Bell Hays department
Also Popular Priced
Holland. Besides members of the
of the Missionary _Society will hold
these.new stockings wear amazingly better.
class the guests were Mrs.
McModels as Low as
a picnic Monday afternoon at 5:30
Meloan of Frankfort Mrs. Ira
the Baptist Picnic Grounds.
• Step forth proudly in these lovely favorites
at
Morgan, Mrs. George Gatlin., Mrs.
• • • • •
-and enjoy their year-round saving. See the
Cecil Wilkins, and Mrs. Boyd Wear,
Scripture was read by Mrs. Presbyterian Auxiliary Meets
glowing new American Personality Colors.
With Mrs. Ludwick
Moore. Prayer by Miss Reubie
• Lingerie
The Presbyterian Auxiliary met
Wear. Mrs. Churchill read poems
• Costum
after business and during social Tuesday afternoon at the home of
e per pair
2, 3 or 4 threadweight
hour. Guthrie Churchill sang sev- Mrs. E. B. LudvAck. The Rev.
Suits
others up to $1.25
PHOENIX HOSIERY
eral beautiful songs accompanied Howell M. Forgy presented a
interesting
discussion
most
on
Kniteed
-•
by Elizabeth Randolph at the piano.
"The Work of the Westminster
Wear
A party plate was served.
Foundation
College StuWith
•
•",i, • • •
• Gordon and
dents." and outlined some of his
North Paris District Young
plans far the future with the loHumming
People's Union Holds 'Meet
cal college students.
Bird How.
Monday Night At Lynn Grove
The hostess served delightful reThe North Paris Distinct Young freshments at the close of the
People's. Union met Monday even- program.
MRS. HARRY I. SLEDD, Editor

PHONE 247, PLEASE

CI ET
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Murray Woman's Club Receiving Wide
Recognition Through Distributioft
of Cook Book

W.

Social Calendar

• -

ville, N. C., where Mr. Gardner
holds a teaching position.
Horseback riding was enjoyed
and roasted weiners and iced
watermelon added to the pleasure
of the occasion.
Those present were Mrs. Gardner:" Ann Kelly Gardner, Mrs.
Laverne
Wallis,
William
Mrs.
Whitnell, Miss Neva Grey Langston, Miss Madge Patterson, Mrs.
Calista Butterworth Jones, Mrs.
George Hart and Lochle Fay Hart.
•

-#.

2.

Sew And So Club Has Picnic
Members of the •Sew 'and So
club gave a picnic supper and
bridge party Thursday evening
honoring Mrs. Ottis Valentine and
Mrs. Torn Turner. Supper was
served at the Luther Jackson picnic ground and the guests then
went to the home of Mr. and Mrs.
0. B. Boone where bridge was
played. High score prizes were
won by Mr. and Mrs. Tom Turner
and reftethments were served at
the conclusion of the game.
Those present were Mn. and
Mrs. Ottis Valentine. Mr. and Mrs.
Torn Turner, Mr. and Mrs. Walter
Boone, Mr. and Mrs. George E.
Overbey. Mn, and Mrs. Joe Houston, Mr. and Mrs. Freed Cotham.
Mr. and Mrs. Ardell Knight, Mr.
and - Mrs. Max Churchill, Mn. and
Mrs. Hubert Dunn and Mr. and
Mrs. 0. B. Boone.
• • • ••
Family Reunion Takes Place
At Wells Home
On Sunday, September 3. relatjves gathered at the home of Mn.
a!id Mrs. Amos Wells for a reunion.
At noon a lovely table was set
on the shady lawn with delicious
things to eat.
Those present were Mr. and
Mrs. Alvis Edmonds. Mn. and
Mrs. Curt Graham. Mr. and Mrs.
John Graham. Mn. and Mrs. Norval Short . and daughter. Willa
Dean, Mrs. Lena Robinson, Mrs.
Lizzie Hopkins, Mr. and Mrs. Jesse
Wallis. Mr. and Mrs. Caley: Robinson and children. Joe. J'
and June Mrs. 0
. an and
n,
. J., 'rs. Ola Kemp,
and Mrs. Ryan Graham and son.
Jerry Don, Mr. and Mrs. M. F.
Graham and daughter. Rubene_Mr.
and Mrs. J. T. Graham. Miss Attie
Short, James Key. Miss Nellie
Short, Will Rob Walston, Harold
Young, Mr and Mrs. James Ralph
Wells. Harold and Patricia Brandon. and Mr. and . Mrs. Amos

yr.

Wells.
Lynn Grove Young People's
Organization Host To League
Union
The Lynn Grove church was
host to the entire League Union of
Paris District, Monday evening,
September 4.
The church waa effectively lightnall "All
ed by candles, and a
for Christ" cross hung above the
choir. Installation, of both the officers_ of the Union and local organizations. took' place in this
candle light service.
Six churches were represented,
and two ministers were present.
The following program will be
given Sunday night, September
We urge all
10, at 7 o'clock.
young people to attend. Outdoor
vesper services will be enjoyed by
everyone.
Subject-"Growing Up."
Vesper hymns.
Scripture: Eph. 4:11-16, Hilton
Williams.
Hymn. "Now the Day is Over."
Prayer. Elizabeth Dalton.
Talk. "The Value of an Open
Mind". James Don Caldwell.
EveTalk, "About Growing
lyn Lockhart.
Hymn, "Open My Eyes that I
May See."
Collection.
Benediction.
•
Leader-Isaac Ford.
• • • ••
Alice Waters Missionary
Society Meets
The general meeting of the Alice
Waters Missionary Society was held
Tuesday afternoon at the Methodist
church with Mrs. May Hurt presiding. The subject was "New Horizons of Home Mission Service,'
with Mrs. Bryan Tolley as leader.
Those taking part on the program
were Mrs. A. F. Doran. Mrs. 0. T.
Skaggs, and Mrs. Ed Phillips, Mrs.
W J Mecoy dismissed with prayer.
There was a good attendance.

ur

-chapel Class Picnics
at Dover
The
's Cha
gel'iticif-iiint to-Mier, enn., Sunspent
the day at the park
day and
there. At noon a picnic lunch was
served to about 50„memhers -of the
school. Everyone had a good .time,
To Otis Johnson. the superintendent, thanks for an eftjoyable day.
(Additional Society on Page 5)

LILLIAN WATTERS

PIANO STUDIOS
203 North 16th Street and Murray High School

OPEN MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 14
Phone 288 tbr Appointment
••
•
•••1
.•

-

The Murray Garment Co.
Announces the Opening of

Preactions

Fall Fashion Displays

Something

'Mildred Frocks

bong wear

New Style
Sycamore Coats

treajd for

69c to'1"

1.95

Tricornes, Toques
poll Sizes
Profiles
$1.98 to $4.98

Bags and Gloves

2.95
65c

2.95

4.69

8.95

up
4.50
7.95
9.75
4.69 ,

amazing new process
toughens every silken thread

7.88

Blitek

From $10.75

91195 I
trim,

Fall's Finest Hats

--

119.93

124.75

II lb

Genuine Kid Gloves
$2.95
Fabrics 98c
Bags 98c. to $2.98

'1"

kers

th
117.95
dth
S21.1;

Popular Prices Up To

Everything for the

'59"
aby!

See Them NOW
• Accessories

urray Garment Co.

001

ADAMS'

BROWNBILT SHOE STORE

•

14
,

•
• ":14,4'•
2...•••••st•

4

•
•

COPY FADED
,o
r

J,crtc r115S (4/.1

• Snow Salts
-*Ladies'
-Lady to
Wear
• Sweaters

44(
4

•
met

••••••---

-.8••

es,
p.

.44

•
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Siiikint Spring
News

Stella Gossip

Pun' 'ear Route 3

S. Pleasant Orove

Hazel Route 1

New Concord 'School
News

Protemus Palaver

Goshen ,Youngsters
Plan Church Event

With tobacco mostly in the barn
Mrs. Delia Shirley passed away
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Wicket'
and the acid odor of smoke in
J
Man Careth for My Soul," Thursday it the Hopkinsville hosThe Pogue-Doran tent meeting visited Mr Wicker's brother and
The following program will be
our
teird
'
This
is
the
beginning
of
the air the farmers are turning
family. Mr. and Mrs Monnie Wick- was the text. from which our good pital. Funeral was at Hazel Friday.
i
Mrs. Alice Ellis has returned came to a triumphant close last er, and children
Mrs. Homer 'Farris and Mrs.. week of school and everyone has their minds to fall seeding, 'lasses presenttcl OY the young people of
Brother
K.
p.
Dunn
Sunday.
pastor
preachat
edge
at
the
water's
Sunday
home after a visit with her son,
Farris
were
Saturday settled down to a hard year's work making and preparing for winter the Goshen Methodist church SunBeulah
of ClItrk's river—Coldwater bridge. . Mr and Mrs. Gaylon Morcis are ed from last Sunday morning at guests of Mrs. Meador and sister and enjoyment.
and
family
Justus
Ellis,
in general. Most of the ladies have day evening, September 10, at 7:15,
intelligent the parents of a 10 pound boy. this church. Next Sunday after121.
Nine
Highway
Tompkinsville, Ky,
We are very proud to report that filled all the fruit jars available. it was announced today by Yuema
people responded to the gospel The baby has been named Gaylon noon at 2: p. an. singers front and Miss Leona Farris.
George Wintisor Is not so well call, and thereby became members Holley Morris.
Mr. and Mrs. P. M. Shrader and our senior, Wayne Wilson, who has and if only the war clouds were Rhea.
several localities will meet at this
Song—"Bring Them In." by choir;
this week.
son. Wayne Allen, of Paris spent been absent due to an operation not so dark we could look ahead
Mary Catherine Morris is ill at church.
of the church. Acts 2:47. '
Scripture—Buford Hurt; prayer—
Mr. and Mrs. Hansy Paschall
_
has started to school.
the
week-end
to
the
with
pleaswith
relatives
in
and
winter
months
this writing.
Miss Diane tiradley returned SunEugene Stone; diacUasion—"Helping
spent Sunday with Mrs.- S. - .V.
Those two
Mr. and Mrs, Ben Byars and
Each class nas elected the class ure.
home in Memphis after near Hazel.
Others to Become Christians," by
Miler.
boys daughter. Inez, and Charlie Wicker day to her
Lamb
The revival at the Church of officers and sponsors. They are as
Generally speaking, the tobacco Wade Lynn Poole; solo—"Lead Me
relatives
in
visiting
Paducah
and
Genella Mae "Hart ir improving
who were kill- and daughter. Delorus, visited
Christ at Hazel will begin next follows:
crop in this community is above Shepherd," by Anna Faye Miller;
vIcinity.
She
spent
a
few
days
this
nicely after breaking her .arm.
ed by lightning Mary Catherine Morns Friday of
m.. Elder Arden Doran
Senior: president—Earl Steele. the average, corn is good, and hogs
here with her aunt Miss Julia Sunday a.
Mrs. Jewel Wilkerson and Fay
September 2 last week.
will be assisted by Elder Charles viceepresident — Hubert Pittman, are so plentiful there will surely discussion—"The Tragedy of Actiuncle,
Alsie
and
Cooper,
Gunter,
on,' by Joe Jones; reading—Hontus
visited Mrs. Nannie Erwin Friday
Mayfield.
near
Taylor.
Miss Emma Hooper and Delorus and families.
secretary—Opal MeCage, treasurer be an abundance of pork.'
afternoon. •Mrs. Erwin has 'been
Bridges; diecusslon—"Growing Up,"
were born just Wicker visited Thursday in the
Mr. and Mrs. Crawford Jobe were —L. T. Rattarree, sponsor—Mrs.
want
Although
it's
a
late,
'I
little
Mrs. A. F. Doran of Murray was in Murray Wednesday.
Eula Wrather; closing hymn,
very sick the past week.
west of Cold- Marro home.
that by
to
compliment
singers
the
a Monday afternoon guest Of her
announcements and benediction.
Charlie Humphries of Detroit.
water.
Mrs. Tommie Shrader is on the
Mr and Mrs. Delmus Paschall
Junior:
president—J.
C.
Dunn
were
at
the
courthouse
last
week.
Mich.. is vigiting his parents. Mr.
The highway and Mrs. Eunice Vandyke visited aunt, the writer.
sick list this week.
vice president—Mary Mason Dunn, We were glad to see so many of
Mr. and Mrs. Cody Taylor and
and Mrs. Lee Humphries of WOmachinery was Mr. and Mrs. Puron Coats Sunday.
Miss Edith Myers has returned secretary—Sue Coleman, treasurer our surrounding eonununities well
baby visited their parent
and
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parked in Coldhome
after
a
few
months'
visit
with
—Audra Mae Smith, sergeant-at- represented. May the good work
Mr. and Mrs. George Jenkins
Mr. and Mrs. Ciatic Paschall,
water Saturday and children, Morris and Hilda, and grandparents near WiswelkOundiey. relatives in St_ Louis.
arms—Edward Hendon, sponsor— be carried on for almost everyone
and
Mrs.
NanMiss Mildred Nance
Miss Etna Milstead was able to
Our school year has started off
night and Sunday. Yes, surfac- Bessie Jackson and Calvin PasCharlie Allbritten was in Paris Mr. Parker.
loves good singing.
nie Paschall or North Fork. at- ing No. 121 from Calloway State
be at church Sunday after a few Friday.
as a success. We have an enrollchall and Wanda Sue Jones were
Sophomore: president — John
Artelle Lassiter of Pontiac, Mich.,
tended the ,singing at this place Teachers College id` Graves counweeks' illness.
of 231 students which is the
ment
Mr. and Mrs. Homer Farris were Thomas Hamlin, vice president— returned to his home Sunday after
Sunday dinner guests of Mr. and
Sunday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Paschali. recent. guests of their cousin, Miss
largest in Aleno's history. There are
ty lute out Farmington way. It is Mrs. Douglas Vandyke.
Rudean
Rattarree,
secretary-treasa
few
days'
visit
with
relatives
Mrs. Odie Wilkerson and chil- the straightest widest, thickest
Mr. and Mrs. Bell Stark visited Edith Myers.
99 students in the 6 upper grades.
OmairPaschall. were
urer—Elna, Williams, sponsor—Mr. and friends in this vicinity.
dren spent Saturday night with , road in Calloway or Graves coun- -'letr. and Mrs.
their brother and uncle, . Dr. and
Our playground has, been imMrs. Herbert Hill and Miss Ethel Fiser,
guests
of
Mr.
and
Sunday
dinner
of
Mr.
and
Gaertner
Mrs.
Audy
Mr. and Mrs, Tom Wilkerson and ty. Valleys have been filled and
Mrs. Zelner Barber. at Princeton, Mae Charleton visited Mrs. Tomproved by the addition of a few
Mrs
Gaylon
Morris.
Freshman:
president
—
George
Pontiac
purchased
a
farm
near
Trifamily.
August 26 at which time Dr. Bar- mie Shrader Sunday morning.
hills made low. Are you listening,
Gibson, vice president—Keys Pat- City last week. The Gaertners are swings and seesaws, which furnish
Sunday afternoon guests of Mary ber
Enloe Atkins remains unine• "Tem,
removed the tonsils of Master
Mr. and ,Mrs. R. W. Christman terson, secretary-treasurer—Laura planning one more year in the plenty of amusement for the youngCatherine Morris were Miss Beside
proved,
Joe Hal Stark, son et Mr. and of Paris were recent visitors in
er children.
Daughter Ruth and her uncle,
Farley, sponsor—Mr. Hurt.
factory and then to come to the
The Girls Auxiliary will meet Arthur Zeh. his wife and a lot of Jackson of tottage Grove, Miss. Mrs. Bee Stark.
We are expecting to have the
Hazel.'
All the seniors except five re- farm.
"all day Saturday for the State Sedalia folks went to Reelfoot WandaSue Jones, Mrs. Add PasSeveral from this community atstreet by the school black-topped
Lon Shrader, Aubrei Shrader ceived their class rings last Friday.
chall. Mr. and Mrs. Talbert Story
A bunch of youngsters in this
Mission Week of prayer ,
Lake Sunday The lake is 75 miles and little son. Tommy Dan. Mrs. tended the lecture of Elder Huskier and Claud Wilson hauled sawdust The others intend to order theirs
soon. We wish to thank everyone
cenununity" enjoyed an outine and
_Mr. and Mrs. Joe Erwin and away. 15 miles west of Union
at Hazel Sunday evening.
that had a part in making it posfrom Camden 'Friday and Satur- soon.
fish fry at Reelfoot Lake last Sunchildren. Dale. Joseph Glenn and City. Tiptonville is the Post Of- George•Jankins and children, MorMr..-and Mrs.' Make Erwin and day.
sible.
Our
visitors
for
Hilda,
Mrs.
Douglas
Vanthe
ris
and
past
week
day.
Nancy Mae of Detroit spent the fice address on No. 21. Lake counfriends recently visited the National
Last Friday the softball team of
Otho Turner and Miller Marshall were as follows:
Mrs. Willie McClure of Lynnville
Week-end with their parents. Mr. ty was „sunk by earth quakes in dyke and daughter, Willodene. and Park near Dover, Tenn. Mr. Erwin
were in Paris Friday
Hilda Ann Lawson, Gus Yar- spent last week-end with- her par- Lynn Grove met our boys on the
and Mrs Ernest Erwin and tarn- 1811 and 1812. Twenty thousand Billie Gene Paschall.
and Claud Anderson killed a rattle
home field in battle. At the end
Barton Travis of Paris was in brough, J. B. Allbritten and Har- ents, Mr. and Mrs. Will Doublire
Hildred Paschall was in Murray
ily and Mr. and Mrs. Reed Outs. - acres of s verdant Indian hunting
snake near Dover which was about Hazel Friday.
of the game the scores were: Alm°
mon Smith.
Saturday.
land.
Miss
Katherine
Jones
spent
the
the
basin,
red
2 1-2 feet long of the
grounds sank forming
diamond
8 and Lynn Grove 3.
Mr. and Mrs. L. W. Cosby was
We played our first softball game Week-end with Marie West.
Odie Morris and little son. Wil.
Bro. Cloys Lawrence is still which now is interspersed with
type. Mr. Erwin has on exhibit
- Next Friday our boys will play
away in the meeting in Trigg a few small islands. Fish aplenty, liam B., visited "Uncle" •Jim Hoop- at his home 1-2 mile north of a Sunday dinner guest of Mrs. last Friday afternoon, September
The Bell City Baptist revival is
Cosby's brother, Re Y. Lamb, and 1, with Faxon, there. The results in progress this week with the Rev. Kirkseyie -team on the home field.
county. Bro. -Prior Enoch. who all kinds water fowls and wild er Sunday morning.
Crossland, the rattler and one but- Mrs. Lamb of near Lynn Grove.
of the scores were Faxon 16. and Nelson artisting the pastor. Brother
Miss ,Emma Hooper and Delorus ton which
preached, his first sermon at this game. The lake has a depth of 25
characterized ,the ratMr. and Mrs. Coty Taylor and Concord 9. Our next game is to Nelson Was formerly the pastor
place a year ago September 18, feet.' If the "bunch" ever goes Wicker were in Murray on busi- tie snake they killed.
daughter, Nancy, visited Mr. Tay- be Friday, September 8, with Ha- here and was very popular.
was surely a good Christian genUefilled- the, pulpit Two wonder- down there again. I suggest that ness Saturday afternoon.
Farmers are very busy cutting lor's parents Sunday.
zel .at Cherry. We hope to win.
ful sermons were preached. Bro. they buckle on 4-inch wide, brass
Charles Paschall visited Howard and hnusing
Hilda Fay and Lily Bea Suggs man No. revival seemed complete
tobacco.
'
Ray
Poole,
Billy
and
without
e'Unele" Frank to take part
May
Frances
Enoch was the guest of Mr. and belts around the waist line to keep Morns Sunday.
were guests of their grandparents.
Sympathy to the bereaved .ones of near Murray visited Tom Langand he was always ready to do
Mrs. Albert Key and sons..
Mr and Mrs. Fred On and Mr whose lives
Mr.
and
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Arthur
Todd,
Saturthem from bustine They ate enwere touched so ston and family recently.
anything in the Master's service
Mr. and Mrs. Burie Miller and tirely too muclefi
day night.
eael_efeefelete.. and Mrs Oman Paschall visited heavy in the sedden _passing of -the--j. and 'Mrs. -Luther-Parris and
Dexter
Son. Biib. were Sunday dinner drunk ell kinbls of cold drinks. lenelleereed--Ume 'Monday night in
"%rester Todd- has gone to—Mem- in any church. He had a -friendly
four men who were killed by children, Miss Connie Lamb and
smile and warm handclasp for all
guests of Mr and Mrs. John Story. Tight as a tick. If I ever go I the home of Mr. and Mrs. Odle
phis to enter school.
lightning Saturday on the John Mr. and Mrs. Cortis Cole were
Mr. and Mrs. John Myers spent airn to have a guar-deen!
Morris. .
The community mourns with the and will be greatly missed in the
Perks
farm
in
Grave.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Joe
county.
Broach
of
Ha.
The
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Lewis 'Coscommunity —Olive ()ye
eSunclay with their daughter. Mrs.
Rudolph Key is Unproved from Mr. le - ley
Mrs_ Mollie Robertson. 75. who
zel. Misses Lucile and elazel An- family of Mr. Frank Rogers. He
killed was known by by Sunday of last week.
Adolphue . Webb and family. .
lives in the hills away from good a recent illness.
most
everyone,
drus
in
and
little
this
locality.
'
Shirley
Beilcher
of
Master
Gene
Shrader spent the
Mr. and Mrs. John Catheart and roads, attended the tent meeting
Howard Morris is on the sick
On February 22. 1909, our first week-end with Mr. and Mrs. Lon Paducah and Mrs. Birdie Jeffrey
daughters. Pearl and eAnn. and at Coldwater Friday night. Her list.
babe. James Onyx, was laid to Shrader and Inez.
also of Paducah spent Sunday with
Mr. and Mrs. Troy McNutt spent first real chance in 20 years. Mr.
Mrs. Coy Kuykendall, Lenor and
Mr. and Mrs. John Andrus.
Sunday as guests of Mr. and Mrs. and Mrs Truman Turner tot Cold- Ethel Kuykendall, Mrs. Glynn Orr rest in Helium cemetery near Mt.
Grove,
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Cleaver spent
Mo.,
where
we
then
lived.
Homer Farris.
and
Mrs.
Oman
Paschall
assisted
water Garage) brought her in their
Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. Will.
Twenty-eight years ago today.
Mess Margie Wilkerson and Fay auto.
Yes, indeed. I saw Miss Mrs. Terry- Morris in canning Mon. September 5, 1911. our last son.
Cleaver. Ralph Cleaver and friend,
Wilkerson and Mrs. Grace Jones Mollie Scott and Miss Maggie day.
Ellis Voy. slipped, away. On August
Thurman Lax and Billie, spent
spent Thursday afternoon . With Zeh baptized in the day of their
Glynn On- is suffering from a 25. 1930, their father. J.
Monday there also.
S. SmothMrs. Jennie Jbnes.
youth in Clear Creek. July: 1883, boil on his foot—Hinnming Bird.
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errnan, was laid to rest in South
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MTS. -Lucille Adams his refuened by Lid. Jim R. Hill. When I die
- The school - is progressing nicely
. Meal:mt. Grove cemetery by -the
home after a visa with her beethei, I'll live again.
as we begin our third week's with
side
ol
our
Mr,
baby.
Ellis
and
Voy.
Mrs. John ' Andrus.
er, Esco Bradley. and 'Mis. Bradwork. Both pupils and teachers
I hear tell another cruel, wick- MEMORIAL BAPTIST CHURCH
I am •comforted with the sweet
Mr. and Mrs. Claud Miller ,and
ley of Chicago.—Star.
are back into their routine of
ed. wale is raging in faraway Eurchildren of Paducah spent Sunassurance that their souls are all work
and play after the summer day
ope. Franklin D.- Roosevelt our
We have - a very interesting an- safe with Jesus and happiness will
with Mrs. Lucy Miller.
vacation. We are looking forward
It pays to read oar CLASSIFIEDS. great president, warned all people nouncement in connection with our be theirs throughout an endless
Miss Joe Ann Hendon of Murray
• .
to new projects, some of which
here in. USA not to harbor hate.,services for next Sunday. In the eternity.
••• .•
have already begun, and every spent Saturday night with Mr. and
and animosity in our hearts against absence of the pastor, who is in
Mrs. John Andrus.
A
Second
World
War Begins
.
day
we
make more plans.
the instigators of the war. If Crittenden county in a revival
Mr. and Mrs. Evans Jackspn and
The boys' softball team began
Never so much as now do you need a good, dependable radio
Americans get shot down or coin- meeting, David C. Boaz, who has
Disease among turkeys in Scott
children
of
Centralia, Ill., spent
mercial ships be wilfully sunk to lately surrenderedeao the work of county vies checked by prompt Its season with a game with Kirk- the
in your home—so that you may keep abreast of Europe's
week-end with Mr. and Mrs.
the bottom of the ocean, going to the ministry, will preach his first treatment, though less was betty. sey High School last Friday. Our
breathtaking events.
Charley
Jackson.
boys were defeated 28 to 11, but
War for vengeance would only sermon Sunday morning at 10:50
Mr. end Mrs. Fred Sills and Henthey played a good game. We
make bad matters worse_
IS YOUR RADIO GIVING YOU TROUBLE?
o'clock. This splendid young man
are expecting a good season with ry Sills of Paducah spent Sunday
Just as Paul Revere's famous ride
-Their blood have they shed has been a member of our church
If so just bring it to our shop, or call 23 and we will pick it up.
with
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Joe
Pritchett.
1
plenty
of games for both boys' and
warned of the Redcoats' coming,
like water, and there was none to for several months now, and it le
We carry a complete line of parts and Genuine RCA Radio
Mr. and Mrs. Dan Lee of Olive
, girls' teams.
Nature's messengers
headaches, burl, tbem."—"Eagle".
with treat joy that we hear of
visited Mr. and Mrs. Garvis Lee
Tubes to give you rapid, efficient service at all times.
Ice Cream Sapper
his answering the call of the Lord
biliousness, bad breath—often warn
Sunday.
.
• There will be an ice cream supto preach_
if ksilty elimination.
•
UTTERBACH SCHOOL
Mr. are' Mrs. Claude Vick and
per here Friday night, September
David will alSo fill our pulpit
Neglecting these signs may cause a
8. We will have all the things children of near Hardin spent Sunin
the
evening
service
at
7:15.
Calloway 'Circuit Court
Honor Roll
day with Mrs. Nancie Edwards.
host of constipation's discomforts:
Monday - morning he leaves for Herman Scott. single. T. M. Seidl, you like -tie eat hamburger's, hot
WM. J. FINNEY—Up Stairs at Holland-Harts—JIMMIE HART
Mr. and Mrs. L. B. Coursey spent
sour stomach, belching; no appetite 'Find grade, Orlan Mitt. Mtge Union
dogs, cold drinks ice *cream, and
University,
Jackson.
Tenn.,
and Irene Scott and his wife, VI* other things. There will be music the week-end in Tennessee visiting
Hope Futrell and Ruth Ray RowPHONE 23
sr energy; mental dullness.
to begin actual preparation for the ginia Pea and A. V. Pea, her husland.
for your e.ntertainment.
Come Mr. and Mrs. Blaney Jeffery.
It's so eas:r to wake up your lazy
Mintetry. All of our people' are band,
Second grade. Joe Watkins.
Mrs. Will Hunt and granddaughand enjoy it with us.
insides. Just take spicy, all vege- . Sixth grade. Gene Thurmond urged to attend these services SuePlaintiffs..
ter. Virginia, of Paducah spent last
Radio Entertainers
table BLACK-DRAUGHT. Its un- and- Rebbie Lee'Crouse.
day to hear this splendid young
Vs. Judgment
Friday
with Mr. and Mrs. Charley
fen Saturday night, September
usual help tomes from its principal
Eighth grade. H. W. Wilson and man and to encourage him in his °sells Scott, widow, San Diego, 16, "La program will be presented Jackson.
great undertaking.
Calif.; Dorthy Scott Wallingord in cier auditorium by the wellingredient—an intestinal toniceax- Clara Evelyn Poyner.
Lonzo Lovette of Murray spent
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entertainers. the Den- Sunday night with Mr. and Mrs.
the
revival
meeting
for
a
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or
ford,
San
Diego.
Calif.;
°van
bowel muscles.
son Family, whose members are Claus Hopkins.
Approximately 250 ewes and 18 ten daye and will then go to
Scott Hedge and husband
Mr. and Mrs. Bennie Brown and
interchaiegeable with the Spear
Millions of packages used testliyle purebred tams were- bought by Louisville to take up his studies Hedge. San
Diego,
Calif.;
Kathefamily. N you have been enjoying son. Orvis. Mr. and Mrs. Joel
'e farmers last month.
P T.A CK-DRAUGur
Try it
in the Southern Beptist Theological rine 0. Scott, age 20 years, Los their music and singing on ., the Jones and daughter. Ora Mae, and
Seminary. He will return on week- Angeles, Calif.; Lolyd E. Scott, Jr., radio, comeeand hear them in per- °phis Cleaver and daughter, all of
ends to fill the pulpit here.
age 17 Years, Los Angeles, ('silt., son. They erill have a good pies St. Louis spent the week-end with
The Sunday
School opens Thomas Scott, age 9 years, Los gram that everyone will enjoy.
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Cleaver.
promptly at 9:30 a. in.
•
Angeles, Calif..
Mr. and Mrs. Merle Andrus and
ee.'
Prayer meeting each Wednesday
, Defendajd •
son, Billie, Mrs. Carrie Reeves,
'
•
evening at 7:45.
Byi virtue of a judgment and
•
Mrs. J. C. Davaina of Mayfield,
All are always invited to attend order of sale of the Calloway CirMr. and Mrs. A. D. Paschall of PaFel of our services. Our own people, cuit Court, rendered at the August
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• ' Hart and Mr. and Mrs.
ere urged to be particularly loyal term thereof. 1939. in the above
Mr. and Mrs. Briton
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Mrs. Hayden Walston and chilof property. and costs herein es- visiting relatives and friends out dren and Miss Beulah Fergersan
the absence of the pastor.
Carroll Hubbard, Pastor pended. I shall proceed to offer here in Kentucky for the past of Murray spent Sunday with Mr.
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for sale at the court house' door week. They spent Wednesday in and Mrs. Horace Smith.
... see why the Estate
smiling and happy
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Hitatrola doting our
convenience to your
ber. 1939, at 1. o'clock or there- as "Aunt Lue", passed away Aug- meeting here
Pre-Season Sale.
Thursday night.
home.
about 'same being county court ust 31. She will be missed by her
Brother Blankenship Opened the
day) upon a credit of six months, many relatives and friends.
Methodist meeting here Sunday
the following described property,
Mrs. Bertha Allbritten of Ail\ night and will go on this week.
being and lying in Calloway Coun- eona is spending a .,few weeks in'
Calloway Circuit Court
Miss Mary Tarry of Murray
ty. -Kentucky, to-wit:
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Cleave
nt Monday with Mr. and Mrs.
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Geraldine Miller, El Al,
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stake. in the township line: thence bert Lamb spent Thursday ni
Defendants north with the west line of
Hansel Linn and Clifton Riley
said with Mr. and.• Mrs. John—Dune-an
By virtue of'..'judgmentand quartes section one hundred
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thirnear
New
Providence.
order of sale of the Calloway CirMr. and Mrs. Richard Walston,
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a
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Miss Nellie Short s'pent Satur- her sister, Mrs. C. C. Farmer.
day night as a guest of her sisMr. and Mrs, C. 0. Hicks and
ter, Mrs. A. L Wells.
children, Betty Odelbe, Johnnye
Last Friday afternoon the women
Mr. and Mrs. R. L. aohertson. Ann. W. B. and. Clyde Ellis, of
Patients adrnided to the. William of this tommunfty met in the gym
Bartlettsville ,Okla., and daugh- Electra, Tex,, are visiting Mr. and
ter, Betty, are sPending this week Mrs. J. R. Ricks on Route 8 out Mason Memorial hospital during from 1:30 to 3:00 o'clock hottoring
the past week:
with Mr. 'Robertson's parents, Mr. of Murray.
the home economic girls with a
and Mrs. L. Robertson.
Mrs. C. B. Luske, Gilbertsville,
Everybody is invited to attend
kitchen shower. The girls were the
'Mrs.
Grove
Dickerson,
the
Milan
Albert
Chestnut
pie
at
supper
Lee
Mrs.
Meloan,
MAC
John
of
Miss Ethel Lou Shankle and Joe I Tuesday night of Mr. and Mrs. F.
Macino of Chicago have been!P. Inglis. Mr. Angel was formerly Frankfort, who has been visiting school on Saturday night, Septem- Tenn.; Miss Helen Anderson, Mur- recipients of many beautiful and
ray, -Robert -.W. Berry, Cairo, Ill.; useful gifts and wish to express
guests bf Mr. and Mrs. Alton Bar- I a member of the music faculty of relatives in Murray, left Tuesday ber 16.
morning for Murfreesboro. Tenn.,
Mrs. Willie Linn, Miss Evelyn Charlie Gardner'; Hardin. Master. their sincere gratitude to their
nett on South Eighth street, and I Murray State College.
having been Called there -by the Linn and Mrs. Fannie Williams Bobbie Rumfelt, Murray, Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Well Shankle of Se- 1
many friends who expressed their
Miss Rebecca Farmer will leave serious illness of her sister, Mrs.
left yesterday morning for Tulsa, Charles Bucy, Hazel, Mrs. 7, M. interest in the school either by
della.
next Tuesday for Hopktnsville Laura Clopton.
Wilson, Hazel, Mrs. Arvilla C.
Conn
Okla.,
where
visit
will
they
Mrs. Rob Mason and Miss Mari- I where she will resume her studies
Wright, Paducah, William A. Lilly, 'attending or sending gifts. Those
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Birmingham Linn and other relatives.
lyn Mason spent the week-end at Bethel College.
gifts were much needed and highly
of Memphis were week-end guests
Misses Lorene and Louise Swann Marion, Otho France, Cottage appreciated.
with friends in Tullahoma, Tenn.
Mrs. Edward Bradley and daugh- of Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Stubble- have returned to their respective Grove. Tenn.; James H. Cole. MurMr. and Mrs. Walter Tayldr of ter, Shirley Ann, of Evansville, field, Sr.
Those attending the shower were:
teaching positions at-'Water Valley ray. Mrs. Martha Overby, Murray, Mrs.
Washington, D. C., arrived Monday Ind., have returned to their home
Evie Colson, Mrs. Cozy LawMrs. Maston Cook, !slew Concord,
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Edwards have
night for a visit with her mother, after spending last week with her returned to their home at Cuba in "Onallifarion.
rence.
Mrs. Susan Adams, Mrs.
Miss Grace Dreher, Murray, J. K.
Oliver Jaynes of Pasadena. Calif., Hughes, Wickliffe, J. W. s Hicks, Patie Overcast and daughter, Mrs.
Mrs. E. S. Diuguid, Sr., and other parents, Mr. and Mrs. Melus Linn. Graves county after a visit with
arrived
Murray
in
today
join
to
relatives.
Emerson,
Rhoda
Mrs. Beulah GarMurray,
Miss Frances 0. Osborn.
Misses Ruth Frances and Jane'their daughter, Mrs. Carney Hen- Mrs. Jaynes and daughters. Nancy
Buchanan. Tenn.; • Mre. Florence don, Mrs. Vera Adams, Mrs. Ann
Mr. and Mrs. H. C. Curry and Sexton have returned home after don, and Mr. Hendon.
Misses Elizabeth Randolph. Fran- and Janet, who have been guests Upton, Murray, Mrs. W. W. Mc- Garrison, Mrs. Fannie Mae Donaldaughter, Ann. spent the week-end a trip to the west coast and to
ces Bradley, Hilda Dulaney and of Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Stubble- Keel, Murray, James H. Littleton, son, Mrs. Addie Beth Hubbard,
in Nashville
ryear, Tenn.; Leslie Putnam, Mrs. Hattie Ragsdale, Mrs.Patty
Flu hnes are among those who field, Sr. They will leave the latter
Mr. and Mrs. M. G. Forster. Miss
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Williamson
part of the week to visit relatives Murray, Mrs. H. E. McKenzie, Mur- Roberts, Mrs. Tencil Mohundro,
Eleanor Gatlin, Miss Isabel Wal- and Miss Leah Williamson have will return to Paducah this week-. near Columbus,
returnbefore
ray.
‘Mrs. Raymond Turner. Hazel, Mrs. Annie Gantt Mrs. Treva
drop. Jim Ed Diuguidreturned home after a motor trip end to resume their teaching posi- ing-to their home in Pasadena.
Mrs. 0. .J. Wright, Paducah, Miss Jones, and daughter Allegra, Mrs.
Slayden spent the week-end at through central and eastern Ken- tions in the Paducah schools
Miss Geraldine Hurt visited Miss Myrtle Blabey, Murray, Mrs. Jew- Stella Ragsdale, Mrs. Myrtle Fuwhich open Monday.
Natchez Trace Park, Tenn.
tucky and to Athens, Ala.
Mrs. L.. B. Vanee spent the Lattie Venable near Goshen last el Austin, Clarksville, Tenn.; Nina trell, Mrs. Elsie Thompson, Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. John W. Frost and
Mr. and Mrs. Will Moore Beale week with her sister, Mrs. W. T., week-end.
Lee Scott, Calvert City, Mrs. Sam Stella Shoemaker and daughter
son f Louisvillearrived S d
of Memphis were week-end guests Of Hazel.
Oscar Corbin, Jr.. and Bill Kar- W. Thompson, Murray, Mrs. Sallie Nell, Mrs. Essle Carraway, Mrs.
for a visit with her parents,"Mr. of Mrs. Jack Beale, Jr., and Miss
Mr. and Mrs. Bert McKenzie, racter, students at the University Humphreys, Murray, Joretta Stub- Octa Geurin, Mrs. Loyola Barnett,
and Mrs. C. A. Bishop. Mr. Frost Lula Clayton Beale.
Mrs. Hilda Pennington;
Mr. and Mrs Robert Metheny and Of Kentucky, Lexington, are guests blefield, Murray.
has returned to Louisville_ while
Mrs. H. T. Waldrop and Miss children and mother of Paducah of Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Corbin, Sr.,
Mrs. Robbie Fohvell and son,
Patients diScharged during the
Mrs. Frost and son will remain Clara Waldrop will leave Friday visited in the home of Mr. and In College Addition.
Mrs. Clizell Folwell and son, Mrs.
past week:
or a two W
S. visit.
for Columbia, Mo., where Miss Mrs. W. T. Key Sunday.
Pat Morris of Chicago was the
Miss Margaret Wallis, Golden Imogene Falwell and daughter,
Rainey T. Wells of Omaha, Neb , Waldrop will begin her freshman
Mrs. Ed Hutton, Dickson. Tenn., guest of his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Pond, J. D. Rushing, Model, Tenn.; Mrs. Pauma Ahart and Betty Sue
arrived Saturday for a visit with year at University of Missouri. is visiting her father, C. M. Hood,
M. T. Morris, over Sunday.
Miss Grace Dreher, Murray, Mrs. Mrs. Lucy Tutt, Mrs. Jewell Phelps,
Mr. and Mrs. Joe T. Lovett and Mrs. Waldrop will return to Mur- and other relatiees and friends
Mr. and Mrs. Errett Gardner and T. M. Wilson, Hazel, Robert Wit- Mrs. Zula Walker arid daughter
SOM.
ray in a few days.
in the city this week.
daughter, Ann Kelly. left Sunday ham Berry, Cairo, III.; Mrs,, Charley Sue, Mrs. Bessie Wells, Mrs. Mary
Announcement has been received
Joe Tom Parker and Tom Vosc
Mr. and Mrs. J. P. Loftin of for Jacksonville, N. C., where Mr.
Bucy, Hazel, Mrs. A. L. Dickerson, Williams, Mrs. Lavelle Boyd, Mrs.
of the birth of a son on September of Los Angeles are guests of the Fort Myers. 'Fla., will arrive FriGardner will resume his teaching Milan, Tenn.; Mrs. Arvilla Wright, Annie Folwell, Mrs. Lona Clark,
s3 to Mr. and Mrs. Vinol Mondy et former's 'parents, Mr. and !firs. day night for a visit with her sis- position.
,
Paducah, James H. Cole, Murray, Mrs. Marguerite Webb, Mrs. Hilda
Dallas, Tex. Mrs. Mondy was Miss Joe Ts Pallier.
ter, Mrs. J. R. Oury and Mr.
Miss Marie Hall, who has been Mrs. Mary Ruth Winsett, Marlin, Maupin, Mrs. Lola Mae Elliott,
Marie, Wilkinson before her marMrs. Sallie Scott and H. B. Scott Oury.
visiting her mother, Mrs. Bertha Tenn.; Miss Pearl Blabey, Murray. Mrs. Ola McClure, Mrs. Opal Hopriage and formerly lived in Mar- of Cave City spent several days
Mrs. W. H. Mason and Mliss Hall,
of Murray has returned to William A. Lilly, Marion, Mrs. T. kins, Mrs. Elsie Duncan and Barray where she has many friencts this 'week visiting relatives and Patricia Mason have returned from Gary,
Ind., where she has a respon- C. Collins, Dexter, James W. Hicks, bara Ann, Mrs. Lola Wilkinaon,
- motor trip to Meadville, .Pa.,
ho will -be interested- Sri -thesari--i-frlends-'-in--'Murray..
sible secretarial position.
Murray. Miss Frances Osborn, Buc- Mrs. Eva Mae McDaniel, Mrs. Lola
nouncement.
-Mrs. Russell Phillips and Miss New York City and Washington.
Miss Lucille Pollarel, Billy Pet- hanan, Tenn.; Otho France, Cottage Hale, Mrs. Fay McDermott and
,
Misses Anna Diltz and Juliet Betty Phillips left Thursday morn- D. C.
lard and Miss Helen' Thornton left Grove. Tenn.; Mrs. William Poyner. son, Mrs, Alice Lee, Mrs. Clemmie
Mrs. L. D. Ramsey of MorrisHolton left Sunday morning for ing for their home in Richmond,
week before last on a trip through Murray, Miss Helen Anderson, Walters, Mrs. C. 0. Brandon, isaes
Cincinnati and Louisville respect- Va., after spending the summer town. Tenn., is spending several
the.. eastern states and to visit the Murray, James L. Littleton, Pur- Dorothy Futrell, Kathleen Gordon,
fully where they will resume their with the former's sister, Mrs. C. weeks with her sister, Mrs. Sam New
Carraway.
York Weirld's Fair. They will year. Tenn.; Mrs. Maston Cook,
Thompson, and Mr. Thompson.
teaching positions.
L. Sharborough and family.
Those sending gifts were: Mrs.
New Concord.
Mrs. Edd Hutton. Mrs. Garnett be gone about 2 weeks int all.
. Miss Ruth Houston left Saturday
Mrs. Henry Dalton and children
Mr.
and Mrs. James R. Coleman
Odie Falwell, Mrs. Greva Falwell,
for Dallas, Tex., where she will left last weeksfor their home in Jones, Mrs. Boyd Wear. Miss announce
the arrival of a daughMrs. Gus Geurin, Mrs. Truda Branresume her position in the city San Antonio, Tex., . after a visit Charlotte Wear, Mary Jacqueline
RUSSELL'S CHAPEL SCHOOL
Lula
ter,
Ann.
born
Thursday.
Audon, Mrs. Emma Emerson, Mrs.
school: She was accompanied by with her mother, Mrs. K. Robert- Wear, and Miss Marguerite Gatten gust
near
31,
New
Concord.
Lois
Outland, Mrs. Mayme Dyer,
her sister, Mrs. Mavis Morris, who son.' They were accompanied by were guests of Mr. and Mrs. 0. F.
by DOROTHY GilURIN.
W. R. Roberts and family, Dearwill visit relatives in Dallas
We. have started the third Mrs. Dock Boggess, Mrs. Curt Hale,
Miss Ruth Lassiter who will visit Perdue and family of Paducah, born, Mich., were week-end
visWednesday.
month of school and are glad to Mrs. Vera Williams, Mrs. Gatlin
Miss Barbara Diuguid returned relatives in Dallas, Tex.
Mr. and Mrs. W. J. Gibson. Em- itors In the county with Mrs. Rob- have, those who have been miss- Outland, Mrs. Lucille Hargis, Mrs.
Monday evening from Jackson;
Mrs. Hillard Rogers has resumed
Prt's mother, Mrs. Henry Itiaberts, ing
Jessie Outland, Mrs. Ben Roberts.
with us again.'
Term. where she spent several her position at the Varsity Theatre ma Sue and William Gibson and who has been ill.
•
We have received our prizes for Misses Dove Anna Crass, Fredna
days with friends.
after a •ten days' visit with relatives Mr. and 'Mrs. L. M. Parrish spent
Mrs.
Pearl-Phillips
is spending selling candy and
last Wednesday and Thursday at
are very much Wells, Lucile Hale, Mrs. Rudy
Miss Mae Wallace of Memphis. and friends in Houston, Tex.
the next two weeks in' St. Louis pleased
Clyde Wilkinson and W. E. Parker.
with them.'
who has been the guest of Mrs. J.
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Cobb and Reelfoot Lake.
with
her
son,
Gordon.
who
is
in
Refreshments were served by
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Lancaster left
Those making the honor roll
.D litqwletts left Saturday for Pa- I daughter. Rebecca Jane.'and Miss
the
States
United
Army
at
JefferTuesday
on a trip which will take
for the past month are as follows: Miss 13randon and the girls. After
ducah for a vita before returning Essie Broach of Nashville were
son Barracks, and her brother-in- First grade,
Elvin Garland, How- the shower the women enjoyed the
to her home.
guests last week-end of Mr. and them tc, California and points of law, N. K. Phillips. She,vAll
return ard Morgan: second grade, Fred ball game.
Mrs. J. C. Calhoun and son. Mrs. Luther Mills of Lynn Grove. interest en route.
Mr. and Mrs. Trnman Smith and via dtranite • City. Ills where she Geurin: third grade. Ralph Geurin,
The Faxon softball squad 'conLarry Dale, of Memphis spent last
Mrs. Simon Jacobs of Lebanon,
will visit her brother, D. L. Moody. Jimmie Fulcher,
Clarence Dyer; tinuing lest years undefeated recweek with her parents. Mr. and Ky.. spent several days the past Mr. and Mrs. T. L. Smith spent
Mrs.
Luther
Amarillo,
Grafters,
fourth grade, Neva Fay Garland; ord, met - with Concord last Friday
'Mrs! E. C. Jones. They were joined week with her father, . William Saturday. Sunday, and Labor Day Tex., and other
relatives are vis- sixth grade, June Geurin, Wilma for the first game
of the season,
for the week-end by Mr. Calhoun Packmars and her sister. Miss in St. Louis. Mr. and Mrs. G. B. iting acquaintances and
kin
folks
Jones
ahci
Mr. and Mrs. Clayborn
JO Futrell; eighth' grade, Juanita defeating them by a score of 16-9.
and - they.returned-to Memphis with Sylvia Packman.
Jones were also visitors in St. in this county during the week.
Futrell, Dorothy Geurin.
The game was played on Faxon's
him.
Miss Mary Charles Farris, after
Dr. and Mrs.. RichardHeys, AmaWe :have some new window home field with Elvin
Reds
Mrs. Burlin Pullen and daughter, spending a two weeks' vacation Louis over the Labor Day week- rillo. Tex., will leave this
week shadesSasslictionary and are going Thompson on the rribund.
era
The game
Glenda Sue, of Firebrick. Ky.. are at the home of her parents, Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. Luck Burk, Hen- for New Orleans after visitingsrhere to get some new library books.
was
interrupted when our pitcher
guests of her parents, Mr. and and Mrs J. B. Farris, left Saturderson. have returned to their home two weeks with Mrs. M. E. Keys,
The visitors for the past week received a ,painful fall in an atMrs. Laymon Neal.
day for Clay, Ky., where she has after
•
attending funeral services of theis- mother and mother-in-law. were as follows: Lorene Nanney, tempt to,secure firsts base during
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Caplinger a position as home economics inMrs. Burk's father, Frank Rogers In New Orleans, they will visit Evelyn Nanney, Mrs. Margarett the last half of the
6th inning. He,
. of Louisvslle announce the -biatlais
an aunt of Dr. Keys,
of Lynn Grove.
Carter. Ailene Charlton, Hester being unable to finish the game,
- f a son on Saturday. Sesitembei"
ies Frances Lassiter has gone
Miss Eurine Witty, who has been Morgan, R.- W. Boggess, and BetMr. and Mrs. K. T. Crawford
was replaced by W. T. McClure.
2. at a Louisville hospital. "
to Douglasville. Ga., to enter Mt. and son.
Jimmy. and Mrs. Wes working in the Calloway county ty Hicks from Texas.
McClure and Paul Williams were
Mr. and Mrs. Preston Ordway Murray school. Miss Lassiter has Doty, all of
Nashvjlle, were week- health office. left Labor Day for
the outstanding batters. both slugand son, John Preston. were week- been employed at the National Ho- end guests of
Mrs and Mrs. Bun a three weeks' visit to Detroit.
ging home runs during the game.
end guests of Mr. and Mrs. G. P tel.
Miss Rubye Carolyn
Swann of Lynn Grove.
Wilson,
Ordway in Kuttawa.
Mrs. Sabra Morton of Pasadena. . Mrs. 0. W. West
Our ice cream supper was a
Frankfort highway department
of
Mr. and Mrs. Warren Angel and Calif.. is spending several days with will leave for home Donna, Tex., worker, spent the Labor Day
success. The pro/it will be divided
Monday, after
son of Shawnee. Okla.,. were guests her mother. Mrs. L. L. Hubbs.
between the home economics and
an extended visit with her sister, week-end here with her parents,
agriculture departments.
Mrs. Bun Swann and father, A. K. the Rev. and Mrs. C. H. Wilson.
Mr. and Mrs. Nathan Lassiter,
Crawford of Lynn Grove. Mrs.
The Calloway county health de.
Theo Haas of Wesleco. Tex., spent their daughter, Martha Nelle, and
a week with Mrs. Swann, but she Mrs. Lassiter's mother, Mrs. Maud- partment announced today it will
returned to her home last Mon- ie Futrell. left Saturday for Sara- give various vaccines to school
day.
sota, Fla., where they will 'visit children and others next week at
Continued From Page 31
Miss Mildred Swann left for Mr. and Mrs. Bethshares Lassiter, the„.;i4lOWSlagshigla schools on the
Keiser. Ark., Friday. where she son "find daughter-in-law of Mr. dates and hours indicated:
Idle
Hour Club- Entertains
Faxon
High
School,
Tuesday
will resume her position as teach- and Mrs. Lassiter.
Husbands
er of English and mathematics in
R. E. _Kendall, Locust Grove morning, at 8:30; Alines Tuesday
Members of the Idle Hour Club
junior high school.
Winer, the father-in-law of the morning at 11:30; Coldwater. TuesArthur Baugh spent his Labor Rev. B. R. Winchester, Benton day afternoon at 2 o'clock; Lynn entertained their husbands with a
fish
Grove,
fry Thursday evening at the
Thursday
morning at 8:30;
Day vacation in Aleno with Mr. minister, is quite ill at his home
and Mrs. Charles Baugh, his son. with tularemia, commonly known Kirkeey. Thursday afternoon at 1 home of Mr. and Mrs. W. M. Reedo'clock; Hazel, Friday morning at er on N. 12th street. Supper was
Mr. Arthur Baugh is now em- as rabbit fever.
8:30; and New Concord, Friday prepared and served on the rear
ployed at General Motors in DeMr. and Mrs. Elbert Phillips, Deafternoon at 1 o'clock.
lawn and a delightful evening was
troit, Mich.
troit, are visiting his parents, Mr.
spent.
Misses Gladys and Meatus Swann and Mrs. Joe Phillips, Almo, and
,150 Men Work on Dam
'Those present were Mr.'and Mrs.
left Wednesday and Saturday, re- Mrs. Phillips' father, Bob McMarvin s Wrather. Mr. and Mrs.
spectively, to resume
work in Cuiston, • Brandon's Mill.
Work
on
the
Gilbertsvilie
Adams, Mr. and Mrs. Shelby
Loren
:dam
Hampshire. Tenn., county school
Godie Lee and Charles Caldwell continues
amid a buzz of activity Haddon, Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Farmand, Jonesboro State Teachers Col- left Friday with Mr.
and Mrs. with 1,150 men employed on the er. Mr. and Mrs. A. F. Doran, Mr.
lege, Arkansas, after spending the John Cole for Tulsa, Okla.,
where $112,000,000 project. Seven hundred and Mrs: H. E. Pentecost, Mr.' and
entire summer with their father, they will visit friends.
Mr. and and fifty workers are working on Mrs. Arthur Farmer. Mr. and Mrs.
, You -don't have to pay more for Jones' Better . W. F. Swann of Lynn Grove.
Mrs. Cole will visit the
Mrs. Tosco Clark and daughter, son and his family, Mr. former's the dam itself and some 400 men Robert Smith, Mr. and Mrs. ChesCleaning Service, so send in your Fall Clothes
and Mrs. are working in the construction ley 'Butterworth. Mr. and Mrs. W.
Jolene
of
Detroit,
spent
the
past
Raymond
Cole, in Olsrnulgee, Okla. and maintenance
today. Thorough workmanship and guaranteed
department.
M. Reeder and Jane Reeder.
two weeks with Mrs. Clark's fathMr.
and
Mrs.
H.
F. Chesnut of
methods produCt work that is sure to please you.
er, Mr. John Simms of Lynn Corsicana, Tex..
spent Moriffay
Grovre
night with her brother, Robert
Mr.'and Mrs. Hal Jennings and Hodges. and Mrs.
Hodges. After
WELLS PURDOM—GARNETT JONES
daughter, Miss Carolyn Jennings, greeting them at their nice
counTOM REDDEN, Mgr.
•
of Cincinnati, Mrs. C. B. Porter try home, the two
farnilies drove
and son, C. B., Jr., .of Memphis to the home of Mr.
and Mrs.
and C. A. Jennings of Mayfield Cornell Heath, the latter
a niece
were vstilek7end guests of Mr. and of Mrs. Chesnut. A delightful
picMrs. .0. J. Jennings-.
nic with all of Kentucky's good
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Scherffius edikles was enjoyed by the guests.
of Louisville spent the week-end The`Chesnuts had been to
Illinois
in Murray with their parents. Mr. to visit Mr. Chesnut's mother
and,
and Mrs. B. F. Scherffius, and Mr. sister, and were en route to their
and Mrs. Glen Rogers. They were home in Texas.
accompanied home by ,Mrs. Rogers
Miss' Myra Weatherly has re=
who will be their guest this week. turned to her home 'in
Nes
Murray
Miss Martha Lou Lassiter will after spendipg the summer in
•
leave the latter part of tha week 'study at LSU at Baton Ropge.
for Columbus, Miss., where she is She -visited friends in Eliiabeth.
member of the art faculty at Mis- La.. and Memphis before return-.
alive and warm. Telephone
sissippi State College for Women. ing home.
visits at regular intervals with
Mrs. Malcolm Sale and Mrs.
Max Miller. who spent the past
children away at school are as
Maud Jacobi of Roswell, N. M. two weeks at Fort Benjamin Harare visiting their sister, Mrs. Otrey rison. Indianapolis, Ind., has reintimate as though the chilPaschall, and other relatives in the turned -to his home.
•
dren were at horns with you.
county.
Miss Luta Thornton left SunTb,ey'll be 'sappier, and do betMr. and Mrs. Pat Rogers and chil- day night for a visit with friends
ter wort. And what a joy
dren spent the week-end with Mr. in St Louis.
W. M. Manning and da‘ighters.
and Mrs. Glen Rogers at. Five
these inexpensive 'voice-visits
Misses Magdeline and Louise, spent
Points.
will ba to you.
Miss Sylvanell Clark and Scott last week-end in Dover and BurnS boys and girls !cave for
The best plan is to arrange
Davidson of Detroit visited last ptis Mills. Tenn., visiting relatives
week with J. W. and Lucile Clark and friends and.ettended the Astichools,ar:1 Colleges, homes for your boy Cr girl to call
sociation meeting at Bumpus Mills
and other relatives and friends.
are made lanety and the young. herrie "collect"- at regular inMrs. Tosco Clark and daughter, Saturday and Sunday.
people fr..fe termericknes!: and
tervals gt a pir!ilcular tirse.
sIdlene. of Efetroit have returned
home from a two weeks'evisit with
separation from the guiding Then by using Station-to-Slarelatives and friends.
influence of,home.
tion service after 7 P.441. or at
Mrs. Bell Jackson spent WednesYOU HAVE AN OPPORTUNITY TO SAVE
The affectionate, sympa- apy time on Sundays, you can
day with Mr. and, Mrs. W. E.'Clark
and family.
talk 100 miles for 35e, 200
thetic'understanding present
Dr. P. A. Wood, Kirksville. Mo.,
Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Clark. Lucile. a graduate of the Kirksville School
miles —63c, and greater disin homelifc is difficult to mainJ, Wand Mrs. V.A. Jackson spent of Osteopathy, this week set up
tain by letteis, but by ,sele- tances at correspondingly
Labor Day with Mr. and Mrs. Kemp osteopathic offices on the second
phone.,hor.se tie; can be kept lbw cost.
Chandler of Sharon, Tenn".floor a the Peoples Savings Barak
Ml'. and Mrs. M. T. Morris, ac- building here, and will practice
con1paniet4 by Miss HildtV Dulaney, his profession in this city.
spent several days last week in
He come's well recomniended.
Memphis.
and
has pas:sed thg, Kentucky
--Mrs. C. J. Mcclain of Louleville State Board examination. He is
will be the guelt this week-end of 30 years °Ida and is unmarried.
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Club Meets With Mrs. Scott
Children and grandchildren inThe Tuesday morning Bridget cluded were Mr. and Mrs. F. R.
Club met this week with Mrs. G.
B. Scott at her home on Main McKeel and daughters, Sara and
street. Prizes for high and second_ Ann, of Bowling Green, Ky., Mr.
meti siecire respectively were and Mrs. Trellis McKee', Chicago;
sviarded Mrs. Marvin Whitnell and Mr. and Mrs. W. W. ‘13111) McKeel, and Mr. and Mrs. Mason
Mrs. Nat Ryan.
McKeel, Detroit; Gaston McKee!,
Guests in addition to members Cleveland,
Ohio; Mr. and Mrs. C.
were Mrs. J. R. Oury and Mrs. H. Curd,
Holly Springs, Miss.; and
George Hart.
Mr. and Mrs. Dawson Smith and
sons, Rob and Richard, Murray.
Service Circle Meets Tuesday
Other relatives present were Toni
Afternoon
McKeel, Ada, Okla.; Mrs. Fannie
The Service Circle of the First Hendricks, Bowling Green, Ky.,
Christian church met Tuesday aft- Mr. and Mrs. Donald Elliott and
ernoon at the home of Mrs. Jack family, Wayne City, Ills Mr. and
Farmer with Mrs. Herschell Corn Mrs. Charlie Waters and Mr. and
Mrs. Neva Waters and family,
as co-hostess.
The devotional was led "by Mrs. Murray.
A. V. Havens and Mrs. Corn conMr. and Mrs. Mason McKeel reducted the business session. Mrs. mained for a two weeks' vacation
Shelby Davis received the Servite with Mr. and Mrs. Billie McKee!
Circle gift.
and Mr. and Mrs. Guy Rudd.
The hostesses served a delightful
salad plate to Mrs.sShelby Davis,
Announcing Opening of
Mrs. George Hart, Mrs. Harry
Broach, Mrs. K. C,- Frazee, Mrs.
Frank Holcomb, Mrs. Clyde Jones,
Mrs. Herbert Farris, Mrs. Rupert
Parks. Mrs. A. B. Austin, Mrs. A.
V. Havens, Mrs. 0. B Boone, Mn.
Registration
Zelna Carter, Misses Voline and
Clothe Poole.

Mary Frances Spear
School of Dancing

Thursday, Sot. 14
2:30-6:00 P. M.

Annual McKee' Family Reunion
Is Held Sunday

Banquet Room of

All the children "and grandchildren Of Mr. and Mrs. Billie McKeel were home Sunday for their
anneal, family reunion.
A .

The National Hotel
ALL TYPES OF DANCING
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Wherever You
Go
•

Let Us Check These Before You Sta-rt
•BRAKES •TIRES
• LUBRICATION
•STARTER • WATER
•WHEELS ALIGNED
•LIGHTS •IGNITION •BATTERY
Get our prices_on Firestone Tires. Drive in for
SkY-Chief and Firechief Gas and. Texaco and Haviiline Motor Oil.

Hendon's Texaco Station
North 4th and Walnut

Phone 82

SOCIETY

Phone 567

JONES
Cleaners

EANIO

•
Does It Better
•

COSSO
LESin Year
Values
Greatest

1

re The

for Use with RCA Victor
There's no need for you to deny yourself
the finest in mdioanylonger.These radios
will play a vital role in television when it .
resehie this vicinity. Used witb RCA Victor Television Attaehment these sets
will reproduce television sound while
attachmentsives you television pictures.

When your

.1 If You Are Not Properly Registered By
Friday Night
Have You Moved?

•

Model K-60

son or daughter is awaz
at school, does your guiding influence
,remain at-home?

YOU CAN'T NT

Now Do Not Neglect to Come to Our
Store For

Designed

Only$0000
6-Tube Sensation . . Improved Push-Button Tuning
for 8 stational

Model K-80 $7n.95
Only
. ImGreat 8-Tube Value
proved Push-ButtonTuning for
8 stations .. Magic Eye.

A

FALL MERCHANDISE

Prices Advancing But Wie‘Can't Stop It
•

New Osteopath Puts
Out Shingle Locally

•

T.0. TURNER

SOIMIERil PER TEIEPliffilr. nrin TELEGRAPH(WPM

All These Features and More
New 3-band Clear View Illurni- in for Victrola or Television
nated Dial .. Amwiean and
Attachment... 12' Eleetro.Dy.
,Foreign reception - RCA Vic
riamic Speaker .Band Indicator
tor Tubes...Television Attach. .. Metal Tubes.
merit or Victrola Switch Plug- Easy Tem
.- tow Dawn
What you want to hear, when you want to hear It - that's American *acne
For F,ner radio performance-RCA Victor Radio Tubes

JOHNSON FAIN APPLIANCE co.
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Behind the Scenes in CHRONOLOGY OF WikR IN EUROPE
OF HORROR. BLOODSHED, AND
American Business STORY
EVENTS AFFECTING THE ENTIRE WORLD

4,

NEW YORK, Sept. 7-BUSINESS
-There is reason to believe that
American business and financial
markets are in a better position to
stand the shock incident to European developments than was the
case in 1914. For one thing, events
leading up to the tragedy have
taken fully two years to unfold,
giving business men plenty of time
to plan for an emergency. When
the World War started, hardly any
warning of its likelihood appeared
in the press until a few days preceding the actual outbreak of hostilities.
Financially our position seems
invulnerable. In 1914 foreigners had
large sums invested in this country.
which they needed almost immediately after the 'rear began.. causing
a severe drop • in stock market
prices and a heavy drain on our
gold reserves. The total of European investments here today. plus
European-owned cash in American
banks, is estimated at $4.800.000. a
sum which the excess reserves
alone of our commercial banks
could cover. Moreover, our gold
reseivei have' climbed to the fantastically high figure of $16.800.000.000
s_

Important
Facts ...
The price of funerals
is often a misleadinr
factor in selection of a
competent funeral director. Me in the 54
years we have been eshere, have
tablished
ea.-ned a reputation for
making oossable complete freedom from concern about prices at a
time when such freedom is worth inure than
anything else.
What this means to
you is simply this: Our
reputation for fair dealing and the same fat:
'ire to all whom we
serve is your protection that the services
you request will be
rendered with dienit.
__reverence and peon-- omy. We invite your
inquiries at all times.
Sincerely,

WASHINGTON-Further assurance that U S. business can maintain ap even keel regardless of
upheaval in Europe has been voiced
by Jesse Junes, Federal Lending
conferring
Administrator,
after
with President Roosevelt The .Export-Import Bank is in a position
to finance American exports of
surplus commodities abroad, and
the RFC has plenty of unused
credit with which to finance industrial production here should
*such a step become necessary. he
revealed. Meanwhile, it was being
pointed out by government economists that American industries
may be able to obtain a larger
share of the Profitable South
American market. Trade between
Latin America and European nations has been increasing in recent
years, but during the last few
weeks there has been Doted a tendency for our southern neighbors
once again to look to this country
as a major supply source.
HEADLINES I
NEW YORK-11*y4:a of L.ondq4 world's leading
insurance syndcl
transfers $40,000.000 to U - S1 at war precaution
.
Automobile production rises
sharply; transition to new model
year both quickest and earliest in
history of indutry . . . Union Carbide and Carbon Corp. acquires full
control of Bakelito.Giarp., one at
olden and largest '.aienufacturers
of-plastics in cpuntry . . Chicago's
new subway asks bids 'on 1,000
Carloadings rise to new
.
cars
1239 peak.
Farmers expect to seed ar-sorte
than 200 acres in rye grass following cern. :in Matcialfe county.

WOW Members
To Convene Tonight
In B.& P.W. Rooms
Murray_ members of the Woodmen of the World will meet to,nightain the Business and Professional Wometres club rooms in the
basement of the Peoples Savings
Bank Building, it was announced
today.
C. Evatis will have charge of
the meeting. One of the guests
of honor paesent will be the Hon
Rainey T Wells, former president
og Murray 'State College. and
now'general counsel for the Woodmen of thei World with headquarter, in Orliha. Neb.

J. H. Churchill
Funeral Home
Telephone 7
Murray, Ky.

SCHOOL HOUSES FOR SALE
ON TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 19,
The Calloway County Board of Education

Will

Sell At Public Auction
The

Following

School

Property:

Salem School House

9:00 O'clock

Paschall School House

10 O'clock
Kelley School House, 1 acre of land 11:00 O'clock
Grindstone School House
1:30 O'clock
Elm Grove School House, 1 acre land 3:30 O'clock
Each sale to be at the school house and at the

time indicated.
The Calloway County Board of Education reserves
the right to reject any and all Ws.

Calloway Countr Board of Ed.
T. C.

ARNETT, Supt.

FIELD SEED AND FERTILIZER
Now

Is the Time to Sow Winter Cover Crops. We

Have Your Seed. Barley, Rye Grass, Red Top,
Timothy, Crimson Clover, Rye, Etc.

FERTILIZER WILL PAY YOU BIG DIVIDENDS

reeits
g h toea7
c
gaenrdmaa nleaffl
r
and the British fleet sent another
the
tm
nd.ay,
rtoGermantto
BUDAPEST-Diplomatic dispatches from Warsaw early today said
the German army after a lightning advance from the north was shelling
the city. The government had already evacuated, fleeing to Lublin 25
miles southwest of Warsaw. Huge shell's from Big Berthas were falling
.constantly into Warsaw today, and streams of fire shot from the German lines were leaving the once proud capital of Poland in flamesBeginning With Friday When German Planes First
LONDON-Forty four persons -were believed to have bait their
Bombed Poland, Story Gives Occount of Events
lives in the sinking of the liner Athenia by what the survivors deOccurring Through Wednesday
dared was a submarine which shelled the stricken vessel.
It was reported today a destroyei of the British fleet had sent to
Friday, September 1
the bottom of the Atlantic the submarine which torpedoed the ill-fated
War in all its horror broke out in. Europe today as German planes Athenia Sunday nigat.
in lightning maneuvers bombed Warsaw and neighboring military
towns, the attacks coming with astounding suddenness after Adolph
MACEDONIA SCHOOL CMS
Hitler had finished telling the German Reichtag called in special session
by EVA WILLIAMS
that "the German nation will meet force with force.”
Here we are once more to write
a few lines of school news. We've
WARSAW-tvia Budapest)-Battles between German and Polish
finished the second month o k
Lassiter-Ragsdale Furniture Comwith this motto guiding us, "Do
troops' raged unabated tonight in Polish border areas.
pany to Contribute Fuel With
Your Best."
The most violent fighting was reported from Silesia, one of the
Each Heating Unit Purchased
We have sold 12 boxes of candy
three main sectors in 'which Germany launched its invasion of Poland
and are expecting our premiums
Persons who want to get from
early today to begin her undeclared war.
soon. Our prizes are, a softball
1,000 to 2,000 pounds of coal free
and bat. a volleyball, and a dodge
The general staff said 16 German warplanes were shot down and this fall have only to go to
the ball. We are hoping
that the other
that Nazi fliers had bombed 17 Polish cities; including Warsaw. law) firm of Lassiter-Ragsdale Furnischools are having good luck as
ture Company sometime between
Polish 'shines were lost.
now and Saturday night, order a salesmen too.
_ Casualties had not been determined.
Tobacco cutting seems to be the
Heetrola. and make a down payHuge: high-flying bombers dropped large cargoes of explosives in ment on the Heatrola. Then when ma inoccupations in this neighborthe Warsaw area close on the heels of similar raids on numerous smaller cold weather comes. the Lassiter- hood at the present time.
Our visitors for this month are
cities. The land attacks, official advices said; were Us these main sec- Ragabilee company will immedi- as followe: Berline Wisehart. Decy
ately
'upon
their
;girder
deliver
the
tors:
-Mitchell, Iva Lee Hutson, James
coal to their hottest., '
-Wise/tart, Ruby Faye Parket., BerFirst. "from East Prussia against lazialdowo and Mlawa; second.
The offer is sa gueciat one, closaa
from flomerania against Ghopnice at the narrowest part of the disputed ing September 9, and is spoqs_ored lice'Wisehart, J. C. Williams, Mrs.
in a nation-wide campaign by the.. Katy Simmons, Glenneth WiseCorridor; wad third, from Breslau against Katowice.
Heatrola Company, which features hart, John Evinette Williams, Gaa reward of free -coal to those who nella Hutson, ,Clotille Vaughan,
BERLIN-With the German army declaring its columns "deep in plan -now to enjoy the whole-hollse Mrs. Ethel Hutson, Estelle Shackle,
Rubene Lassiter, Mrs. 'Ruby Dick
Polish- territory" tonight, the German nation stood somewhat stunned comfort of a Heatrola this winter. Pernie Mae Simmons-gad
Herbert
and dazed at the sweep of events of the first day of undeclared war The Estate Stove Company which ,Dick. If anyone else has visited
puts out Heatrola is sponsor of
,11111 and your name isn't listed we
in Poland.
the. movement.
*sill not forget you next time and
Only a small,
'depasit On the
we hope not this time. • • a
Haatrola
is
necessary
neva...amid
Saturday, September 2
Ink spattering has been taken
no More money is reitrutrorla until
LONDON-Great Britain and France have given Germany her the Heatrola is installed and the Up in art this month. Some and
"mist of the pupils did nice work.
final warning and the British press today, virtually wilt one voice, coal, delivered.
These absent this month were
Calloway county citizens nita
accepted - war as Inevitable.
take full advantage of this oppor- John -and Bettie Lax. Jean WillThe press charged the responsibility to the ambitions of Adolf tunity to
iams, Clifton Mitchell, Billie Willobtain a generous supply
Hitler.,_ ••
of free Coal with each 1939 model iams, Delores Lassiter, Warren
Estate Heatrola purchased at the William*. and Maitre Ann Lassi.
ter.
PARIS-Authoritative 'French sources said today that Parliament Lassiter-Ragsdale Furniture ComOur honer -roll is the most imwar
pany during this special carnpaign.
portant part of our school news
would decide unanimously to support Poland by making
on
e .,
and that's what we Steve right
Germany.
here. Those are the students. who.
"made the grade":
Sunday, September 3
First grade, Warren Williams,
Jean Williams, and Billie WillIn one of the most Momentous days in world, history, Great Retains- ;aa
,
940
iams; third grade. Allen Parker;
a
and France declared war upon the German nation. _blew -Zealand aiid.
"_
fourth grade, Lavern Williams.
Australia immediately followed suit.
T. T. Elkins, secretary of the Mary Mitchell. and Milford Brown:
Adolf Hitler left Berlin for the Eastern front to "direct" his armies Murray Chamber of Commerce, sixth
grade,
Maynard;
Dollie
personalty. He named Field Marshall Goehring as his successor should represented - Murray in a meeting eighth grade, Eva 'Mae Williams,
anything happen -to.. him,- and. listed Hadad. Hess assseeand choice inapt Dover. Tenn., Monday, the pur- Velda Mae Hutson, Bobbie Grubbs,
and Frances Parker.
h era
case of accident to Cioehringa
'
.
"-resolutions favoring the promo- - Frances- Parker and Dottie MayThe French Navy tor* info custody the GerMan liner Bremen, on atm of 1940 joint maneuvers of nard are the outstanding artists in
its ac
-ay .trora iies_r_York to .Arnsterdam. Great 13ritain's mighty .:Ileea the United States Army and Navy their grades. The eighth and sixth
grades. respectively.
strung a cordon across the Kiel-Canal and the Bettie Sea, cutting eff at., Ft. Donelson in Stewart counIn the future we ,hope to have a
ay: •
Germany's lifeline to the sea.
eaftbalt game with the Providence
Thi --tiureseritativei" vieia
In the early evening. German submarines torpedoed the 'British ent each from Paris and Clarks- school
We'll continue our school work
vessel Attlenia. carrying 1.400 passengers to Canada. 300 of them Ameri- ville. Tenn.. and one from HopKy
After -a program new and write again next week.
cans. The ship sank rapidly, but most passengers were rescued.,The liner
and banquet. tile group sent copies
was stricken 300 miles from the Irish coast in neutral waters, and of the. resolution to the War and
Britain accused Germany of violating international law. High German Navy departments.
It was rePorted prospects are favorable that
officials denied a German U-boat did the torpedoing. a
the annual war games may be
held in this area.
Hazel Independents will meet
Monday. Septemaer
Pine Bluff's nine in a double-headFrance, with 8.000,000 men mobilized and with possibly the greatest Walker Resigns At Morganfield
er affair at Crossland Sunday,
army the world has ever known, struck from land, sea, and air at 5
September 10, with the first game
Coach Paul Walker, athletic di- getting underway at 1 o'clock. aco'clock and by noon had penetrated a mile and a half into German
rector
at
Morganfield high school. ,cording to 11. C. Charlton, manager
territory in three different sectors.
has 'submitted his resignation to lot the Haug club.
British airplanes flew over Berlin, dropping pamphlets to German the Union County
Board of EduThe teams have won a game
citizens. German anti-aircraft drove them away.
cation it was announced by the each thus far. Both teams are unBritish gunboat sunk a German vessel off the coast of Montivideo. Union County Advocate this week. usually strong this year and the
The Guerilla mentor has accepted games Sunday, according to fans.
All passengers were escorted to safety.
a coaching position at Anchorage. should be a determining factor in
'Russia was reported to be mobilizing its huge army, but which
selecting Callovray's strongest ball
side would gain its influence if any was not known. It was hinted that
team.
Manager H. C. Charlton. veterin no case would its army march at the side of Germany's.
an diamond mentor, stated that
Italy remained neutral. Mussolini refraining to issue a mobilization
COiliSiOu
public
Dunn. Olive, and Gipson would
order.
form the batteries for Sunday's
I ...liability
fire
It was reported Japan had guaranteed England her neutrality.
games
President Roosevelt, speaking to the American people. declared
property
"
. - dainage
"As long as it remains withirratfa• power to prevent, there will be no
blackout of -peace in the United States.
tlicit
BERLIN-While Polish troops were 'repotted.
'retreating on all
fronts. officials said tonight Germany would not take the initiative
against France and Great Britain.
The Calloway county Singing
Convention will be held at the Mt,
WASHINGTON-The sinking of the liner Athenia, and the generalHebron
Methodist church
near
ly perilous conditions abroad, impelled the United States government
Backusburg
Sunday, September
tonight to lay down a drastic new order' preventing Americans from,
17, according to an annotineement
made today by Dave Parks, presigoing to Europe except in case of "imperative necessity."
dent of the convention.
Special attraction at the convenWARSAW-German forces in a combined land and 'air attack
tion will be, the Jewel Denson famhave captured the Polish Corridor cities of Bydgoszez and Grudiadz in
ily of Lawrenceburg. Tenn. The
sextet is composed of Mr. and
long and intensive fighting, a Polish general staff communique stated
Mrs. Jewel Denson and their four
tonight.
children, who will give a concert
in the Coldwater Junior High
school auditorium Saturday night
Tuesday, Septeinber
prior to the singing.
LONDON-Great Britain countered the sinking of-the passenger
liner. Athenia-which she charged to a German torpedo-by bombing
two German battleships at the entrance to the Kiel. cana_Lain North
Germany late todaya-

Heatrola Buyers
To Get Free Coal

War Games May Be
Held in- This Area
is-7B._pport

Announcing the Opening of a

NEW OSTEOPATHIC OFFICE;
DR. 12:- A. WOOD, Osteopath
2nd,. Floor Peoples Savings Bank Bulding
In Murray

Room 8—Telephone 515

-

In introduetion is the following communication
from I)r.E. F. Day, Mayfield:
"To the people o(„catloway county and readers of 1Rie
Logger & Times: .Dr. P. A. Wood, who eres graduated in January. 1939, at the Kirksville. Mo., Scbool of Osteopathy, took
my Stitt Board examination in June of thi) year, and is locating in year town for the practice of his chosen profession.
Dr. Wood has a KS. degree and 4 years in Osteopathy He
(times to me well recommended and is -well prepar:d to serve
you when you are sie.k. I commend him to you.-7.D11. E. F;
'PSI' Mayfield. Ky.
•

FOR RENT - Furnished Sleeping
room. Private entrance; modern
-Miss Mary Katherine Nichols, conveniences. See Eugene
Tarry,
dancing star of Miss Krystal
Jr., 104 So. 12th St,
tic
Smith's studios in Paducah. has
received employment in Chicago FOR
RENT-Furnished
Apartknown ments. Steam heat. Electricalwith
an internationally
troupe, it was announced here ly equipped. Mrs. J. D. Rowlett,
today. Miss Nichols,appeared sev- 711 West Main. Phone 157-W. tic
eral times in rules on Murray
stages.
FOR RENT--Two or possibly three
private rooms. See Mrs. Notia
Maddox, 208 South Ninth St. tic

CLASSIFIEDS

STRAYED-Dark roan mule. 12
yrs. old. Missing last Tuesday
morning from my home 3 miles
West of Murray. Please notify
Howell Bogard, Murray Route.6,
lp
or Ledger 8,i Times.

Swann's Grocery

•

We Are Now Paying

For
MEDIUM SIZED HAMS

J. T. WALLIS & SON
Phone 4
•
'
e

TOLLEY & CARSON
FOOD MARKET

Because 2of the War .
Rapidly climbing

FRAZEE &
MELUGIN

Wednesday, -September 6
*London-The British ministry of information said early today that
three Germen ships "which might -'hII
-- ve been coneerteel into armed
raiders" had 'been destroyed by British forces in the Atlantic.
.
- •.
I'll Does Mitke i Difference
'LONDON -British warplanes laid down another "barrage -of propoWho Writes Your inslarance•

us to quote prices.

prepared to take care of you, to gve you the low-

PHONE 37

WE

DELIVER

BECAUSE OF THE EUROPEAN
WAR, FOOD PRICES ARE
SKYROCKETING
•

1

We cannpt quote prices because of the rapidly
changing costs of wholesale prices of commodities
we buy.
The prices we give You today may be far less than
they will be tomorrow, or vice versa.
But
will
best
this

we promise each of our customers
We
devote our efforts toward furnishing you the
foods at the lowest possible prices throughout
emergency period.

We will cut profits to a minimum to serve you.
And
so we invite you into our store hich day to
buy
your groceries, and assure you that you will find
no fault' with the prices we make you.

12c
, 11c
10c
•
7c
17c

BOGGESS •
PRODUCE CO.

for

food-

est possible prices on your groceries at all times.

Friday and Saturday,
August 18-19
Hens
Stags
Rooslers
Eggs

groceries and

To our customers we want to say this: We are

Elti.• Charlie Taylor, Church of
Christ evangelist minister from
Chattanooga. Tenn_ will conduct
a pristraeted meeting at the Hazel
Church of Christ, beginning Sunday, September 10, and continuing through Sunday. September 17,
it was announced today
Services on Sunday will be held
at 11 o'clock in the morning and
7:00 ip the evening, and preaching
during the week will be conducted
every day at 3 o'clockatrr the afternoon and 7:30 at night.

Springs

of

Staple commodities now are at a premium.

our CLASSIFIEDS.
Why not look up' your au- It pays to read—
tomobile insurance now— Paying in Cash for Produce
while you have the matter in
Delivered

TOMORROW MAY BE
TOO LATE

prices

stuffs makes it impossible

Eld. Charlie il'aylor
YOU NEED ALL To Preach at Hazel
Church Of Christ
FIVE OF THEM

Unless your policy contains
the five kinds of automobile
insurance mentioned above
you are taking a chance on
sortie common hazard.'

ty

25c a Pound

• Fire
• Property Damage
• Public Liability
•Collision • Theft

The German high command today announced the eaptore- of the
rich Polish industrial cities of Katowice and Chorzow in a drive toward
Poland's ,historic ancient capital of Krakow, and declared ."the foe,
partly retreating in disorder, was badly shattered."
In Waatington, President Roosevelt, with an' historic Stream of
proclamations and significant but informal statements, told the world
of America's neutrality, clamped down the Neutrality Act's tight embargo on arms shipments to the belligerents, and let it be known the
Navy will be increased' and the defensive garrison at Panama " augmented.
The left-awing of the French Many tonight increased the pressure
on the northern flank of the German forces along a 100-mile
It wai repotted the German liner Bremen had npt been apprehended
and was making its way toard a neutral Mekico port.

•

HOUSE
FOR SALE-6 rooms,
bath, full basement, large lot.
24—Phones-25
Landscifped. Priced
reasonable.
See W. A. Boone at Boone
Fancy
4
Rice
lba
15c
Cleaners.
lc
15 oz. package Raisins
10c
FOR RENT-One five-room,'hose
2 lb. box Crackers
12c
on Coldwater highway one mile
25e
from Five Points. - Garage and 2 lb. jar Peanut Batter
garden.
Mrs. David Thompson. 20 oz. Jar Finest l'omb Honey 25c
Phone 3005.
Si4s 3 lbs, qt, jar fine Extracted
.
Honey
40e
FARM FOR SALE-117 acres lof
- ated three miles South McKen- Snowdrift, 3 lb. bucket
55c
zie, Tenn., on
hard surfaced ,.6 lb. bucket
$1.410
road. Fine community. New 9room house, large stock barn, Nice Red Apples, panos, lie; pk. 20e
15c
good outbuildings, orchard, pump 1 lb. marshasatiows
_ well, running water and good 3' medium Oxydol
15c
land. Will sell at a bargain. No
agent commission. See oi write _ One 10c Oxydol and 2 'P&G
Soap
15"
W. Hays Holland, McKenzie,
Tenn.
Some entry blanks on Oxydol
lp
cans Salmon. 'tall
2.5c
FOR RENT-4.roore furnished apt..
lie
electrically equipped; all private. 3 cans Potted Ham
Two blocks from square. Mrs.
pkgs. Kellogg's a'orn Flakes 22c
T. L. Smith, 307 Elm St., phone
Cream pitcher or cereal dish
204.
tIc
Free with flakes
STREAMLINZD 1239 WRECKER 25c K.C. Baking Powder _
18e.
SERVICE. New equipment. 24- American Lady Grapefruit, No. 2
hour, fast, dependable Wrecker
can 10c, 3 for
75c
Service. Charges reasonable. Day
10c
phone 97; Night phone 543-W. Qt. jar Prepared Mustard
Porter Motor Co., Chevrolet Sales 48 lbs. Mack's Best Flour ___ $1.45
and Service.
. 50c
tf Gallon Red Staley's Syrup
PAY IN TRADE FOR EGGS 21c
FOR RENT-Large second floor
Pay in Cash lee

117

Don't make the common
mistake of thinking that—
because you have an automobile insurance policy—
you are fully protected.

FOR SALE-376 acres level farm,
good hcuses, barns and fences.
Ralf roae from gravel highway,
county high school and 'church.
Eight miles north-east of Clinton, Hickman County, Ky. Write
or see, L. H. Barclay and Son,
Arlington, Ky.
Salc

FOR RENT-4-room house, newly
decorated, 1 mile North of Court TO WHOM IT. MAY CONCERNsquare. See Mrs. Joe T. Parker Be it known that from this day
forth and since August 28, the
or call 271.
lc
day on which I was appointed,
apartment, that I am 'the duly commissioned
RENT-3-room
FOR
first floor, furnished or unfurn- representative and administratur
ished, with private entrance and of the estate of Mrs. D. M. Butbath. Close in. Most convenient- terworth, deceased. Anyone havly located. Mrs. II. P. Wear, 200 ing claims against the estate of
North 5th. St. —
Site Mrs. Butterworth present them
to me within 30 days or be forFOR SALE-Good seed wheat and ever barred from collecting same.
barley. Germination and Purity This 31st day of August, 1939.
Sl4n
tests on both, goer!. See or call J. 0. Robinson
E. G. Neale,
Sett)

Song Convention
To Be Held Soon
Near Backusburg

PARIS-France _struck with her land and air forces along the
Western Front todayaittawhat military observers described' as a double
flanking movement to relieve pressure of the German armies on Paland
France's military maChine of 8.000.000 men was reported by military.
observers to be attacking from its Maginot Line Oositians against both
flanks of Germany's Siegfned Line,

North Third .Sireet

Traveling Dance Unit

Hazel Independents
to Meet Pine Bluff

--ROSS FEED
.
COrt

room. Private entrance. ;4.75
month. Water and lights furnished.
Stites, 1308 Main

Krystal Smith Star
Gets Post With Noted

Sincerely,

OVERBY'S FOOD MARKET
RUE

Phone 85

OVERBY, Owner

FI-e. Deliverjr

•
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SECTION TWO

lleeping
modern
Tarry,
tic

Four Pages

Apartctrlcallowlett,
1-W. tic

THE LEDGER 4Sz TIMES
COMPLETE COVERAOE OF ALL CALLOWAY
COUNTY NEWS EVERY WEEK

'New Series No. 645

y three
Notia
St. tfc

Fair to its Readers—Fair to Its Advertisers
Murray, Kentucky, Thursday Afternoon September 7, 1939

•

50c, 2nd, 25c, 3rd, ribbon.
March 1, 1939, '1st, $3.00, 2nd, $200,
3rd, $1.00.
CANNING DIVISION
Boar pig—Farrowed on or after
33. Best. jar canned bevies, 1st,
March l, 1939, 1st, $3.00, 2nd, $2.00,
50c, 2nd, 25c. 3rd. ribbon.
34. Best jar peaches, 1st, 50c, 2nd, 3rd. $1.130.
Sow—Farrowed on or after Sep25c, 3rd, ribbon.
- 35. Best jar Cherries. 1st, 50c, 2nd. teniber 1, 1938, without litter, 1st.
$3.00, 2nd: $2.00, 3rd, $1.00.
ribbon, 3rd, ribbon.
Suw—Farrowed prior to SepWith a premium list approaching the $1,000 mark, tbe Callotvay
36. Best jar apples, 1st. 50c, 2nd,
tember 1, 1938, without litter. 1st.
county home and agricultural fair will open September 28- and continue ribbon. 3rd, ribbon.
$3.00,
2nd, $2.00, 3rd, $1.go.
37. Best jar pears. 1st, 50c, 2nd.
through September 30 in what is expected to be the most lavish display
ribbon, 3rd, ribbon.
of homework, livestock, and farm crops ever put on in Calloway county.
FARM PRODUCTS
38. Best jar string beans, 1st, 50c,
There will be no entry fee for livestock, field crops, or home works, 2nd, ribbon. 3rd, ribbon.
J. H. Walton in Charge
39, Best jar tomatoes, .1st, 50c,
Entries close in this division at
and neither will there be an admission fee at the gate. Rupert Hendon
2nd, ribbon, 3rd, ribbon.
6 p. m. Thursday. September 28.
is general chairman, A. Carman is finance chairman, and T. T. Elkins
40. Best jar tomato juice, 1st, 50c, Each exhieitor .allotee-d only one
is secretary._The general committee it composed of Roelie Kelly, E. G. 2nd. ribbon, 3rd, ribbon.
entry for any one prize. Evidence
Neale, J. T. Cochran, Ray Treon, H. G. Gingles, T. C. Arnett, E. B.
41. Best jar soup mixture, 1st, 50c, of mixing varieties or strains will
disqualify the exhibit: For exHowton, Marvin Hill, G. B. Scott, members of the Farm Bureau, voca- 2nd, ribbon, 3rd, ribbon.
42. Best jar beets, 1st, 50c, 2nd, ample, red and white cobs in a
tional agriculture- teachers, the Chamber of Commerce,, and county
[
I
ribbon. 3rd, ribbon.
single entry of corn. This depart4-H clubs.
43. Best jar cucumber pickles, ment will be judged Friday, Sep' st, 50c, 2nd, ribbon. 3rd, ribbon.
The fair 'committee has listed—the following rules:
tember 29, starting at 8 a. m.
44. _Best iar. sweet .peach pickles,
L The -F.F.A. chapter oy
,
All_exhibitseof any and every kind ere,absolutely restricted to
1st,
50c,
2nd,
2.5e.
3rd.
ribbon.
.--..,
Club
winning the most blue -ribexhibitors residept in Calloway county; all entries must be made with
-45. Best jar milted relish, 1st, 50c, bons, 1st. $10, 2nd. $8, 3rd, $5.
the chairman of the department and must not be moved from the 2nd, 25c, 3rd. ribbon.
2. The F.F.A -chapter or 4-H
46. Best display of jellies and Club winning the most ribbons,
fair building, before 4 o'clock Saturday afternoon, September 30; any
••:414.
preserves, 1st, $1.00, 2nd, 50c, 3rd, 1st. $10, 2nd, $8. 3rd. $3.
removal before that time will forfeit the premium, won.
ribbon.
3. Best kept farm practice record
47. Persons winning most blue book by Future Farmer, 1st, $3,
Care will be exercised to protect
3rd,
rib2nd,
ribbon,
1st,
50c,
age),
ribbons,
1st,
$2.00e
2nd,
$1.00,
3rd.
2nd,
$2, 3rd, $1.
but
all animals and other exhibits,
ribbon.
4. Best kept farm account book
the management will not be re- bon.
10. Best child's quilt, 1st, 50e, 2nd,
by an Adult Farmer, 1st, $3, 2nd.
POULTRY DEPARTMENT
sponsible for any loss, damage, or
$2, 3rd, $1.
R. E. Kelley in Charge
accident that mae occur. Where 25c, 3rd, ribbon.
11. Best patchwork quilt, 1st,
5. Farm Bureau Member winI. Entries close in this division
there is only one entry in a given
at 4:00 p. m. Thursday. September ning most ribbons, ist, $2.50, 2nd,
class, second money only is al- $2.00, 2nd, 50c, 3rd. ribbon.
$2.00.
quilt,
1st,
applique
12.
Best
28. . All birds must be on the $1.50, 3rd, $1. .
lowed. Any exhibitor. .,who shall
6. Best 10 ears white corn, 1st,
grounds and in coops at that time.
make Or cause to be made any 2nd, 50c, 3rd, ribbon.
quilt,
1st,
75c,
13.
Best
antique
Coops- will be furnished free by $1.50. 2nd, $1.00, 3rd, 50c.
false statement in regard to any
2nd,
25c,
3rd,
ribbon.
7. Best 10 ears yellow corn, 1st,
or
exhibited
the
to
be
Fair
management. •
animal or thing
14. Best crocheted bedspread,
2. Poultry will be fed while at $1.50, 2nd, $1.00, 3rd, 50c.
who shall attempt to interfere with
8. Best 10 ears hybrid corn, 1st.,
the fair.
the judge by conversation or othei- 1st, $1.00, 2nd, 50c, 3rd, ribbon.
15. Best handmade rug, 1st, $1.00,
3. Feeding and care of poultry e1.50, 2nd, $1.00, 3rd, 50c.
wise shall be excluded from com2nd,
50c,
3rd,
ribbon.
Best block timothy hay,,,1st,
will be in charge of. R. E: Kelley
petition. Each exhibitor will fur16. Best coverlet, -1st, 75c, 2nd, of the Murray Hatchery,
$1.50, 2nd, $1.00, 3rd: 50c.
nish his own feed and beddings.
25c,
3rd,
ribbon.
10.
Best blpck red top hay, 1st,
Prizes Will Be Paid On All StanThe management of the fair redard Varieties of Chickens , $1.50, 2nd, $1.00, 3rd, 5Qc.
serves to itself the right to inFOOD DIVISION
11. Best. block lespedeza hay; 1st,
. As Follows:
• terpret all matters arising out of
17. Best plate biscuits,' 1st, 50c,
Best trio. old
two hens and $1.50, 2nd, $1.00, 3rd, 50c.
the fair.
12. Best block cow pea hay, 1st
cock), 1st, $1.00, 2nd, 50c, 3rd, ribThe fair committee said; "This 2nd, 25c, 3rd, ribbon.
18. Best dozen sweet yeast rolls, bon.
.$1.50, 2nd, $1.00, 3rd. 50c
fair is for the purpose of promot25c,
3rd.
ribbon.
1st.
50c,
2nd,
13. Best block soy bean hay, 1st,
Best trio, young two pullets and
ing the best interests of Calloway
19. Best nut bread, 1st. 50c, 2nd, cockrele 1st, $1.00, 2nd, 50c, 3rd, $1.50, 2nd, $100. ,3rd, 50c.
countye-Everyone is urged to take
25c,
3rd,
ribboh.
14.
Best peck of Irish Potatoes,
ribbon.
part eand make it a success. It is
"
20. Best loaf yeast breads 1st, 75c,
Best cock, 1st, 50e. 2nd, 25c, 3rd, 1st. $1..50: 2nd, $1.50, 3rd. 50c.
made possible by many business
15. Best peck of sweet potatoeS,
ribbon.
and professional men of Murray ;pd. 25c,.3rd, ribbon. e
,
21. ,Best corn lightbread, 1st, 50c,
Best hen, 1st, 50c. 2nd,' 25c, 3rd, 1st, $1.50, 2nd, $1.00, 3rd. 50c.
and Calloway county.
2nd. -25c, 3rd, ribbon.
16. Best four stalks of cotton, 1st,
ribbon.
The premium list follows:
22. Best plate cookies, 1st, 50c,
Best cockerel, 1st, 50c, 2nd, 25c, $1.50, 2nd, $1 00, 3rd. 50c.
WOMEN'S DEPT.2nd, 25c, 3rd. ribbon.
17. Best -four stalks of sorghum,
3rd. ribbon.
1. Best -house dress (Machine
23. Best taffy candy, 1st, 50c, 2nd,
Best pellet, 1st, 5(1c, 2nd, 2,5c, arc'. 1st $1.50, 2nd, $1.00. 3rd, 50c.
made), let prize, 75e. 2nd, 25e, ad, 25e, ftrce, ribbon.
18.
Best four stalks of corn, 1st,
ribbon.
.
'ribbon.
,24 Hest plate candy,, 1st, 50c
Best pair turkeys—old. 1st, VAX, $1.50, 2nd, $1.00, 3rd. 50c.
2. Best kitchen apron (machine 2nd, 25c. 3rd, ribbon.
19. Best mien of wheat, 1st, $1.00,
2nd, 50c, 3rd, ribbon.
made) 1st, 25c, 2nd, ribbon, 3rd,
25. Best pie. (any kind), 1st, 50c,
Best pair Turyeys—young. 1st, 2nd. 50c. 3rd, 25e.
ribbon.
2nd, 25c, 3rd. ribbon.
20. Best quart of oats. 1st, $1.00.
$1.00, 2nd. 50c, 3rd. ribbon:
3. Best pajamas. (machine made)
26. Best cake, (angel nqt iced),
Best bantams, pair, lst,•50c; 2nd, 2nd, 50e, 3rd, 25c.
1st, 50c, 2nd, ribbon, 3rd, ribbon.
1st. $1.00, 2nd, 50c, 3rd, ribbon.
21.
Best quart of barley, 1st, el.00,
25c, .3rd. ribbon.
4. Best man's shirt, 1st, 50c, 2nd,
27. Best white layer. with icing),
2nd. 50e. 3rd, 25c.
HORSES AND MULES
ribbon, 3rd, ribbon.
1st. $1.00. 2nd. 50c, gre, ribbon.
22.
Best quart of soy beans, 1st,
E. B. Howton in Charge
5. Best pillow cases, 1st, 75c, 2nd
28. Best devil's food, 1st, $1.00,
Entries will close at 10:00 a. m., $1.00, 2nd, 50c. 3rd, 25c.
25c, third, ribbon.
2nd, 50c, 3rd, ribbon.
23. Best -quart of cow peas, 1st,
Friday, September 29. Judging will
6. Best vanity set or dresser
29. Best pound cake without icing, begin at 1:1110 p. m. Friday, Septem- $1.00. 2nd. 50c, 3rd, 25c,
scarf, let, 50e. 2nd, 25c, 3rd, ribbon. 1st. $1.00, 2nd, 50c, 3rd, ribbon.
24. Best quart of peanuts, let,
ber 29. Exhibitors will be respon7. Best infant's dress. (hand3.0. Best jam or -spice cake with sible for animals while at the Fair. $1.00, 2nd, 50c. 3rd, 25c.
made), -1st, 50c, 2nd, ribbon, 3rd, icing, 1st, $1.00, 2nd, 50c, 3rd. rib- All horse and
25.
Best six ears of popcorn, 1st,
mule stock will be
ribbon.
bon.
removed from the Fair grounds at $1.00. 2nd, 50c, 3rd, 25c,
• 8. Best boy's suit (pre-school
31. Best display of cut garden the close of the day Friday. Sep26. Best six heads -of broom corn,
age), .1st, 50c, 2nd. ribbon, 3rd, rib- flowers, 1st, 50c, 2nd, 25c. 3rd, rib- tember 29.
1st, $1.00. 2nd, 51k, 3rd, 25c.
,
bon.
bon.
27. Best six turnips, 1st, $1.00.
1. Best mule colt 1 year Und
9. Best child's dress, (pre-school
32. Best display pot plants, 1st under, 1st, $4.00,. 2nd, $2.00, 3rd, 2nd. 50c, 3rd, 25c.
28. Best six beets, 1st. $1.00, 2nd.
$1.00.
2. Best- light horse or filly-.foal, 30c, 3rd, 25c.
29. Best six carrots, 1st. $1.00. 2nd,
1st, $4.00, 2nd, $2.00, 3rd. $1.00.
3. Best draft horse or filly 1 to 50c, 3rd, 25c,
30. Best six egg,. p
.lants, est, $1.00,,
3 years old, 1st, $4.00. 2nd, -82.00.
2nd. 50c, 3rd, 25c.
3rd. $1.00.
34. Best six yellow onions, 1st,
4. Best farm mule 1 to 3 years
Admission-10c and 16c
old, 1st, $4.00, 2nd, 2.00, 3rd, $1.00 $1.00. 2nd, 50c, 3rd, 25e,
32. Best six white onions, 1st,
5. Best mule 3 years old or over,
$1.00, 2nd, 50c. 3rd, 25c,
1st. $4.00, 2nd. $2.00. 3rd. s1.09.
33.
Best six sweet peppers, l'st,
6. Best native mare, 1st, $4.00,
$1.00, 2nd, 50c, 3rd, 25c.
2nd, $2.00, 3rd, $1.00.
Return Engagement by
Doors Open At
34. Best string hot pepper, 1st,
7. Best draft reare, 1st, $4.00,
Popular Demand
2:30 P. M.
$1.00, 2nd. 50c, 3rd, 25c.
2nd, $2.00, 3rd, $1.00.
•
35. Best six tomatoes, 1st, $1.00,
8. Best team of mules, 1st, $4.00,
2nd, 50c, 3rd, 25c.
2nd, $2.00, 3rd, $1.00.
36. Best six parsnips, 1st. $1.00.
9. Best team of mares. 1st. $4.00,
2nd, 50c. 3rd, 25c.
2nd, $2.00. 3rd, $1.00.
37.
Beef—quart Of lima beans. It,
10. Best teatn o? horses, 1st, $4.00.
$1.00, 2nd, 50c, 3rd, 25c,
2nd, $2.00, 3rd, $1.00.
..
38. Best quart of red tobacco
SWINE DEPARTMENT
beans, 1st, $1.00, 2nd, 50c, 3rd, 25c
George Hurley in Charge
39. Best quart of white tobacco
Judging will begin at 2:00 peem.
beans, 1st, $1.00, 2nd, 50c. 3rd, 25c,
Friday, September 29.
40 Best quart of comb honey, 1st.
1. All animals must be entered
and quartered in pens not later $1 00, 2nd, 50c, 3rd, 25c,
41. Best pint molasses, 1st, $1.00,
than 12:00 o'clock, noon, -Friday,
2nd, 50c, 3rd, 25c,
September 2e.
.
42. Largest pumpkin, 1st, $1.00,
2. An animals to be eligible to
You'll love 'em when you show
2nd. 0c,' 3rd,, 25c,
must be purebreds.
Nuts
3. AIL animals must be entered
hea"'eni sallge40
,
. "I've Got
43., Best pint of chestnuts, 1st,
shown under the name of the
a Pocketful of Dreams," and
$1.00,
2nd,
50c. 3rd, 25c,
owner.
"Laugh and Call it-Love," 4. Future Farmers of America, 44. Best pint of hazelnuts. 1st,
4-H Club members. and adults may $1.00, 2nd, 50c, 3rd. 25c
"Don't Let That Moon Get show in the above classes.
• 45. Best quart ed large hickory
Away" and "Small Fry."
5. Exhibitors will furnish their, nuts, 1st. $1.00, 2nd, 50c, 3rd, 25c.
46, Best quart shell bark hickory
own pens, bedding, and feed.
6. Exhibitors will be responsible nuts, 1st, $1.00, 2nd, 50c, 3rd. 25c.
Produced and Directed Er for the care of their animals while
Fruit
47. Best dozen winesap apples,
at the Fair.
WESLEY RUGGLES
1st,
$1.00,
2nd,,
50e, 3rd, 25c.
Darc'ic Jersey
48: Best dozen delicious apples,
Sow pig—Farrowed on or after
March I. 1939, 1st, $3,00, 2nd, $2.00, 1st, $1.00, 2nd, 50c, 3rd, 25c,
49. Best _dozen Grimes golden."
3rd, $1.00.
' .Boar pig—Farrowed on or after apples. 1st, $1.00, 2nd. 50e,e3rd,-25c.
50. Best dozen any other variety,
March I. 1939, 1st, $3.06, 2nd, $2.00.
Also Chapter Three of
1st. $l.00. 2nd, 50c, 3rd, 25c.
3rIeeeleel.
,
I
----Farrowed on or after Sg"OVERLAND WITH ICIT'CARSON"
tember 1. 1938, without litter, 1st
$3.00. 2nd, $2.00. 3rd, $1.00. ' .
the eght's on. and no holds barred
New Method ,
Sow—Farrowed • prior to September 1, 1938, without litter, 1st:
A blow-by•blow, kiss-by-less account
SOLE
$3.017, 2nd, $2.00, 3rd. $1.00.
of the scrap -happiest love story you've
SHOES
Chester 'White
ever seen!
Sow pig-Farrowed on or After
Half Soled and Heeled
March 1. 1939, _Ise, $3.00, 2nd. $2.00.
—at-i3rd, $1.00.
Boar pig—Farrowed on or after
§NAt
e
IRRIA
F
P
March 1, 1939, 1st. $3.00, 2nd, $2.90,
3rd, $1.00.
P•rturo
Sow--Farroweci on or .after September 1, 1938:- without litter, 1st,
a.
$3.00, 2nd, $2.00, 3rd. $1.00.
Sow--Farrowed prior, to September 1„ 1938, without litter,' 1st,
Sidney Blackmer tarry eralthe
$3.00, 'id, $2.00. 3rd, $1.00.
,,,Rasement Imus ;Beale Hotel
Other Breeds
Sow pi
farrowed on or after

Fair Committee Declares No Entry Fee is Necessary; Admission to be Free; Fair Said
to be for Purpose of Promoting Best
Interest of Calloway County
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Frank Rogers, 73. died at his
lisome near Lyr?IreGrove Thursday
after a 2-months' illness, and was
buried Saturday afternoon at the
Beech Grove cemetery.
Mr. Rogers was a member of
e
Beech
Grove
Cumberland
eihyterian church for the last
55 years. and was a former member of the Woodmen of the World.
The Revs. W. a Parr. Sammie
Rudolph and Bile Arnett conducted funeral services at the Beech
Grove church.
.
Survivals are Mrs. Burie
of - the - county,- and- Mirt. 'Luck
Burt: Henderson, Ky., daughters;
Johnnie and Ike Rogers of Calloway and Graves counties. sons;
Mrs. John Cole and Mrs. Billy
Kelso. sisters; Mrs. Onie Alexander. Wingo, a half sistee; Glenn
and Jim Rogers of Calloway and
Walter and Claude Rogers of
Graves county, brothers; and 17
grandchildren ,and three
great
grandchildren.
Pallbearers were Harvey Ford,
Bun Crawford, Fred Paschall, tordon Crouch, Oscar Williams, and
t/aude Miller.

ir

died Thursday at her home near
`Stella after ji 12-months' illness,
was buried at the West Fork cemetery Saturday afternoon, with the
Rev. Cloys Lawrence . esenducting
funeral services at the West„Fork
church.
Miss Dixon was a member of
the West Fork Missionary Baptist
church. - She is survived by her
parents. Mr. arid Mrs. B. H. Dixon,
and three brothers, J. T.. Boyce.
and Lyman Dixon.

Idlewild Steamer
_To.Run ,Excursion on Tennessee River
- The Steamer Idlewild will 'run a
moonlight excursion Wednesday.
September 20, leaving Gilbertsville
at 8 p. m. and Birmingham at 9:15
p.m.
The steterner is of steel construction. equipped with cafeteria, fountains, tables and rockers. The ball
room • -covers the entire second
deck where music for dancing and
entertainment is furnished by King
Perdue and his 12-piece colored
orchestra,

10e
BALCONY, Nights, Sundays, and
Holidays
27c
LOWER FLOOR, Nights, Sundays,
and Holidays
330

s.
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SATURDAY and SUNDAY

CREPE

NEW LO

Helen Twelvetrees
Buck Jones • Donald O'Connor

PRICES

pita!".
Willie
33,TVeas the onl
one of the 'seven workers to escap
uninjured. He Was able to run fro'
the barn on the farm - of S. /
Parks, 'about two miles south t
here, to the farm house and ca

Dr.
fora
.id
E
E. C. Walters and Dr. J.
Mayer. staff physicians et the Mae
field hospital." and ter nurse
answered the call. Attempts to re
-VIee the four stricken men wet
• MAYFIELD. Ky.,. Sept. 7—Four -triccessful.
Graves county fans workers were
Th.F.seven men were.,
were unloadin
killed. and tzeio others .9priously in- freshly cut tobacco and
jured hear -here late Saturday, aft- in the barn when the bolt strucl
ernoon when lightning struck the The flash was
minutes befoi
tobacco barn in which, they were 5 p. m.
The
Mayfield
hospital
„physiciar
working.
reported that Haley was 'round
The dead were:
U. T. Lamb. 25. and L. R. Lamb, the partially unloaded stack
ti
20. brothers., C. B. tEun) Haley, bacco laterite on the wagon; *Dee's,
Lamb was on the barn.Tloor net
50, and. Raymond Blalock, 21.
(Haley was a resident of Callo- the door: L. R. Lomb' was discos
way county. Funeral serviceswere erect between the wagop and trucl
held in this county Mondaee
Beckham Gbodlett, 30, received a
See "LIchITN
' ING". Page 2)

GRAVES COUNTY IS
— SCENE OF TRAGEDY

CHILDREN

ARSIT

111

ADULTS—Balcony. Matinee,Excej
1i
Sundays and Holidays
Lower Floor, Matinees,
Sundays and HoUdays

Excel

Altho summer is over we still have a lot of warm days ahead isius. Keep cool with us and at the same
time enjoy thy best of motion pictures. Always a good picture in a moderate temperature. •
_
VZ

TODAY AND
FRIDAY

4I

TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY

WHAT ARE GLAMOUR GIRLS MADE OF?

...Even his teacher sayer
"Heaven Help the Ladies
When YOU Grow Up!"
Love'stnBloomforAndyHassly
...and we mean Positively I

,::::• ,„,,s,

This "Inside" Story Tells You!
Society's pampered
pith_ as they really
are! Lana Turner,
red-headed "it"girl,
and Lew (Dr. Kildare) Ayres, in a daring romance of what
happens when •
dance-hall beauty
crashes society's
playgrounds!

......

*

SATURDAY ONLY
Songs ring clong - ,
the
danger trail as
bullets
blaze new frontiers!
'

4-

ate-

umAER
"
l SiliRli
Ana
TOM

1/04A1D

BROWN ' CARLSON
JANI

ANITA

BRYAN • LOUISE
Marsha HUNT • Ann ItUTNEUVID
Mery 11,9i 40191945• Owes W4-Y9k
DI440•41 by S SYLVAN 5,40,4
Prodmd by SAM ZINIALIST

"Sing You Sinners"

re

Mule is Also Killed by Lightning Bolt as Partner is
Uninjured

CHILDREN

Bing CROSBY
Fred MacMURRAY

d.

deep slash across his head an
suffered severe shock. " Truma
Simms— 24, also suffered shod
rtehpo
e ectyfi rile4 sheor:

THREE OF SEVEN
WORKERS IN BARN , 0.,„:sthcorned?tiowneraet
Hendren,
ESCAPE tATALITY

"mormit,

TODAY AND FRIDAY

ry
t''

$1.50
a year to any address
$2.00 other
than above.

7•
73, Miss,Emma L. Dixon
Rogers,
Prank
•
Lightning
-1•
lulls
Four Men
D.
atl
Succumbs Thursday
es Thursday- - After Long Illness
At Work in Tobacco Barn
Lynn Grove Home Miss--Emma liou Dixon, 25, wile

CAPIT

an

yea' in Callon-ay
Marshall, Graves, Henand Stewart Counties.
se
a year elsewhere
le
the State of Kentucky.

00
$1•
ry

FAIR PREMIUM LIST REACHES NEARLY ,$1,000

I farm,
fences.
igh way,
church.
f ClinWrite
id Son,
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NEXT THURSDAY AND FRIDAY

SUNDAY AND MONDAY
.2tepat4 A NEW lik,g;

•••••14

Their Exciting Lips Meet
... in the hush of a deep

IN SCREEN COMEDY!

purple night! Ravishing
Hedy Lamarr loves Robert
Taylor...in romance
worth waiting for!

A brilliantly novel story..one you'll
never outguess_ Full ol FUN,crammed
with ROMANCE, throbbing with
LIFE! —Ginger as the glamorous shop.
girl "mother"of a doorstep Foundling—
wooed by Playboy David, chased by
Jitterbug Frank. WHATA PICTURE
,.and

Mee\

'\••\
reser

e eget-.

HOW YOU'LL
UGH WITH4(0,5

GINGER

ROGERS

ROSEAT

"Now, whose .
baby is it, anywayr Some
soy its hers,
some say it's
mine—but we

CHARLES

both deny it—
emphoticallyr

COB URN
FRANK

ALBERTSON

DUTCH'S
SH SHOP

EE

CLIVE
tiro RADIO Preivr•

TAYLOR
LA RR
AloySEIKOPI
Screen Play by Hen Hecht • Directed by
Jack Conway • Produced by Sam Zimbalist
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thereon at the rate of 8"; per an- pended. I shall proceed to offer
num from the 24th day of August, for sale at the court house door
1937, until paid, and costs here- in Murray, Kentucky, to the highin expended, - I shall proceed to of- est bidder at public auction, on
fer for sale at the court house Monday, the 25th day of SeptemConsolidation of The Murray Ledeer. The Calloway Times, and The
Times-Hereld. October 20, 192a
door in Murray, Kentucky, to the ber, 1939, at 1 o'clock or therePublished by The Calloway Publishing Company, Inc.
highest bidder at public auction, about !same being county court
It's About time the old. fallacious
North Fourth Street, Murray, Kentucky
Monday. the 25th day of Sep- day). upon a credit of six months,
on
argument that "chain Attires are
tember. 1939. at 1 o'clock or there- the following described property,
7
merchants
Publishers driving the independent
R. R. haeloan and John S. -Neal
about same being county court Wind and lying in Calloway CounEditor and Advertising Manager out of business" was relegated to
John S. Neal
day), upon a credit of six months. ty,.Kentucky, to-wit:
the obscurity where it belongs. For.
Fifty 180) acres of land off of
the following described property,
Metered at the Postoffice. Murray, Kentucky, as second class mail matter. as the statistics prove, progressive
being and lying in Calloway Coun- the north side of a sixty-nine (69)
independent store owners have
acre tract of the west side of the
ty, Kentucky, to-Wit:
thrived in the fact of chain cointhe northwest quarter
Lying on the South West Cor- west half of
petition-and it's an insult to their
Section la Township 1, range
of
of
Qr.,
'of
ner
West
the
North
siiy
to
abilities and intelligence
Calloway County).
See. 25, T. 3. R. 3 East. beginning 3 east in
they can't meet it.
Also, Ten I 10) acres out of th
rods and six and ono.
seven
The years from t99to 1935 were
of the southeast
41 feet East of the northeast corner
/
fourth161
years of deep. dearession. Yet, ac12 Township 1,
South West corner of said Qr.. quarter of Section
cording to U. S. Government fig19) rods, range Z east. Beginning at the
thence East nineteen
ures. - thee'humber of Mdependent.
of
corner
said quarter;
northeast
ten and one-fourth 4101e) feet.
r 0114/101.fla
stores .increased by almost- 100.000
thence west about six (6) rods to
rode,
115)
fifteen
thence
North
in that length of time. And, going
thence West eight 18) rods and die Sitite Road: thence with the
Subscription Rates'-In First Congressional- District and Henry and by the latest complete figures
Stewart Counties. Tenn.. $1.00 a year; Kentucky, $1.50; Elsewhere =.00. a...ailable, independent stores do
five 45) feet, thence South seven meanderings of the State Road to
Advertising Rates and Information about Calfoway County market
2) rods, thence the south line of said quarter;
/
and one-half 171
close to 75 per cent of all our
furnished upon application.
eleven ill) rods and feet, thence thence east to the county line;
trade.
retail
We reserve the right to- teject any advertising, letters to the Editor.
South to the beginnipg and con- thence north following the county
Local studies have been made
or Public Vo,ce items, which in our opinion is not for the best interest
one and- one-fourth (lar) line to the, beginning, an Graves
taining
in.453 typical American communiof our readers.
County).
acres.
ties-ranging in size from hamlet
Said two tracts to be offered
deabove
the
to
title
Grantors
to metropolis-to find out just
separately, each as a whole, and
scribed land was obtained by deed to then offer the said two tracts
how independents are faring. Refrom B. C. Stokes and wife, John- together.
sult---there are as many independ- Helen Gilbert and Mickey Rooney in "Andy Hardy
nie Stokes, on Oct 19. 1921, as
ent stores_ and in some cases more. Gets Spring Fever" today and Friday at the Varsity.
For the purchase price the purshown by deed recorded in Deed chaser must execute bond with
in proportion to population than
Book 46, page 203, in the office of approved securities bearing legal
there were before the chaIns exthe Clerk of the Calloway County
point in the Sec. line of said N.
•
isted.
interest from the day of sale unE. Qr. fifty-two arid one-half 152
Court.
mean
doesn't
This
independent
til paid, and having the force and
which
e
in
struggle
France and England are at war with Germany
Ii
of
South
CorE
poles
N.
the
stores don't fail. Thousands of them
Also the follow:rig described effect of a judgment. Bidders will
may result in the most oholesale destruction of human life in all do each year-and so do many
ner of said
Qr.: thence
West *
Calloway Circuit Court
lands:
be prepared to comply prompUy
thence
seventy-six
poles
1760
chain systems. And the reason for
history. -1914 has repeated itself. perhaps increased itself.
Hilda R. Jones Ward and Lennie
Fifty-three 453) acres more or with these terms.-George S. Hart,
South fifty-two and one-half 52 Ward,
not-is
or
it
rarely
failure-believe
less, it being lot number 3 in the Master Commissioner,
The laiited States, is not involved in the oar. Its sympathies are competition.
The Rev. Carroll- Hubbard left at pith's. thence East seventy-six
According to the U. S.
Plaintiffs, division of the lands of J. C. Bazith England and France. It may not be able to keep out of the conflieL Chamber of Commerce, 372 per Tuesday' to conduct a meeting at 176) poles to the section hne:
Vs. Judgment
eell among his children, and beAs a people. then, oe should devote our labor and our support to cent- of-retail failures are due to the • Ptney Creek Baptist church thence-:• North ..fifty-two and one- Pearl E. Jones Cherry,
ing a portion of the N. • E. Qt- of
Marion, and
immediately half 152)10 poles to the beginning
Defendant Sec. 33 T. 3. R. 3 East.
the great task ahead.-the task of maintaining peace.-and cooperating insufficient capitaL - 31.4 per cent to- near
15.6 per cent to such -upon completion of the meeting he corner. - containing twenty-five,250
incompetence:
and
judgment.
a
of
vrtue
By
peace.
Also: Sixty-three 463) acres. at
that
of
with America's great President in the maintenance
exigencies as flood and other nal- will go to Louisville where he will acres more or less. J. A Butler: order of sale of the Calloway Cir- being lot number 2 of the same
Nonetheless it tiould be a foolish thing toleit blandly and blindly .ural-alisaster; 4.9 per cent to in- enroll as a student in the South- obtained title to the „above land cuit Court. rendered at the August
division except one-half ari acre
bait and take no thought- of the coeesequences of a European oara_flt. experience-end only 3.9 per cent ern Baptist Theological Seminary. by deed from W. K. Jones on term thereof, 1939, in the above cut diagonally off of the North
Sept. 17. 1902, and the
heirs
the
Although'
at
school
Semi
It
an
division
take
competition!
la
doesn't
of
put-pose
the
for
cause
We
which
accomplishment
for
East Qr. of said tract and a part
we can stay.. oat of war. itwiliebe an
Calloway Circuit Court
economist to realize that the un- mu-y begins September _la Mi. named herein by inheritance from of property. and costs herein ex- of the East side of the North East
can be everlastingly thankful. But in either event, let us as Americans derfin-anced,
of
..
inexperienced and in- Hubbard will continue his services J. A. Butler.
pended. I shall proceed to offer Qr. of Sec. 33 T. 3. 'R. 3 East, and Genie Bedwell, AdmInistratrix
prepare ourselves completely 4o that we will be masters of an emerg- efficient store isn't tong for this- at -thee Fatteet- Creek eitureit--nee ..Fer the eturehase Price, the pur- for sale at the court house deur the lands contained in the two J. J. Bedwell. deceased,
that dice, enrolling for chaser must execute bond with in Mureay: Kentucky, to the highency. so that iftwe muse eneer the war we may do it swiftly and terribly world-irrespective of, w he t her vend
above descriptions containing one
Vs. Judgment
chants operate in its locality or studies a few days late. He will .approved securities, bearing legal est bidder at public auction.. on hundred
one-half Archie A. Bedwell and Wife, Men.
sixteen and
and bring to a close a bloody chapter on the pages of history.
return to Murray eaeh Sunday to interest from the day of sale un- Monday. the 25th day of Septemnot.
less
Illgtio
or.
more
acres
except
et
diplomats
the
that
Everything
possible.
aleays
no;
is
Peace
Archie A. Bedwell, Brent Bedwell
Smart indeper.dents give the attend his ministerial duties a! the til - paid, and having the force and ber. 1939. at 1 o'clock or there- thirty-nine
and one-half
139a21 and Mrs. Brent Bedwell, Mrs.
effect of ajudgment. Bidders will about !same being 'county court
Britain. France. Italy. and Poland could do %% •• not enough to keep chain*, many a -headache. by put- Menfunal baptist church, of wine
acres off of the north side of, the Charlie Anderson and husband.
he
prepared
to
comply
promptly dayi, upon a credit of site mantas,
Europe out of aar. Even Roosevelt may not be able to keep America ting into effect novel selling ideas, he is pastor. „.„„
with these terms.--George S. Hart. the following -described property, *above description -which has here- therlie Anderson: Mrs, T. C
C. Ragspersonalized service, and thinking
tofore been eeold to B. C. Stokes
out if the war lasts many yeare.
Master
Commissioner.
N
0.t'
ANN
LAX
CES
SERVICILla
being and lying in Calloway Coun- and making the total amount con- dale and T. C. Ragsdate her husthe
for
attractions
connew
upWyator
So let us he prepared in spirit and in weapons. Let us
band,
sumer. The independent store opty. Kentucky, to-wit:
veyed-- itla the two above descrip.
Defendants
_
The Rev E. H. Lax, pastor of
-*see. but If- we must fight, let us win the war. There must be no erator is far from being the stupid
The West .one-half (le) of the tions seventy-seven
i 77) acres
By virtue of a judgment and
•
the
ur
Mray
circuit
of
ion
Sect
Metheelist
'ut
Quarter
South-West
by
•
oaf,
frightened
and
bewildered
repetition of 1917.
more or less.
CirCalloway
the
of
order of sale
eighteen (18.1. Township two 120
'
cemuetiticrn, the politicians would elairchten announced today he will
Grantors right to -convey said
preach, at Martin's Chapel, Sunday
Range four .!41 East. Containine land is shown by deed from F. D. cuit Court, rendered at the August
.have you believe.
morning at 11 o'clock and at New
eighty 1800 acres, more or less. Finney and wife, Elizabeth Finney, term thereof, 1939, in ihe above
cause for the purpose -of payment
Hope Sunday night at 710. Sunday.
wh
same being and lying in Calloy
dated August 2nd. 1904. and re-, of
$1165.34, with interest thereon
.
school will be held at Martin's
County. Kentucky.
corded in deed book 24, page 465, February 2. 1939, and costs here.
Chapel at 10 o'clock.
to the above described in the office of the Clerk of the
Deed
Calloway Circuit Court
in expended. I . shall proceed "to
•
Guy Henderson; Admr., of R. A. land is on record in the office al Calloway County Court,
offer for sale at the court -house
The true sportsman will not enter a farmer's prope• rty without per.
the Clerk -of---the Calloway Conoty -Alser
i
Henderson,
Another- tract described door in Murray. Kentucky. to the
38. issioneee
cumm
pagC
t ee
sl
a
Two homes were seriously dammisstate He observes_ the jaw: he is not bloodthirsty, but takes only
Ope house and . lot iii
Plaintiff'.
highest bidder at public auction,
_
aged by flre eart- this week or
the town of Kirksey, and lying in
Vs. Judgment and Order of eale.113aede'ljurl'eiibloida
enough gape and fish to supply his needs. ne recognizes that wanton
For the. purchase price the put- the North.East Qr.. of Sec. 26, T on Monday. the 25th day of Septhe latter part of last. A dwelling
A,,
C.
McCulstort.
Et
Al.
slaughter is robbery of other's and tackles-s waste of a valuable re- house belonging to Burman Parkexecute bond with 3. R. 3. East, bounded a,S follows, tember, ma. at 1 o'clock or thereDefendants chaser must
about !same being county court
source. He seeks to protect the birds, game, and -fish lay taking a-bold er and resided in by A. W. Parker
By virtue of a judgment and epproved- securities, bearing legal Beginning at the N. E. Corner of
day', upon a credit of six months,,,
order of sale of the Calloway Cir- interest arum; tile day of sale un- a half acre lot' deeded to S. A;
stand for law enforcement. Ifilt scorns the game hog.. the fish bog. and was greatly damaged Friday night
alloway ('ircuit- ('etirt
ving the force and Jones by J. C. Sanders. thence the following described prOperty,
above tit paid, and having
when fire started in the attic. The
cult Court rendered atethe August
- the violator of game and fish Latta as betteg7unworthy of fellowstep
Herman Rom Admr. of The Estate term thereof. 1939, in
of a judament: Bidders will West ten i1.01- rods. thence North being and lying in Calloway Councause was 110r 'definitely known.
the
ty. Kentucky, towit:
an the noble ranks of real sportsmen.
The Parkers were away at the of IL P. Smith,
cause far the purpose of payment be prepared to comply promptly sixteen 1 16.) rods, thence East ten
Being a part of the south east•
Plaiatiff, of $130000 with interest Thereon, with
Sportsmen. remember ydu are 'guestsof the landowner while hunt- erne Most -of the furniture 'was
be 'thew terms.-George S. Hare, HP rods, thence South sixteen
of section II. T. 3. R 3
V. Judgment
at the rate -of 6.; per anntim. Master Commissioner.,
(161 rods to the beginning and quarter
ing and fishing on his premises "Don't neglect or even forget to respect saved, but canned fruit and clothEast: then beginning sixty-three
ing were. burned. There was little Joe Gilbert, Et Al.
from
Containing
'one
12.
acre.,
February
until
II)
1938,
paid.
rules:
following
the
oba.eree
to
mire
Be
rights.
property
his
.83. rods west of the S. E. corner
Defendants and $39500 with interest from June
insurance.
Grantors eights to convey said
of the above named quarter and
By virtue of a judgment and 22. 1939. uotil paid, and
Put up his bars'and close his gates.'
Monday' morning, the residence
land iis slitown by deed from Q.
colts hereof
order
running thence north to the creek;
sate of the Calloway Cir- in expended. I ghat) proceed to
Crawl through. over or under his fences without breaking them of Miss Virginia lrvan caught fire
T. Guier and wife Lola Guier.
thence west with said creek to a
from a. cook stove, and was badly cuit Court. rendered at the August offer for sale at the court houss
dated Aug. 18. 1921. and recorded
down.
term
1939,
in
branch known as the line between
thereof,
the
above
in Deed Book 46. page 239, in the
• damaged before the flames could cause for the purpose of payment door in Murray. Kentucky, to this
•
Go around his newly planted fields.
highest bidder at public auction. us
be extinguished.
office of the Clerk of the aallo- the H. M. Langston land and C.
of debts, and costs herein expend- Monday. the 25th day of
D. Jones land: thence south with
Ask permission to hunt on his land-eheorill 'usually meet you hell
Septemway County Court
ed. I 'shall proceed to offer for ber. 1939. at 1 o'clock or
the branch to a rock corner;
('alloway Circuit Court
.
way.
thereFor the purchase price the pur*sMOSERS SERIOUSLY ILL
sale at the court house deer in about
.same being county court Clarence McDaniel. Admr., of the chaser must execute bond with thence west to the west line of
Done injure or destroy -his chickens or cattle or *let your dog
Murray, Kentucky. to the highthe S. W. Qr. of S. 11. T. 3. R. 3.
Estate of A. B. Lee, Deceased.
approved seilbrities, bearing legal
Mr. and Mrs J. J. Moser. North est bidder at public auctien. on day'. upon a credit of six months.
worry them.
Plaintiff, interest from the day of sale un- E.; "In C. C. Ky.; Thence south to
proper.y.
the
described
following
Sixteenth Street, parents of W. B. Monday. the 25th day of SepternVs. Judgment
Put out your camp or lunch' fire before leaving and protect his
and lying
Kentucky,ant
ill.o way Countil paid. and having the force and the corner of L. A. Jones twenty,
Moser. Anetouctor in ;Murray: High bar'. 1939. at I o'clock or there- tbeing
'
"
Finis Lee. Et Al.
effect of a judgment. Bidders will six .26.) acres to the south west
property and your hunting ground. to-wit
School. . remain seriously ill at about !same being county ceurt
Defendant be prepared to cciroply promptly corner of said Qr. thence east to
Begning. at a Stone on the
Remember that without his good will there can be no sport field their, home.
•
day). upon a credit of six months,
Wadi...ioro Road at the corner leg , Bys._ eirtua or a judgment and with these terms.-George S. Hart. the beginning containing eighty-slight
a
shown
has
Moser
Mee
following
property,
the
described
Be a gentleman.
five a35) acres More or less. Also
• order of sale of the Calluwav •Cirimproyement during the last few being and lying in Calloway Coun- now owned by Sam Waters run- cuit Court, rendered at the August Master Commissioner,
another tract in the north half
Cooperate with the landowners and help spread this message ..1.0
ning thence nearly north with
days. but 'Mr. Moser's- condition ty, Kentucky. to-wit:
of the N. E. Qr. of S. 14. T. 3. R.
above
thein
said Waters line - seow C. P. Mc- term thereof, 1939.
everyone.
it critical.
-Same being a trace of forty3. E.; beginning at the N. W. cordivision
of
purpose
the
for
cause
Cuts-ton/ to a stone in a guile)
,
eight and one-half .481-2. acres
ner and running east about fiftynear' Post Oak tree, thence down of property, and costs herein exand described as Miami: Begineight 158) rods; thence south about s
said gulley nearly west to a stone pended. I shall proceed to offer
crner
W.
N.
ef the in a -gulley on J. C. Stubblefield's for sale at the court house door
ning at the
forty-four lee) rods; thence .west
N. W. Qr. of Sec. 3o T. 3. R. 3.
to the west line of the Qr. thence
with in Murray.'Kentucky. to the-highline; thence nearly. [south
East thence South "thirty .e0) denorth to beginning containing sixsaid Stubblefield's line to a stone est bidder at public auction, _en
'Continued from Page 1)
grees, East eighty-one (131O poles
teen (161. acres, more or less, For
Septemof
day
25th
Calloway Circuit Court
on the road above mentioned; Monday, the
--A recent report of the .State Educational Departthent with figures
• thence .North
stake.
a
to
south
of title see deed book 65,
chairs
thereor
o'clock
Al.
1
('leatous
Et
at
1939,
•
Jackson,
.
bge
road
the
eaid
With
on
west
fount
nearlythence
was
nds,Blalock
a
.
in
second
ranks
county
Calloway
eighty-five (85). degrees East nineto vouch fdr ifs claims shows that
Plaintiffs, page 271 in CC. C. C. office.
to the beginning, tooftatning two ebout isanie being county court
floor beside the wagon.
stake.
a
thence
1965
to
poles
ty-six
For the purchase price the purKentucky in the number Of. pupils attending college on the ratio of
Vs. Judgment
'2) acres more or- less. See Deed day). upon it credit of six months.
So Fire From Belt
North five t54 degrees West eightychaser Must execute bond with
pondlation census. Feyette coehty which contains the laniesersityof
No evidence of fire following the one' 41. poles to a rock, thence Book- 84. Page 95. in the Office of the followiog described property. Remus Jackson, Et Al,
Defendants approved securities, bearing legal
Calloway County being and lying in Calloway Coun-,
Kentucky and 'Transylvania University Itas the only, county_ wh '- lightning was fount either in the South eighty-five85' degree:
, the Clerk of ,tae
By value of, a judgment and interest from the alas, of sale unty. Kentucky. to-wit:
barn or on the clotting of the men West .nnety-stx .96), poles to the Court
oseseaanked higher than Callen-ay.
Cast
south
the
of
hall
west
of
e43
order
sale of the Calloway Cir- ta paid, and haviraz the force and
-The
Ori7TIot off of the north side
who were killed.. Two mules were beginninit corner contamiris fortyamjm
udisgsm
ioennetr.. Bidders will
'• The figures •showed that out of 'a sahool-ceneie of .1.2,531a Fayea& hitched to the wagon when the 1,eight - and one-half i48's! acres ft. by 130 It. uf the follwaing cis- Qr. of Sec. 12, T- 3, R. 5 E., con- cuit'Court, rendered at the'August effect ofc,
-sCribed land: Commencing, at a taming eighty 180) acres, more or term thereof, 1939. in the'above he prepared. to comply promptly
- county - had 3.661 eerolfed in high school and 1.295 erirqlled ir college: bolt struck. One was killed, and more or less.
cause for the purpose of division With these terms -George S. Hart,
Hickory tree in W. M. Cook's field, less.
war-townd. roaming outFor the, purchase price II., purar for every 10 pupils listed in the census. it had one college student the other
Deed to said land is on record in of property, and costs herein ex- Master
,•
the barn unhurt. The force chaser must - execute tees: with running nearly north with Dr. J.
side
and had one third as many college students as it did high school students. id the blast aptsarently had-broken
Dick's fink to,a rock at a cor- the Office of Clerk of the Calleapproved securities, bear ]1.'.! legal F.
Deed
an
Court
Book
County
Callbway county, -however.-although with similar figures in •tiie,the harness which - held the mule interest from the day of sole ui- ner opposite the S. W. corner of way
the 8. Page 82.
!belonging to
garden
the
.•
til paid. and having the force. and
'ratilles'..had a percentage which was nearla. equivalent Out of a census to the wagon:
For the purchase price. tffeaosurpremieese thence East to 'a rock
were
men
'Stour
the
of
-Bodies
'Bidders-Vaal
.judgment.
a
of
effect
of 097 pupils. 1.016 vere enrolled in lager 'school: 357 in college, and
chaser must execute - bond -Avila
bought to the Byrns funeral hoffic be peertaisera.,to - comply reemptly near the corner of said 'garden.
joining. S. J. Waters' lot, thence approved securities, beating legal
it has acollege student for every la listed on the census of sehooLage. Coroner -Brown-MeClain said an
C
with these terms.-George S Hart,
East along the bee 'between said interest from the day of sale unLike Fayette ,county. it has one third. as many .students in college or inquestlras held Sunday at'10 a.m. Master 'Commissioner. .
leteand garden ao a rock at cor- lit paid, and having the force ànclit
wind
the
Scatterededenteigo-femit.
-ain high school
5.1
"
Biefders
en
..at e ect of a juhgmt.
ner laence„ noritt_to
and rain - which 'accompanied' the
The- tirantee are enlightening in the extreme. They mean that more
corner of said lot on street. Ithenca be prepared- to comply promptly
storm were reporter here and frOni
East with Ole o-Lancelet' aerocle at with these terms-George S. Hart,
people in Calloway county are receiving -higaer education:. on the basis other points over the county.
.•
corner joining T. .L Marberry lot master Commissioner.
Baseball Pari, Hit..
- county in. Kentucky with the exception
.of population, theta_ any other .
-"
and about,. twelve flit feet . from ,
The top of the Mayfield Brown's
of Fayette, thiS..netwithittanding the fact that the latter -county has in
' The stg.' W. -Corner of stone house,.
baseball park grandstand was liftTransylvania the olde,s1 university west'61 the Alleghenies and in' tlie
cm said ha. thetice. South about{
COMMISSIONER'S
ed and toppled over onto the tieket
iwo .2) -feet back .of stone house
University of _Kentueky. one of the oldest and finest equipped State stand. ;Lights were twisted on- the
(alloway Circuit Court.
same.
of.
Corner
W.
N.
the
to
universities in the. South. Fayette county _too.- Mess tin advantage. ia poles. Homer Tooley. caretaker of Louis Butler, et' al. Mrs. Louis
thence East with wail of „back ofthe -grounds. was under the grAnd- Butler,
--Georgetewn College just .aerows its line .in .Scott county Amens
sod to a rock rat corner oa
lige
Plaintiff.
stand during the storm, but escaped
street running 'South. thence South
students and has the added Incentive 'Of the University of Lollies-ate
Vs. Jud rment
injury.
Calloway Circuit Court
to a -rock at corner of Church lot.
not too far distant for. sterlents .wato are medically inclined.- In taw,
The storm began shortly before .'s/trine Pace, Herbert Pate, Lou- thence back to the 'beginning con- Bank of Murray,
Controlled by the United States Government
Herbert
ieWhich'.
Bourland,
tinie
7
colleges
Bourland.
about
of
mitt:
mecca
a
of
very
coonty is in the center
p. ne and lasted
Plaintiff.- to prevent exploitation of their amazing
•
net- at a Hickury -tree in the W.
Roy
Butler.
Floy
Butler.
Trey
in
lights
and
lights
Street
gm
- Vs. Judgment
curative properties, the 47 effervescent Hot
--novice students from every direction. Small wonder that so many of p m
Lek Cook field, ccm.taining three (3)
many of the residential districts Butler, Harmon Butler. Carmon acres 'mole or lese., See 'Deed Be
Been and Mrs. R. B.'
Mr. B.
Springs are recognized by eminent mediRut_
Its students attend college.
were out when the lightning flashee 'Butler. John Butler. Ronnie
cal authorities for um in treating energy
Page 162. The wonder'is that CalWie.aacounty wit only Murray State College blew fuses and transforrners. Crews let. „Gracie ure super. :cm:a Lee Book 48.
eappingarganic and nervous troubles - and
- • • •-Defendants
Beginnhar• -at - the- & wi corsteeNeale
Robert
Butter
JamesUncle Sam has erected a '1.500000 home
-remarkable a; its-growth has hisa-as a drawing'feic-tor can so nearly Of • linemen were put into service Butler.
By Virtu:. of' a judgment and
A. McCuiston lot. thence
Parker, Clarence Bailer. Mary nut- of C.
tat at Het Springs to care for service men
approach the .educational record made by' Lexington and 'Fayette to repair the damage.
south twenty-five 125i feet. thence order of sale of the \Talevegy Cir.
efaltaine
Butter.
Parker,
Melees
let.
afflicted bv thole ills. Drink and bathe in ,
withwas
hospital
August
• The Mayfield
. hundred 'sixesaeignt !IMO mid Court. rendered tat the
4.>114
'
county.
the waters for new youth and vitality.
Defendants Eaet,
out current for two Ousurs when a
i term thereof. MN. -in: the above
worth
road,
the
thence'
fil
feet.
College
By virtue uf a judgnssit4sod
aaltalpnets well or the eriffaitiletrative staff tet Murray State
!bolt of lightning made a direct hit
eleven 011) face to the•charch lot, cause for the purpose of ,paymene
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THE LEDGER & TIMES

K

430tei feet. thence north eight 1
feet, thence west one hundred
thirty-seven (137) feet to the be'ginning corner, located in the
town of New Concord, Ky. See
Deed Book 62, Page 175.
One lot -or parcel of land situated in New Concord out of the
Southeast corner of let No. 6 as
shown in deed from M. E. Mayberry and others to A. G. Smith
known as the Staley and Wesson
Shop lot described as follows: Beginning at the S. r. corner of lot
No. 6 as shown 'above, thence
West -sixty i60i feet to corner
post of a wire fence; thence N.
thirty 101 feet with said fence;
thence East sixty t60) feet to the
New Concord and Mouth Sandy
Road, thence South with said road
lo the beginning. See Deed Book
64, Page 96.
•.
For the purchase price the purchaser must execute bond with
approved securities," bearing legal
interest from the day of sale until paid, and having the force and
effect of a. judgment. Bidders will
be prepared to comply promptly
with these terms-George Hart,
Master Commissioner.

Don't Insult
Independent
Merchants

T CKY PRES
ASSOCIATION

Lets Keep the Peace-But if We Fight,
Let's Be Ready!

•
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SALE

Hubbard t'ó Preach
In Crittenden Prior
To Seminary Study
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SALE
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Fire Damages Two
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Roosevelt Asks U. S. Citizens To Keep Actions Neutral
WASHINGTON. Sept. 7-Here is
the text of President Roosevelt's
radio address Sunday night in
which . he expressed the hope
America may remain neutral in
the war that rages in Europe:
Tonight my single duty is to
speak to the whole of America.
Until 4:30 this morning I had
hoped against hope that some
miracle would prevent a devastating war in Europe and bring to
an end the invasion of Poland by
Germany.,
For four long years a succession
of actual wars and constant crises
have shaken the entire world and
have threatened in each case to
on the gigantic
conflict
bring
which is today unhappily a fact.
It is right that I should recall
to your minds the consiatent and
at time successful efforts of jour
government in these • crises to
throw the full weight of the
United States into the cause of
peace. In spite of spreading wars
I think that we have every right
and every reason to maintain as
national pohcy the fundamental
moralities, the teachings of reilgion and the continuation of efforts to restore peace-for some
day, though the time may be distant, we can be of even greater
help to a crippled humanity..
It is right, too, to point out that
the unfortunate events of these
recent years have been based on
the use of force or the threat of
force. And it seems to me clear.
even at the outbreak of this great
war, that the influence of Amen -
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The Franklin Plan Merit LoseasSawassu
:Were sass:leaks earth credit uo to Caw ,
to husband and wife or single vitreous
ON JUST

YOUR PLAIN NOTE
TO APPLY—You may use any 6.1.
the three waya Every request receiver our prompt attention.
I. Telephone us. Tell us of your
mosey needs.
2. Cut title ad ant - reit* your
name and address en it -- and
mail to us.
2. Gil at offico--convsetiontly located. Private consultation
Confidential dealings.

FRANKLIN
SECURITY CO.

•
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ca should be consistent in seeking that the, people of this country,
for humanity a final peace which with the best information in the
will eliminate, as far as it is poss- world, think things through. The
ible to du so, the continued use most dangerous enemies of American peace are those who, without
of force between nations
It Is, c: cuurso• enpossibie to wall-rounded information on the
predict the future, I have my whole broad subject of the past,
constant stream of information the present and the future, underfrom Ameritan representatives and take to speak with authority, to
the talk in terms of glittering generthroughout
sources
other
world. You, the people of this alities, to give to the nation asnews surances or prophecies which are
receivihg
country, are
through your radios and your of little present or future value.
newspapers at every hour of the 'I myself cannot and do not
prophesy
the course, of events
day.
lightened and the best informed abroad- and the reason is that belightened an dthe best informed cause 1 have of necessity such a
people in all the world at this complete picture of what is going
moment. You are subject to no on in every part of the world. I
censorship of news, and I want du nut dare to do su. And the
to add that your government. has other reason is that I think it is
no information which it has any lamest for me to be honest with
thought of withholding from you.4he people of the United States."
At the same time, as I told my
I cannot prophesy the Immediate
press conference on Friday, it is economic effect of this new war
of the highest importance that the on our nation but I do say that no
the utmost American has the moral right to
press and the radio
caution to discriminate between profiteer at the expense..either of
actual verified fact on the one his fellow citizens or of the men,
hand, and mere rumor on the women and children who are livother.
ing and dying in the midst of war
I ,can add- to that by saying that in Europe.
I hope the people of this country
Some things we do know. Most
will also discriminate Most carein the United State believe
fully between news and rumor. of us
values. Most of us, reDo not beileve of necessity every- in spiritual
we belong
thing you hear Or read. Check gardless of what church
to, believe in the spirit of the
up on it first.
teaching
great
Testament-a
You must master at the outset New
which opposes itself to the use of
a simple but unalterable fact in
of armed 'force, of marching
modern foreign relations. When force.
.and falling .bumbs. The
peace has been broken anywhere, armies
our
of
masses
peace 'of all countries everywhere overwhelming
people seek peace-peace at home,
is in danger. .
kind of peace in other
It is easy for you and me to and the
lands which will not jeopardize
shrug our shoulders and say that
home.
at
peace
conflicts taking place thousands
We have certain ideas and ideals
of miles from the continental
United States, and, indeed, the of national safety and we must
whole American hemisphere. do act to preserve that safety today
not seriously affect the Americas an.1 to preserve the safety of our
-and that all the United States children in future years.
That safety is and will be bound
has to do is to ignore them and
go about our own business. Pas- up with the safety of the western
sionately though we may desire hemisphere and of the seas addetachment, we are forced to real- jacent...thereto. We seek to keep
ize that every word that ocmes war from our firesides by keeping
through_ the air, every ship that war from coming to the Americas.
sails the sea, every battle that is For that we have historic precedfought does affect the American ent that goes back to the days of
the administration of President
future.
Let no man or woman thought- George Washington. It is serious
lessly or falsely talk of America enough and tragic enough to every
sending its armies to European American family in every state. in
fields. At this moment there is the union to live in a world that
being prepared a proclamation of is torn by wars on other contiAmerican neutrality. This would nents. Today they affect every
have been done even if there had American home. It is our national
been no neutrality statute on the duty to use _every effort to keep
books, for this proclamation is in them out of the Americas.
And at this time let me make
accordance with international law
the /simple-- plea that partisanahip
and with American policy.
This will be followed by a proc- and selfishness be adjourned; and
lamation required .by the existing that national unity be the thought
Neutrality Act. ..1 trust that in the that underlies all others.
This nation will remain a neudays to come our .neutrality-can
tral nation, but I cannot ask that
be made a true neutrality.
It is of the utmost importance every American remain neutral in

use

CARD OF THANKS

CHURCH OF, CHRIST

Paducah Defeats
at 9:45 1 Hazel for Crown
m. and
Of District One

Care-of-Infant Problem

We wish to express our heartfelt thanks to our friends, neighbors and relatives for their many
deeds of kindness shown us in
the death of our dear son and.
brother, Carlos Evans. We also
express our gratitude to Dr. Rob
Mason and the nurses for services rendered and to the Reverend Paul Poyner for his consoling words and to the Churthill
Funeral Home for its kindness
shown us and to the ones who
sent flowers. To all we are grateful-His mother, Mrs. Charlie Ey-.
axis, and family.

Lord's'Day: Bible study
a. m., worship at 10:50 a.
7:15 p. m.
Wednesday: Prayer meeting at
The Paducah Eagles defeated the
7:15 p. m.
Hazel Independents 4 to 2 ThursThursday: Bible class for ladies
behind
afternoon
Peeples'
day
at 330 p. m. •
steady pitching and won the Dis"Five Faults of the Corinthians" trict One
amateur baseball chamwill be the topic at morning wor- pionship.
ship on Lord's Day.
The squad left last week for
"Some More Peculiar Doctrines"
will be discussed at the evening Jenkins, Ky., to participate in the
amateur tournament.
state
service.
The Corinthians were divided,'
failed to discipline members, had
CARD OF THANKS
law suits, dirao-ders at the Lord's
table. and were denying the resurBuckner Browning,. Jessamine
Our express thanks go out to
rection. That looks pretty bad, the all those who were so helpful to county, stored alfalfa hay from 50
apostle tried to straighten them us during the death and illness of acres in silos, with 25 barrels of
out along these lines. Come and our sun and brother. Everett Hill. blackstrap molasses.
let us find out what he said about We are deeply grateful for the
these things.
flowers, for the kindness of the
C. L. Francis, Minister, Churchill Funeral Home, for the
understanding of the Rev. Lloyd
VANCLEAVE SCHOOL
Wilson, and are forever thankful
If you can't eat oy. sleep- because
to all others who were helpful and
As 'we are ending the second sympathetic during his 8-weeks' gas bloats you up try Adlerika. One
usually relieves pressure on
dose
month of school we are very illness.-His son, sister. sad three
heart from stomach gas due to conproud of our grades wesreceived brothers. R. C. Hill, Mrs. Bettie stipation.
cleans
Adlerika
out
on our report cards.
Farris, Albert and Max Hill, and BOTH bowels.-Dale & StubbleThe fifth grade pupils are Com- Charles Taylor
field, Druggists.
Ginger Rogers listens patiently (more or lei while David Nivea pleting their health booklets which
school
adding
our
are
to
beauty
babies,
of
care
the
on
advice
astute
of
lot
reads from a medical book a
room.
in "Bachelor Mother" RIKO Radio romantic ceruedy. David insists that
The seventh and eighth grades
olive oil ite per specifi- "chose oot" at the beginning of
the child's tummy should be well greased o
a
isn't
she
but
mother,
school to 'see which side would be
catkuts. He thinks Ginger is a dumb young
mother at all. The tot is a foundling.-Sunday and Monday at the winners in a contest... The The is
up and the points are even. Every
Varsity.
one worked hard to make a point
for their side.
The fifth and sixth grade also
thought as well. Even a neutral
chose out and one side is 11 points
has a right '10 take actount of
the lead.
in
facts. Even a neutral cannot be
Pupils making the honor roll for
asked to . close his mind or his
-last - month are as follows: First
conscience.
COMPlete
i
g
grade, Theda Mae Morris; second
mos..
I have gaid not once but many
The childhood story of Jack and grade, 0. T. Stalls; fourth grade,
Fro. the Home Show to the BAY
times that I have seen war and the Bean Stalk almost came true Myra' Dell Brandon: sixth grade,
Contest. From the Midway to to
that I hate war. I say that again this last Monday. wheill Louis Don- Duel
grade,
Burkeen; seventh
14Aerchants and 1•4•••haterer. &mildand again.
EciRamsey,
Mildred
Todd,
Dortha
the
into
came
elson, of Route 8
,n9 B,oei year funds 60 Lewisville
I hope the United States will office with. 2 pods of butter beans, win Stalls; eighth grade. James
the week of September 10.16 foe ties
keep out of this. war. I believe one measuring 14 inches and the Burkeen, May Belle Stalls, Euel
that it will. And I give you as- other _12_ inches.
year's streainlissed version of tie.
Cole.
surances that orefy- elYort of your
We defeated Dexter in a bail
Kesiieke State Fair. It .41 be the
seed
Donelson brought the bean
government will be directed togame last Friday. We also played
high spot of tire idiots yew. Bina
front Texas, and had enough to Independence Friday and won by
ward that end..
and better tints ever before:
these
of
bunch
One
hills.
13
plan!
As long as it remains within my
a 1-point margin.'
power to prevent, there will be no has 120 pods. They average about
Visitors last week were Gladys
Be then with the featifeeii itar/
blackout of peace in the United 10 inches long. and / podi weigh Fennell, R. E. Wright, and Buel
teeing you.
a pound.
States.
Belle
May
by,
Stalls.-Written
He said they are as good as are Stalls, Eula
Morris, Geraldine
Lima beans, and cook as well. Brandon.
He's going to save this year's crop
for seed as they seem to adapt
Griggs Freed by Jury
themselves to our climate, and our
growing season is long enough for
BENTON--Marsisll county's first
• Blacktopping -of the Calloway them to mature, Anyone wishing
tried under the new
county sector of the Mayfield- to see these giant beans can see case to be
Murray Highway is being rushed two pods of them on display at local option law was held Toesday in county court here with
.
to completion, officials said today. the Lecher & Times office.
Judge John D. Hall presiding. The
The road improvement will extend from Murray to the Gravfes :Money aoin has been depositel gese was against Walter Griggs,
county line, connecting With the in the sheep buying fund in Ed- of near Calvert City, who was
blacktop road east of Farming- monson county to obtain high- charged with the sale of beer. The
SWEVIlEil 10-16
jury found a verdict of not guilty.
grade ewes.
ton.
_

Don't Sleep When
Gas Presses Heart

Huge Beans Are
Grown by. Farmer

'

Coldwater Road
Receives Oil Coat

1939 KENTUCKY STATE FAIR
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W. E. SPARKS Co's. Most
Brilliant Fall Fashions
NIA,

Just 2 of our

lib

Sketched from stock. Ask
to see Style 231. "

WOOLENS

Fascinating

ids •

We have a big stock of new Fall Woolens. Plaids,
stripes, and all the new solid shades in many different kinds of materials. All 54" wide. Priced

Styles in Fall
Footwear

•

98c si.49 $1.

at

2

Sketched from
stock. Ask to
see Style 241.

BRAID

NEW SILKS
We hae a big line to select from both in plain,
stripes, and' fancy prints. In silks, spun rayon,
shallx8'..cord stripes, and other materials. Priced
from.

Now—A Really DRESSY

on

Suede!

Tie on a Medium Heel!

Roos of gleaming grosgrain braid wrap
smartly about this lovely, suede stepin
and give a look of richness and beauty
that belie its very modest price. It also
has the new spit effect-with a row of
shiny buttons up the side, and it holds
your foot firmly with matching elastic
•
goring. Black only-.

For years women have been asking us
why they couldn't find a REALLY
PRETTY shoe on a REALLY COMFORTABLE HEELs Here's the 'answer to this
crying need, for the little tie sketched
is one of the loveliest shoes we've seeziand yet, one of the most comfortable toot
It comes in black suede with pleated
patent leather trim or rich brown suede
s. t h pleated kid.

This is one of the most outstanding lines of wash
goods made. If will wear longer and never change
-its looks until it -is -u-orn out. ABC Prints

LADIES' DRESS SHOES

19c

SPORT OXFORDS

29'

$1.98 and $2.98

Now is the time to buy your
blankets at s4le prices'on our
ay-a-way plan. 72x81-3t= lb.
part wool, block plaids.

$2.00 to 84.95,

Made in a wkle range of new
nfaterials in all the new shades.
Priced froni- •

$1.98 to

,
7.95

We are showing a big .line of
CLIS—made by "PRINTZ" and

SHOES

from

$9.95 to $39.50

72x84 25'% wool. A very fine
blanket. .Has always been
$4.95. On sale

WORK SHOES
guaranteed All Leather
are
money.
. all leather
featuring the famous
Star Brand•Shoes in light, medium and bheavy weights. Priced
from
}lily

$3.50

shoes for less

•.

other well tailored line. Priced

98'

BLANKET SALE

' COATS
LADIES

If you want good honest made
All Leather

ft

to

ABC MATERIALS

Suedes are very strong. Suede,
Kid and Patent Combinations
and, fine Dull Kid Loathers.
Pumps 'an'd spot pump • styles;
strap arid gore styles and lace
oxfords: We carry these shoes
from 4A to E width. Priced from

We are showing a big line of
Sport Oxfords in blacks,, browns,
and antique shades with either
crepe or leather soles. Prices

NEW FALL DRESSES

79 and S1.98

buy Star Brands. They are
and fhey cost • no rntire
shoes that are made part
sole. Let ,o---ohosir---YOu
'
shoes.

better
than
paper
these

woordouble Weave, sok.
.color with four inch satin binding.

$1.79 to $3.50
s
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KROGER BUYS 4-H CLUB PRIZE BEEF

High Tribunal

Ginneth Owen of Hazel.
The 1939 Asnual Meeting of the day. Septembee.12. at which time
She had been in ill health for
MAYFIELD. Ky., Sept. 7--Ac!e,..
Kentucky .State Medical Associ- i the incoming president. IN-. John more, than seven
months and her Austin late Satin day posted hand
tattoo will be held at ,the Western TIN'. Scott. Lexington. will be in- death Was not unixpected.
with cirouit Judge L. L. filnelinan
Kentucky State Teachers College. !ducted into office. Scientific disHer children with their families for.4ppeal of the.recent dechaon of
Bowling Green. Monday. Tuesday. ; cussionS. which will begin at 10:00
attended
Hindman 'adjudging Lewis
her
in
Judip
a
most
devoted.
Wednesday and Thursday. Sep- IA. M.. Tuesday. September 12.
tember 11. 12. 13.. and 14. Follow- I constitute the major part of the loving .way. It was beautiful to Anderson winner over Austin :n
ing the policy inaugurated in 1935 program and have been arranged see the, thoughtfulnesa and con- the rare for Democratic Dominahonoring its past presidents. this with the view to making them sideration expressed by the moth- lion as G:aves ciscuit court clef"
'meeting has been designated "'Ths post-graduate courses in the vari- er as well as those caring fue -by s.:,vert _Votes.
Austin said his attorneys are
Charles Harvey Spillman Mem- ous branches of medicine and her.
Julia was. the daughter of Will- now preparing the. case (for reorial Meeting-, in memory Of _the surgery.
iam and Susan Allbritten and vieW by the Court of App. , fourth President of the :kat:odagrew _to WOMBrit1004"Jir :New prov- and they hope to obtain,a reiA
-111H4T 111Art1eT cHViCfl.
idence. Ky.
Visititig participants in the scienHere she resided of the Judge Hindinan opinion
Brother J. E. Skinner the- forrri- after her marriage to John It.
tific program include Dr Roger.!
Lee. Boston. Whose subject will er and greatly beloved pastor of Dick until about nine years Bp
be "Medical Prophecy": Dr. Louis the First Baptist Cburch, will fill whes "theY came to Hazel to 'bethe pupil at both hours in the ab- near their children. Mr. Dick was
Hammen. Baltimore. who
"Clinlco.Pathological sence of the pastor who is taking not well at the time and deeIn.
ics.nduct
a
Conference"; Dr. Donald Guthrie, a few days'. vacation and rest up. soon called him and left "
- Aunt
Sayre. Penn.. who will discuss Bro. Skinner perhaps is the very Julia" to
grow
tenderer and
I am just wondering if we are
"Cancer_of the Breast: A descrip- best writer in Batpist ranks today sweeter in spirit every day. She
tion of the Rodman Operation'. and loved devotedly by all Bap- was pie mother of eight children; realizing .we have our first tali
month.
The last'few days seem
with moving picture „illustratiass: tists throughout the land. His has -seven- survive her: Mrs.' Warrick
Dr. Milton Cohen. Cleveland. who been a very significant and out- Curd. Mrs. D. Miller, Mrs.. Gin- very much like skimmer.
will talk on the "Newer Concepts standing ministry for mane years. neth Owen and Errett Dick ,o1
We are very sorry to hear of
of:Allergy". All of these outeit- Pastor and people ar,e delighted Hazel and. Mrs. Tommy Wells of the _illness ufaClaud Orr.
-Silaie-aersitoes7lia1'e outstanding in beyond expression to have this Logan, -West Va., Jim and Kelly
Mr. and Mrs. George Jones e'ere
their respective fields.
mighty,'man of God in our midst Dick of Paris. Tenn.
'•
Sunday .visitora Of "Aunt" Jennie
The guest speaker at the Pub- and in our church. '
Julia Allbritten Dick • obeyed her Jones and family.
lic Meet.ng at 8 p. m.. WednesChurch School with classes for Savior' in baptism and united with
Mr. and Mrs. Oat Paschall and
day. September 13. will' be Dr.' all ages under the direction of the Church of Christ
at Green
. 1.aapis• Hammart Baltimore. Asso- efficient officers and faithfulteach- Plain before Providence church son. Wallace. Mr. and Mrs. Hollin
ciate Professor Of Medieinee in the ers meet in separate rooms for was_ established. Then when the Jones and daughters. Annie and
Bobbie. were in the sick room of
Johns Hopkins Schopl of Medi- the study of the Bible lesson.
congregation united and built a
Cit'e- and _ Visiting Phydetarlt
Training Union meets every Sun, church•house there she placed her Claud Orr Sunday afternoon.
J. T. and Max Stone were week.thie_ Johns Hopkins--BOspital. whose day evening at 4:_13 with Unions membership
at Providence, and end guests of their 'grandfather.
will be -"Problems
stibreet
11)r all ages beginning with Juniors. worshiped
faithfully
all
thes+aa
Jim Wilkerson. and brothers liarDiagnosis".
Hilemotological
Dr. The program is well rounded,
years. She thought.
litimman is a recognized authority scriptural, missionary. evangelistic.
• rell and Howard,.Stone.
4 charge to keep I have
on -diseases' of the heart and lungs, Much,good work is being,done by
I Mr. andlters. Lewis „Cosby were
A God to glorify.
as ;Well as other medical topics. the Training Union towards better Sunday dinner 'guests of Mr. and
neyer-dying
A
soul
to
save
At,this meeting Dr_Isilin W. Scott. equipping the members for better
I Mrs. Rip Lamb of near Lynn Grove.
And- fit it for .the sky.
itlagtoft.'th - incoming president work at home and abroad.
Mrs. Homer Farris and Mrs.
will ,deliver" his -inaugural address. . Mid-weak meeting Wednesday
vere
- -Friday afterFier home was the center of hos- 'Lewis "Cci-S-Eyr-t-T
his subject being That the Pro- evening at 7 o'cloCk. This meet- pitality and many charities were maim guests of Misses- Connie and
fession Shall be More Capable and ing- is for the entire church .and administered at her hand: many 1 Beulah Lamb.
Honorable Within Itself'.
Vernon Hue Paschall was a Sunall others as well. It is a much blessings bestowed in caring for
rw Oraition in Surgery ,will be needed meeting. To mapy. it .is the sick. and always giving en- days guest of Lowell Key.
4•
&heel ed
'
- t2OO B
Tuesdal,. the most helpful meeting of the 'couragement and courage by her - Inez -Watt-Vas a Tuesday night
September' 12. by ,Dr, ArnOd Gris- church.
Immediately
following 'words of cheer „and' example of visitor of —Aunt- Jennie Jonea,and
wold. Louisville, *who has chosen this meeting is the Bible study of Christian faith. She will be missed _family.
for his subject **Principles of the the lesson for next Sunday to be by her charch and .a large cirola 'Miss Ethel Paschall was a .guest
:Treatment- of, Fractures". Dr. E. taught
throughout the Church of friends and relatives, espcially in the Jones home Thursday night.
B. Willingham. raduc4fi. will de- Sehool.
her grandchildren.
- "Aunt- MisSburi Wilson anent last
•
liver the Oration in Medicine at
A cordial invitation. is extended
There 'are three brothers, Char- i weak . with
her granddaughter,
12;18) M.. Wednesday. September by the_. church
to every one in lie Allbritteh of Hazel. Buddy of 'Mrs. Rollin Jones. and Mr. Jones.
13. his .subject being 'Infection ALS Murray and adjacent
communities Providence: and Jeffe-of Murray.'Mrs.. Maye Lassiter canned ap•
the Etological Factor in Organic to worship
Miirray ples Thursday afternoon,
with us whenever and Mrs. Pat-. Wilson
• Heart Disease"...
andMrs, W-D, Miller of Ha74.1
Mr. . and Mrs. Par3:4n Lassiter
--Monday. September TI, will --156Sim P. Martin, Pastor sister: grandchildren, nieces and were guests ia the home of Mr and
devoted to registration and meetnephews with other relatives and Mrs. Arthur Lassiter Wednesday
ings of the House of Delegates and
ii large acquaintance to mourn her Mien of last week.
Snake Wilk -Legs!
the Council. The General Meeting
passing.
Miss Ethel Paschall is—elTittne
will be held at 9:00 A. M.. TuesBARDWELI.;-- - 'An odd-colored ,"Blessed are they that do His her niece .and .husband. Mr and
snake,'measuring about
feet commandments that they may have Mn, MarvinV Page. of Jones' Mill
suffer -from Colds? in length, was killed at three
the home right to 'the tree of life and may this week
of Lubie Shelton on the southern enter in through the gates into the
Mrs. Jess Holley visited with her',
edge of this city last week. The city." At the age of 82.. she con- sister-in-law. Mrs. Boyd Jones
For qaick
cluded
this
exempt
reptile
life
to
had
make
two
Tuesday.
well-develop
ed
relief from
feet. extending about a half-inch that f entrance.
Goodness' and
Mrs.. Ella and Ri I la Key visited
cold symptoms
mercy were characteristics that "Auni". Jennie Jones. and .Ciora
from its body; near , its tail.
take 666
prompted her treatment- of her Nance Tuesday- afternoon.
•
fellowman
until there seerned-ne
Ligeid-Tablets-Salve-Nose Drops It pays to read our
and Mrs.
CLASSIFIEDS. I guile or malt& in her 'heart to- Sunday dineer Hpnisti Byars were
geeelC.0f me_ _arid
•c
.(ward any any one.' Her kindriess_I Mrs. Harding Chester and son, Otto.
made you feel better for having
oat pa-schen cut -tobacco mosidze,
been in her presence. She .bad no afternoon.
fear of death bid went tete -41 Rollin Jones was in MurraY
mother, just slipping away teiMonday.
awaken on 'the resurrection mornBettie Sue and Dorothy Dean
ing.-,---:--astral visited -with .-Goldee Loek.
.„,
for a while Monday afternoon.
Servant' of God will‘done!
Elmo Jones was on his iegular
Rest from •thy loved
toy:
route "6-1 peddling _Monday.
The battle fought. the vie
Wert
Mrs. Koska Jones is leaching
Enter thy Master's joy.
school at Hazel again this term.
,
rhe is jtist like wild onions over
Now the pains of death are past
• t Hazel school -hard to get rid
Labor" and sorrow ceaseOft, but the reports I get no one
And ides long warfare closed at
wahts Irr-get- rid of her
last
Mrs. 0. T. Paschall assIsted Mrs.
•STOKOL-N1ERCURY will save you a million steps down
Her soul is found in peace.
Elisha Orr in cooking for the toto the basement. It will knock out several hundred furnace
-A Friend
bacco cutting Monday. Miss Ethel
trips in a single heating season. For STOKOL-MERCURY
Paschall also assisted in the cooktakes rbarge of sour furnace, keeps the house at an even
ing and also eating of the dinner.
Inez By-ark was a Friday nigh*
temperature day and night, feeds the coal at the right time,
guest of Miss Ethel Paschall in the
and takes all the responsibility for healthful heat off your
horne of Mr. and Mrs. 0. T. Passhoulders.
cha"
Mr.. and Mrs. Willie Baker and
STOKOL-MERCURY heat is clean, healthful,
-,
daughter. Corez, attended the singWASHINGTON. Sept. 1.-•Secre- Mg
uniform, at all times. Just think of it, there
at Sinking •Spriegs Sunday.
tary Wallace broadcast- an appeal
are no grates to shake, and STOKOLMr. and Mrs. Zeina e_Orr and
to American .farmers Friday night .
childr.en of Puryear. Mr. -and Mrs.
MERCURY can be had with autoto proceed with 1940 crop producmatic.ash remover. And
non. Oalls "as if the outbreak _in Frank McClain of Mayfield. Mr.
and Mrs. Elmer Paschall and son.
SUPERIOR
STOKOL-MERCURY pays Euriipe;had not occurred."
..Veznen nue. Mr. and-Mrs. LeRoy
its
way by burning the
irr
a
5t
a"
•
"'
ent
saidaVtit
'
Agn"
FEATURES
palture Department to have been Kuykendali. Mr. and Mrs. Glathen
•
less expensive sizes
approved by President - RoWvelt, Winsor and diaughter. Verde Lee
of coal-rice
Wallace- said some farrners, re- Mr. and Mrs. Eurie Kuykendall
- or buckmembering high pr4ces in other and. son. Preston and' Mr. and Mrs.
*Finest Non-Hydraulic
war times. "may wish to discrin- Hester Brown were'dinner guests
wheat.
Stoker Drive made.
of Mr. and Mis. One'Key
tinue co-operation with the farm Sunday
.
programs its order to expand the aria. son..Lowell.
*A rugged,' beautiful cabinet-Golden Lock.
acreage oh wheat and other clams.
low and convenient to fill-holds
-There is tittle
that
approximately 450 pounds of coal.
any substantial increase in' production
W. the major crops 'will
*Retort of special ring design-built for durBACKCSBURC. BOX SUPPER
be desirable. certainly ,nrit in the
ability and to get the most heat out of your coal.
'immediate future.- the.' Secretary - A box supper will be -given at
said,
*Electrically operated -fully controlled -uniform
,
Backusburg schwa, Saturday night.
Wallace --emphasizert-TRat, press September 16. . Milton Henry. M'temperatures regulated by STOKCYL Magic Dial
erit suppliel Of -cotton. wheat. corn. structor. said today. ,Proceeds from
Thermostat.
meat . annuals and many Wiser the supper' will_ go' flit the benecommode
i es were large.",
.fit -of the school.
*Bin Fred Models—feed coal direct from bin to
•

Around Paschall
School

wat

a

,Pictured above are the prize 4-H
club beeves purchased by the
Kroger Grocery and Baking company at the initial e-H club sale
conducted in Bardwell August 22
under the direction of John Et.
Watts, county agent.
At left is Joe Bolin, 4-H club
youth of Hickman county with the
blue ribbon winner from Hickman
courrty;ln the center' is Jimmy
Carter, Carlisle county. with the
second-prize
winner from
that
coilnty. and at right is Earl Bolin,
foe's brother, with another winner. .
In the rear are Leo Scotts assistant branch manager: Orin Dressor,

'Lynn Grove High
School
We wish to express our appreciation to the P-TA for furnishingour ni,4 playground eauipment.
We have four neW swings, a number of see-saws, two, basketball
courts, and volleyball, softball,, and
tennis courts. We are expecting
a merry-go-round sometime thig
week.
Our new silver flag pole which
is 52 feet high adds attractiveness
to our campus.
-The seniors selected -their class
rings , Tuesday
morning. They
plan to . elect their class officers

Is
METHODIST CHURCH NOTES

kirksey High School

Sunday, September to, 1939
The high school girls met SepThe pastor will preach at the
10:541 tember 4 and organized a Futuie
morning
hour.
worship
the
Club • under
o'clnek;---rnot- at - 11 o'clock) on Homemakers
"Paying My Vows"' from the text leadership of Mrs. Walston. They
"I will pay my vows unto the met for the purpose of electing of,Liird now in the presence of all ficers. Those elected are: presi/his people,
' Psalms .116:18. This dent. Evelyn Palmer: 'vice-presiis a call to-church loyalty and to dent, NUCJ Coleman: sec etary,
trea,urcr.
Myers:
new consecretion of our talents Augie'4 Dean
Irene Morgan: reporter, FratICCS
to the Lord.
At 7:30 p. m. iplease note change Fuqua.
Plans were also made fur the
of timei the pastor will preach
on "Social and Mural Progress by pie supper to be given here SatLaw" from the text: "In those days urday ,night, September asp. The
there was no king in lsreal, but Home Economics class is piecing a
every man -did . that which WAS matt `WtTietr-Nrifi--be given -award"
right in his own eyes." Some say at the pie stIpPer.
The Future Fernier' and Vul
by their actions that theyi would
like to see this condition again in ture Homemakers are planning ta
our land. Why not line up with sell refreshments on Community
God's people- .to make America Day' which will be held near th..
and the world a better place in first of. October. This will enable
them in building up certain secwhich to rear our Children.
The Sunday-school at 9:30. with tions of their departments.
Scoring freely in each inning
Mr. C. A. Hale in charge, has
maintained a good attendance all last Friday. our softball team
over-powered Coldwater by the
meat manager. who also assisted summer, and with the coming of
score of 26-11. The boys exhibited
in the 4-H club hog judging con- the cooler weather and the return a
great batting prowess which
test, and Dan M. Iarvin. Paducah of our vacationists, we expect the they
hiipe to carry 'over till- Fridistrict supervisor, all of the Car-- attendance to return . to the niir- day
when they meet Almo.
bondale branch of the Kroger mal number. This pastor in a
Children in the fourth grade are
service of some 38 years has Dever
Grocery and Baking company.
found an adequate excuse for fail- busy building a kelek which they
Mr. Watts, who was assisted by ure to attend Sunday-school. Take h'ave studied about in geography.
The senior class met and electWayland Rhoads and Grady M. 'your place in this God-given instied the following officers: president,
Sellars of the University of Ken- tution.
Palmer; • vice-president,
The children and young people, Evelyn
tucky Extension Department and meeting
now at 6:45, Will welcome Rose Youngbleoci: kecretary, Nora
Leroy Northington. county agent of ycur children
to their services, Coleman: treasurer. Ralph BillingHickman county and Harry Gib- and these children
might find in ton: reports:r, Anna Dorris Lan-,
son. assistant county agent for them the inspiration they
need caster.
Hickman Ftbd Fulton counties,.said for -the stress and strain of' life'. •
that the 4-H club show and sale at
All grangers coming to Marray
FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Bard well would be an ann,ual who have no "church home" will
event.
find at the Methodist Church a
A. V. Havens, Minister
cordial and brotherly welcome.
"Come thou with us and 3ve will
"Facing the Crisis." will .be the
soon.,
sermon -subject of A. V. Havens,
We have had a number of visit- do thee good".
--J. Mack 'Jenkins, Pastor minister of the First Christian
ors these first' few weeks. This
church: at the Sunday morning
shows the...people of the communworship service, next Sunday. The
Swing IVInsic in Paris
ity are interested in the betterservice
will ben at _10:46.
ment of our. schotaL
_
.
The Sunday School, led by SupPARIS-The Paris high school
Preparations are being made
for a Fall Festival to be presented band declared today it would fea- erintendent R. L Wade, will meet
in a few weeks, which will include ture swing music in its formations at 9:30 Sunday morning.
The Sunday night church servapproximately 200 students from and programs during the coming
ice will begin at 7:30. Two reels cif
football season.
the first six grades.
motion pictures will be shown en-We are anticipating the arrival
titled, "The- China Fiftieth Anni.
of our new bus sometime this
Almo last Friday afternoon and versary."
week. We appreciate the cooperalost to the Almo ten, 8 to 3.
The mid-week meeting will be
tion of the college in allowing us
Faxon comes here Friday after- held Wednesday night at 7:30.
to use one of their buses during
noon for a game with eur boys. the past three weeks.
The girls' softball team, will
Livingston county farmers have
Athletics
play _the Kirksey girls sometime spread approximately 3,000, tons of The boys' softball team went to this week.
,'stone,
imestone.

HOW MANYJIiles
WILL YOU CLIMB
THIS WINTER?
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BETTER COAL,

The Murray Consumers Coal
and 'Ice Company
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Government Test
Shows High Quality!

Wallace -Appeals. to
Farmers Not to Let
W.ar Affect Crops
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No. 9 or No. II COAL, sold and distributed
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- Obituary
Austin Appeals
Annual State Medical Meeting to
Contested Votes
Mrs.
J.
R.
died Aug. 8. 1934.
Be Held at Western Seutember 11-14 at the homeDick
of her daughter Mrs.
in

AK
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And mined in the western fields of;, Kentucky
has as high government test Heat Units as any
other No. 9 or 11 coal sold in Murray. This
Coal, in Fact, met the United States Governmerit Standards for 1939, and the government
purchased 26,000 tons out of the sense Western Kentucky coal mines to be, used in the post
offices of the United States, If Uncle Sam Buys
Our Coal, IT MUST BE GOOD,
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Costs AA Much at the Mines
Coal Distributed and Sold By Us Costs As Much At The Mines
As Any Other Comparable Grade Coal Sold In Calloway
County. You Get

1Prl

MORE HEAT and
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fire—no coat to handle.
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2-YEAR GUARANTEE
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STOP AT THE RENOWNED_

STOXOL-MTRtURY is a fine

•oker built of the best materials
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We Handle the Best
SPECIAL STOKER COALS
and
JELLICO COALS
The Best Money Can Buy

and to the Mai high standards
of quality workmanship as the
entire STOKOL line.

•
PRIM AS LOW AS
•

Experienced travelers to St Louis
"wee solved IN,s hotel problem&
The Amoican provides a bcabon
convenient to all points of ontesest
and to all transportation,asel really ho•.ccommod.bons eirokes
do not involve any sacrifice
oi comfort or service.Alsvays fine
Food at the Amerlic.ar.

$1.90
Payments as Low a

$6.00 Per Month

3 years to Pay

ROOM WITH BATH 150

FREED COTHANI
MURRAY SERVICE CO,—PHONE 500

SLYINT14 MUT 4041
MA Oat BOULEVAJD

MOST CONVENIENT SPOT IN

LOUIS

tissoy It 0144111..144.
GAJtA GE AND"
PAtXIP40

We Have a Coal for Every Purpose

When You Buy Your Coal From the

PHONE 64 for ServICE
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Murray Consumers
Coal ,84 Ice Co.
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